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1 Introduction 
In this thesis we describe the design and evaluation of an online scenario-based serious 
game platform that enables online universities to efficiently develop their own scenario-
based serious games and to deliver them to their students.  
Online educators have always been interested and involved in integrating new technol-
ogies and methods in their curricula to improve the quality, efficiency and effectiveness 
of their education. Motivation can be considered to be a key aspect of effective learning 
(Prensky, 2007). A higher intrinsic motivation often leads to a better performance, in-
creased curiosity and more explorative and self-regulated study behavior (Ryan & Deci, 
2000; Martens, Gulikers, & Bastiaens, 2004). Increased motivation may also lead to 
more satisfied students and to lower dropout rates. For institutes that provide online 
learning it is even more important to integrate new technologies and methods to literal-
ly bridge the distance to their students because they lack facilities like lecture halls, 
laboratories, field trips or internships.  
Nowadays higher education in general calls for more competency-based education and 
workplace learning. This kind of learning often requires acquiring complex professional 
and academic skills in authentic professional settings. These skills involve cognitive pro-
cesses that are associated with higher-order activities like problem solving, reasoning, 
taking decisions or reflecting in context, which take a lot of time and practice to master. 
As a result, this kind of experiential education often is difficult to organize because 
these skills require a lot of time to teach, frequent training in different (protected) situa-
tions and time-consuming guidance with the risk of guidance not given on time or to a 
sufficient extent in actual practice. In addition, higher education faces the problem how 
to ensure the transfer of acquired skills and knowledge to professional practice. Exer-
cise situations that are equivalent to later professional practice will foster this transfer. 
Serious games offer a solution for aforementioned problems because they may offer 
built-in personalized teaching and guidance, offer different (protected) situations to 
practice and resemble professional practice.  
The term “serious game” was first used by Abt (1970) to define a board or card game 
where players pursue serious goals. The term became popular since 2002 when the 
Serious Games Initiative promoted the use of video game technology and knowledge to 
improve game-based simulations in public organizations (Djaouti, Alvarez, Jessel, & 
Rampnoux, 2011). Since 2002 a serious game is no longer seen as a board or card game 
but as a special kind of video game. Michael and Chen (2006) defined serious games as 
games that do not have entertainment, enjoyment, or fun as their primary purpose. A 
game developer’s primary purpose, for instance, could be learning, but also behavioral 
change to improve health, public awareness of social issues, or marketing. According to 
the definition of Michael and Chen (2006) entertainment, enjoyment and fun are sub-
ordinate to this primary purpose. However, Dörner, Göbel, Effelsberg, and Wiemeyer 
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(2016) do not rank the purposes of a serious game by their importance and define a 
serious game as “a digital game created with the intention to entertain and to achieve 
at least one additional goal (e.g., learning or health)”. The additional goals of a game 
developer are sufficient to categorize a game as a serious game and to characterize its 
type. The authors rightly point out that entertainment games may also be used serious-
ly, e.g., to improve one’s skills. 
As our context is online universities we assume the primary purpose of serious games to 
be learning. We comply with the “serious game” definition of Michael and Chen (2006) 
where the primary purpose of a serious game is not entertainment, enjoyment or fun. 
We believe that entertainment and fun should be subordinate to learning and should 
naturally arise during game development and not be imposed. According to Prensky 
(2002), the primary objective of a game designer is not entertainment but engagement 
that is generated by challenge and relaxation. In addition, in games for learning fun is 
not about amusement but about enjoyment and pleasure, which leads to relaxation and 
motivation. According to the author: “Relaxation enables learners to take things in more 
easily; motivation enables them to put forth effort without resentment.”. Franzwa et al. 
(2014) state that learning and fun should be in balance and that too much fun may 
distract a player or even stop his progress. We believe that the balance between learn-
ing and fun may also depend on the characteristics of the target group, e.g., youngsters 
or adults, or on the characteristics of a learning task, e.g., more active or more passive. 
Serious games can be categorized into different types that correspond to entertainment 
game types like adventure games, strategy games, role-playing games, simulation 
games, exercise games, or pervasive games, or may be combinations of several types. 
Our focus is scenario-based serious games that combine aspects of adventure, strategy, 
role-playing and simulation games. This type of games present interactive narratives 
driven by exploration, problem-solving and decision-making to students playing roles in 
simulated complex problem spaces that closely resemble professional practice. Stu-
dents are confronted with ill-defined problems, often allowing multiple solutions and 
requiring application of necessary methodologies or tools and collaboration with fellow 
learners (Westera, Nadolski, Hummel, & Wopereis, 2008). We call these games ‘scenar-
io-based’ because the scenario plays such an important role as being the design of the 
game. The scenario extensively describes the problem space, which activities have to be 
done and which materials are needed to acquire required complex cognitive skills, and 
how the problem space should adapt to the individual students. In this thesis we will 
focus on scenario-based serious games that are aimed at learning. 
Serious games are powerful means to provide learning in a more effective way and are 
able to increase learners’ motivation (De Freitas, 2006; Connolly et al., 2012; Backlund, 
& Hendrix, 2013; Boyle et al., 2016). In addition, engagement and challenge have a 
positive effect on learning (Hamari et al., 2016). The primary goal of serious games is to 
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motivate learners, give them appropriate feedback, improve their skills at the right 
level, and improve collaboration within groups (Ibrahim et al, 2012). The learner should 
be in control and learning should be situated and authentic, possibly based on a didacti-
cal model or approach and should support transfer of learned skills (Dede, 2009; Clark, 
& Mayer, 2011; Thillainathan, & Leimeister, 2014). Serious game developers may im-
prove learners’ motivation by providing players with an interesting storyline and enjoy-
able interface, generating interest or curiosity, offering challenging, exciting and cus-
tomized tasks, giving a feeling of being in control, offering immediate feedback and 
adapting to the individual learner (Dörner, Göbel, Effelsberg, & Wiemeyer, 2016). These 
aspects can foster active engagement and can support the intended goals of a serious 
game.  
Given their potential benefits it is no surprise that the use of serious games is still grow-
ing and that innovation of the field is stimulated, for instance, by the European Union. 
In 2015 the global games market grew by more than 9% and the serious games market 
also showed impressive growth figures (Games Monitor, 2015). In addition, from 2012 
to 2015, the number of serious game developers in game studios in the Netherlands 
grew by more than 7% annually. This growth is still continuing since the video games 
market is expected to grow at 6.8% annually from 2017 to 2021 (PMC, 2017). Since the 
first decade innovation of the field of serious games is stimulated by the European Un-
ion as is illustrated by numerous European projects such as the ELEKTRA project (2006 – 
2008), the PlayMancer project (2007 – 2011), the 80days project (2008 – 2010), the 
ImREAL project (2010 -2013), the GALA project (2010 – 2014) and the RAGE project 
(2015 – 2019). The latter project is especially interesting for the field of serious games 
development because it will deliver self-contained gaming components that can be 
integrated into existing game engines or platforms to extend their functionality or to 
foster easier and more efficient game development. 
Despite the growth in use of serious games their application within online universities 
faces a number of issues that are related to differences with the entertainment games 
sector. First, target groups are smaller in size because a game is generally developed for 
a specific course in a specific content domain resulting in lower available budgets. Sec-
ond, in addition to regular game developers, a development team consists of educators 
responsible for the instructional design and domain experts responsible for the domain 
content where the latter often differ per development project and thus need to be 
recruited and reworked each time. Current development tools mostly have insufficient 
instructional design support for educators and are too complicated for the average 
educator or domain expert who has no technical background. In addition, serious 
games have to be playable and testable anytime to enable educators and domain ex-
perts to provide correct input during authoring. Third, to enable personalized learning 
serious games often have to adapt more to the characteristics and needs of the individ-
ual player or player group than entertainment games, which requires more game con-
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tent to cater for all possible player paths and consequently more complex authoring 
and more extensive testing. Fourth, player environments have to support this specific 
type of adaptation by continuous performance monitoring and analysis which requires 
specific and extensive logging of player data. The same player data should also enable 
game evaluation for game improvement during development or deployment and enable 
research on learning effects of a game. 
Above mentioned issues that are specifically related to application of serious games call 
for dedicated development and deployment environments. (i) Smaller budgets ask for 
efficient development. (ii) Co-authoring by educators and domain experts and adapta-
tion to the individual player ask for specific tooling and more user-friendly user inter-
faces. (iii) Game adaptation, evaluation and research ask for specific and extensive log-
ging and analysis of player data. 
The Open University of the Netherlands (OUNL) is an example of an online university 
providing bachelor and master degrees in various academic fields. To help students to 
acquire complex professional and academic skills in authentic professional settings, a 
scenario-based game platform has been developed and used. As the design of the plat-
form is based on a long experience of developing serious games at the OUNL we first 
give an overview of this development and the underlying ideas in section 2. In section 3 
we introduce EMERGO that consists of a method and a web-based platform and was 
developed by the OUNL in collaboration with a number of Dutch universities to enable 
developing and delivering serious games more efficiently. In section 4 we present the 
design questions that challenged us during the initial and ongoing development of the 
platform and that we try to answer in this thesis. We end with an outline of the next 
chapters in section 5. 
2 Serious games development at the OUNL 
In the eighties the OUNL started developing educational software that was used em-
bedded in its academic courses and was called courseware. In the early years, mainly 
tutorials and simulations were developed that were based on some kind of physical, 
mathematical or computational model and were used within natural sciences or math-
ematics to illustrate the working of these models and to improve their understanding by 
changing their parameters. This courseware was distributed on floppy disks or diskettes. 
Personal computers (PCs) were not yet widespread so many students had to visit one of 
the OUNL’s study centers spread around the country, especially if the courseware used 
video, which required a laser disc player. 
In the nineties faculties of law, psychology, cultural sciences and management sciences 
became interested and involved in development of educational software. The compe-
tences to be acquired within their curricula asked for more comprehensive applications 
in which students should perform complex tasks and didactical and substantive support 
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and guidance should be integrated. This development resulted in a shift from mainly 
tutorials and simulations to mainly environments that resembled working environ-
ments. A student would be immersed and would work as a trainee, e.g., in a law firm or 
bungalow park, or as a researcher, e.g., within a public transport company or a psycho-
logical clinic. The offered tasks often showed an increase in complexity over time and 
enabled students to acquire complex cognitive skills. At the time we called this kind of 
stand-alone applications competence-based multimedia practicals, because different 
media (text, images, audio and video) were combined to mimic realistic environments 
and their interaction possibilities (Gerrichhauzen et al., 1998; Hommes et al., 2000; 
Huysse et al., 1998; Ivens et al., 1998; Leinders et al., 1993; Vandermeeren et al., 1997; 
Wöretshofer et al., 2000).  
Multimedia practicals presented a student’s working environments in 2D, used a space 
metaphor for visiting different locations and experts and usually used video for creating 
more realism. Occasionally, a mathematical model was used to calculate certain aspects 
of the environment, e.g., the occupancy rate of bungalows and the influence of market-
ing campaigns or unexpected events on it. A number of these multimedia practicals 
were developed with and used by external partners. An internship or a research are 
large study tasks, which resulted in students spending many hours within these multi-
media practicals, sometimes as much as 50 hours. This high study load and the use of 
different media required an extensive functional design with a scenario describing all 
student activities and materials needed. In addition, it required a careful planning of 
development activities and a large investment in time and money. Such an investment 
could only be justified in case of large student numbers when the investment was 
earned back during deployment because integrated student support and guidance 
would result in savings on human guidance.  
Multimedia practicals were developed using ToolBook (http://tb.sumtotalsystems.com/) 
that could be used by ICT developers as well as interaction designers and allowed for 
efficient component-based development. The components we developed represented 
different functionalities to be provided to students, e.g., a map or a task overview. Each 
component had its own authoring and playing part where the authoring part could be 
realized in a short time by using and connecting standard input elements. Content was 
usually entered by educators or programmers, sometimes by domain experts. The play-
ing part usually required customization, although reuse of parts of previously developed 
components was common. Multimedia practicals were extensively tested by students 
before they were distributed on CD-ROM (Compact Disc Read-Only Memory) or later on 
DVD (Digital Video Disc) and could be used by students on a Windows PC at home. 
These multimedia practicals would now be called serious games, although the engage-
ment and game fun were not determined so much by intense interaction or flashy 
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graphics but by interesting storylines, challenging tasks and rich content, and the thrill 
of learning something new. 
3 EMERGO 
The rise of the World Wide Web in the nineties had no immediate impact on serious 
games development at the OUNL, because at the time web technologies could not yet 
provide the rich and direct interaction needed within this kind of applications. The in-
troduction of the AJAX (Asynchronous JavaScript And XML) technology in 2004 and the 
emergence of frameworks supporting it was the right moment to switch to web-based 
development and deployment. AJAX allowed for communication between the client and 
the server in the background, so parts of a web page could be adapted dynamically 
without having to reload the page after each user action. From now on the World Wide 
Web would enable us to offer students one equally rich player environment as in the 
stand-alone serious games before, to offer teachers one authoring environment that 
could be used for all game authoring, to better support reuse of game content, to sim-
plify delivery of games and updates, also of the platform itself, and to better monitor 
and support students. Our expectation was that we would be able to develop and de-
ploy serious games more efficiently. 
In 2006 four Dutch universities, led by the OUNL, started the EMERGO project (in Eng-
lish EMERGE: Efficient Method for ExpeRiential Game-based Education), an educational 
innovation project that was co-funded by SURF foundation (the collaborative ICT organ-
ization for Dutch higher education and research, https://www.surf.nl/). Based on the 
OUNL’s long experience of developing stand-alone scenario-based serious games, the 
four participating universities worked together to develop a method and a web-based 
platform that would enable online universities to develop and deliver scenario-based 
serious games more efficiently. Main requirements for the platform were to offer a set 
of reusable and adaptable components that covers most functionalities needed in this 
kind of games, to provide a user-friendly authoring environment and an intuitive and 
immersive player environment. In addition, five serious games about environmental 
decision making were developed that are still in use at two participating universities. 
During the Skills Labs project from 2008 to 2010, another educational innovation pro-
ject co-funded by SURF foundation, three institutes, led by the OUNL, developed anoth-
er four serious games, about water management. In addition, the platform was im-
proved with respect to performance and usability and was extended with new compo-
nents. During the years thereafter until now the platform has been used to develop and 
deliver new serious games in cooperation with external partners and faculties within 
the OUNL. At the moment 26 serious games have been developed. The number of plat-
form components, which represent different platform functionalities needed to acquire 
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complex cognitive skills, has increased from initially 12 to 30 at the moment. In addition, 
the platform’s performance and look and feel have been improved over the years. 
4 This thesis: aim and design questions 
The EMERGO project challenged us to design and develop a platform that would enable 
more efficient development and delivery of scenario-based serious games and would 
serve all stakeholders involved in development and delivery of games as well as in ex-
tension of the platform itself. 
We tried to answer the general design question of this thesis: 
How to design and develop a generic platform for fast and flexible development 
and delivery of a wide variety of scenario-based serious games that enable com-
plex cognitive skills acquisition? 
The platform should be generic in the sense that it should enable online universities to 
realize a wide range of game scenarios for different content domains and learning pur-
poses and that it should integrate development and delivery tasks that require different 
types of platform users in one system. Game development should be fast and flexible. 
Game authoring should be user-friendly so teachers would be able to author games that 
way lowering the threshold for developing serious games. Previewing and testing game 
content and reuse of developed game content should be supported and multiple game 
authors working in parallel should be possible. Game deployment should also be fast 
and flexible. Delivery of developed games should be easy, bug fixing of and interfering 
in already deployed games should be possible and student support in case of technical 
or functional problems should be supported. To enable complex cognitive skills acquisi-
tion the platform should offer a set of common components that covers most of the 
needed functionalities to acquire this type of skills and should enable reuse of these 
components and their content in other games. To author these game components 
teachers would need a user-friendly authoring environment in which they could work 
independently. And to play developed games students would need an intuitive immer-
sive player environment capable of being adapted to the individual student’s progress. 
In addition, the platform should be sustainable in the sense that it should allow for easy 
addition of new components and for playing as well as authoring of all previously devel-
oped games. 
Early evaluations of the authoring environment showed that its usability was subopti-
mal. Teachers found two platform components, the Script and Conversations compo-
nents, difficult to use and some of them had trouble to use the Script component inde-
pendently, despite extensive instruction in advance. This made us question how we 
could improve the usability of the authoring environment, why components differ in 
their perceived usability, if our findings would be similar to findings for similar authoring 
environments and if we could derive some guidelines to improve the usability of this 
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kind of environments. These considerations led to the first additional design question of 
this thesis: 
1. How to improve the usability of authoring environments for serious games? 
Early evaluations of the player environment showed students to be satisfied to very 
satisfied about its user interface. However, we did not evaluate its usability in detail and 
were curious whether students were still satisfied, whether we still could improve its 
usability, whether and how platform components differ in their perceived usability, 
whether our findings would be similar to findings for similar player environments and 
whether we could derive some guidelines to improve the usability of this kind of envi-
ronments. These considerations led to the second additional design question of this 
thesis: 
2. How to improve the usability of player environments for serious games? 
5 This thesis: outline of chapters 
The general design question is addressed in chapters 2 and 3, the first additional design 
question in chapter 4 and the second additional design question in chapter 5. We end 
with a general discussion in chapter 6. 
 
Chapter 2 addresses the general design question with respect to the design and devel-
opment of the platform and presents evaluation results. 
The following main design steps have been taken to answer the general design ques-
tion. 
We identified the intended users of the platform, namely teachers, students, adminis-
trators and ICT developers 
We set up initial functional requirements for each intended user and non-functional 
requirements for the platform itself. Teachers should be able to author, preview and 
test game content, to monitor students and to possibly interfere in running games. 
Students should be able to play games and to send in outcomes. Administrators should 
be able to manage platform users, game runs and game teams. ICT developers should 
be able to rather easily extend the platform with new functionality. The platform itself 
should be efficient, reliable, stable and usable on multiple operating systems. 
Based on the requirements we chose a multilayered client-server architecture, a web-
based client, the Java EE platform, Open source frameworks and a centralized database 
for implementation. 
We identified five platform roles that should have their own working environment with 
associated tasks. The administrator role manages all users and their platform roles. The 
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developer role authors games, game roles and game components. The run manager 
role manages game runs and teams and assigns students to runs and teams in a certain 
game role. The tutor role monitors students and may interfere in a running game. The 
student role plays games. 
We designed a domain model containing all platform entities, e.g., components, games, 
runs and users, and their mutual dependencies. Our starting point was that the domain 
model should remain unchanged if new platform components are added, which simpli-
fies extension of the platform. Therefore the domain model is kept simple and does not 
contain entities that represent game elements such as NPCs (Non-Playing Characters), 
materials or game rules. Instead, these entities are defined and stored as XML strings in 
attributes of certain domain model entities. This data-driven approach ensures maxi-
mum flexibility. 
We identified the initial set of platform components that should be implemented. Our 
starting point was a typical game scenario that was based on our previous experience in 
developing serious games. This scenario involved an environment with different loca-
tions, interaction with NPCs representing supervisors, colleagues or experts and the use 
of a tablet with apps that provide background materials, enable communication with 
NPCs and PCs (Playing Characters) and enable students to acquire needed complex 
cognitive skills. A Script component should be used to adapt the environment to the 
individual student. 
We devised a generic component design for both initial and future platform compo-
nents. This design should allow for defining components, their properties, their mutual 
relations, their content and the structure and properties of their content. All compo-
nent definitions are stored as XML strings. The same applies to all authoring and stu-
dent data. 
We chose a method to implement authoring of game script. As teachers were expected 
to do game authoring, programming of game script was out of the question. Popup 
dialogues are used to assemble game rules consisting of conditions to check property 
values and actions to change property values. A condition and its associated actions 
resemble an ‘if-then’ statement in a programming language. A condition is triggered by 
a change of a property value that is a result of a student action, a timer event or a script 
action. 
After designing the platform we started its implementation. We subsequently imple-
mented the domain model, the various role environments and the initial set of compo-
nents, all of which demanded their own more detailed design decisions.  
Chapter 2 ends with an evaluation of the platform. Evaluated is if the platform indeed 
caters for more efficient game development, how satisfied teachers and students are 
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about the platform, and if the platform’s functional and non-functional requirements 
are met. 
 
Chapter 3 also addresses the general design question and is a further elaboration of 
important aspects of the platform, namely its components, processes, and architecture. 
We start with a further elaboration of the generic component design described in chap-
ter 2 and present the general structure of all platform components and their XML defi-
nitions that define their allowed properties and content. The components form a flat 
structure where dependencies on other entities are defined by relations, this way sim-
plifying extension with new components. We also extensively describe all components 
to illustrate the type of game elements and (didactical) functions the platform supports.  
Next, we describe the main platform processes such as the authoring process, the play-
ing process and processes that are supportive or conditional for authoring and playing. 
We describe the general authoring process for games, game roles and game compo-
nents and focus on its most important and complex sub-process, the authoring of game 
component content, which includes game script. A single editor is used for authoring 
and validation of content. This editor uses a component’s XML definition to render the 
component’s content and input elements to manipulate it. Dedicated input elements 
are used to assemble script conditions and actions. The editor also allows for preview-
ing and testing game content in the player environment in every stage of authoring, 
while authoring is in progress and from different points within the game scenario. For 
the playing process we describe the structure of the player environment and its differ-
ent run components, the rendering of these run components, which involves personal-
izing content using student’s progress, and the event handling process, which includes 
handling of student, timer, script and peer events. Other platform processes include 
monitoring or supporting students, managing game runs and populating the platform 
and game runs with users. 
We end chapter 3 with the multilayered architecture we used for the implementation of 
the different platform components and processes. We describe its various layers with 
their main components, their responsibilities and the Open source software we used to 
implement them. 
 
Chapter 4 addresses the first additional design question “1. How to improve the usability 
of authoring environments for serious games?”. 
To be able to answer the design question we conducted an in-depth qualitative study of 
the EMERGO authoring environment to determine its usability. Because the number of 
authors was too small we could not apply quantitative evaluation methods. Instead, we 
conducted semi-structured interviews (Bryman, 2012) with some experienced game 
developers who authored a game for higher education and previously authored several 
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other games. The use of semi-structured interviews allowed us to not only investigate 
usability but also to get an idea of the user experience, i.e., the usefulness, emotional 
impact and context of use for a particular user. We prepared the interviews by setting 
up an interview guide with themes and associated questions. Themes were: the au-
thor’s general impression of the authoring environment, to what extent the initial re-
quirements for the environment were met, the authoring experience for the used com-
ponents and the development process. We added the last theme because an insuffi-
cient integration of authoring within the development process might influence experi-
enced usability. To answer the design question we compared our usability findings with 
those found for comparable environments in literature and established usability guide-
lines to improve authoring environments for serious games. 
The use of the authoring environment is embedded in the EMERGO method. The meth-
od supports a development team in ideation, the writing of a global game description 
based on answers to a list of standard questions, the writing of a game scenario in three 
steps where each step adds more detail and the use of the authoring environment to 
enter and test the scenario and upload assets. A development team consists of subject 
matter experts, educational technologists, interaction designers and ICT developers, 
and may, if necessary, be temporarily reinforced with other expertise. 
Multiple usability definitions exist in literature. One of the first and best known is that of 
Nielsen (1994) who defines usability by its quality of five components: learnability (for 
novice users), efficiency (amount of time to accomplish task), memorability (for fre-
quent users), errors (number, severity, recoverability), and satisfaction (pleasantness). 
Nielsen’s definition is general and can be applied to all kinds of devices. However, since 
the EMERGO authoring environment is software and the quality of the software may 
influence experienced usability, we will use ISO/IEC 25010:2011 (ISO/IEC, 2011) as the 
theoretical framework by which we will explain our findings. Its product quality model is 
composed of eight software quality characteristics of which usability is one. Usability is 
subdivided into six aspects: appropriateness recognizability, learnability, operability, 
user error protection, user interface aesthetics and accessibility. The seven other soft-
ware quality characteristics are functional suitability, reliability, performance efficiency, 
compatibility, security, maintainability and portability. Note that for better readability, 
we replace ‘appropriateness recognizability’ with understandability and ‘functional 
suitability’ with functionality. 
Tool complexity and the type of user may have a negative impact on experienced usabil-
ity. Entertainment and serious game development usually requires highly complex au-
thoring tools that are used by specialized developers. Hartson and Pyla (2012) and Mur-
ray (2004, 2016) identified different complexity types involved. Tool complexity may be 
related to the interface, i.e., the intricacy or elaborateness of user actions or to the 
number of editor features and components. However, tool complexity may also be 
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related to the work domain, i.e., the degree of intricacy and technical nature of the 
corresponding field of work or to the number of abstract concepts, complex structures 
or dynamic structures that have to be understood, maintained or tested. Improved 
usability might surely reduce interface complexity but probably will have hardly any 
effect on work domain complexity because this type of complexity is inherent to the 
domain. Experienced usability may also depend on the type of user. For education, 
Murray (2004, 2016) identified five possible types of users with different complexity 
capacity. For instance, teachers have a low complexity capacity, so they cannot be ex-
pected to use complex authoring tools. On the other hand, ICT developers have a high 
complexity capacity.  
 
Chapter 5 addresses the second additional design question “2. How to improve the 
usability of player environments for serious games?”. 
To be able to answer the design question we conducted a mixed method study of the 
EMERGO player environment. Students from four Dutch Regional Centers for Secondary 
Vocational Education each played one of two developed games. We used quantitative 
and qualitative methods to collect both more objective and more subjective and de-
tailed usability data for the player environment. We used a pre-questionnaire just be-
fore a game session, individual note taking during the game session, a post-
questionnaire just after the game session and a group discussion afterwards. The ques-
tionnaires were used to determine students’ prior ICT skills (to rule out their possible 
effect on experienced usability) their SUS (System Usability Scale; Brooke, 1996, 2013; 
Sauro, 2011) scores and their experienced general usability and component specific 
usability. The qualitative methods were used to collect as much points of improvement 
and points of satisfaction as possible regarding the usability of the environment and 
allowed us to also get an idea of the player experience, i.e., the level of autonomy, im-
mersion, engagement, and challenge. To answer the design question we established 
guidelines for player environments for serious games. 
Usability is a decisive success factor for entertainment games as well as serious games 
because it is essential for a good player experience. Poor usability may lead to annoy-
ance and distraction and may have an impact on the learning outcomes of serious 
games (Olsen, Procci, & Bowers, 2011). Although usability is a very important quality 
factor of a software system, no single definition of usability exists which takes into ac-
count all of its possible aspects (Dubey & Rana, 2010). In addition, measuring usability is 
complex as Lewis (2014, p. 664) emphasizes: “The measurement of usability is complex 
because usability is not a specific property of a person or thing. You cannot measure 
usability with a simple ‘usability’ thermometer (Dumas, 2003; Hertzum, 2009; Hornbæk, 
2006). Rather, it is an emergent property dependent on interactions among users, 
products, tasks, and environments”. Validated questionnaires for summative usability 
evaluation, of which the SUS probably is most widely used (Lewis, 2014), either produce 
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a general score or scores on general usability aspects, which make them less appropri-
ate to identify more detailed and specific interface related usability issues. Therefore, 
we also applied qualitative evaluation methods in our study. Just like for the authoring 
environment we will use ISO/IEC 25010:2011 (ISO/IEC, 2011) as the theoretical frame-
work by which we will explain our qualitative findings for the player environment. 
An important concept in the context of gaming is playability. Playability is broader than 
usability and is defined as “the degree to which a game is fun to play and is usable, with 
an emphasis on the interaction style and plot-quality of the game; the quality of game-
play” (Usability-First, 2017). Playability may be affected by the quality of the storyline, 
the degree of responsiveness, the intensity of interaction, pace, control, intricacy, cus-
tomizability, realism, social and team support, and the quality of graphics and sound.  
Usability and playability are both important for games but for player environments for 
games usability is probably more important than playability. Usability of a game will 
mainly depend on the usability of the environment’s different components. However, 
playability of a game will mainly depend on playability aspects of the game itself, e.g., 
the quality of the storyline, feedback, graphics and sound. These playability aspects 
cannot be influenced by player environments, although the environments should of 
course support responsiveness and intensity of interaction. Therefore, to answer the 
design question we will focus on the usability of the player environment. We expect the 
operation of its components to be rather easy because complex concepts, structures 
and dynamics (Murray, 2004) that are visible during authoring are hidden for students. 
However, how components’ functions are translated into usable interfaces may leave 
room for improvement. 
 
Finally, in chapter 6 we provide a review of our results and our main conclusions, recent 
and future development and research, and significance of the platform. 
 
The development of a platform such as EMERGO requires teamwork. Many have con-
tributed to the realization and extension of the platform. Appendix 1 therefore shows 
an overview of the estimated contribution of the author to the main development and 
evaluation tasks presented in chapters 2 to 5. 
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Abstract 
Serious games are considered to provide powerful and attractive ways to acquire com-
plex cognitive skills for education and training. But existing platforms for development 
of game-based e-learning often appear either not to be very user-friendly or too rigid or 
costly. This article addresses the design, development and evaluation of a generic plat-
form for fast and flexible development and delivery of a wide variety of scenario-based 
serious games that enables complex cognitive skills acquisition. We present the re-
quirements for the EMERGO platform and which common components it offers to cater 
for most of the needed functionalities within scenario-based serious games. We explain 
how users in various roles can use the platform to manage, develop, deliver and play a 
broad variety of scenario-based games. Evaluation data are presented to back up the 
claim that the platform indeed allows for faster, more user-friendly and less costly de-
velopment and delivery of scenario-based games. Seven years after the platform has 
been launched, it until now has proven successful and still continues to evolve. We 
close off with some conclusions and needs for further development. 
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1 Introduction 
Serious games offer a solution for enabling professional learning at a distance, when the 
acquisition in actual practice would be impossible or rather hard to realize. Professional 
education requires students to practice complex cognitive skills in authentic profession-
al settings. These skills involve cognitive processes, e.g., problem solving, reasoning, 
taking decisions or reflecting in context. This kind of experiential education often is 
difficult to organize in a practical, e.g., because there are more students than intern-
ships available or because the supervision of students would be too time-consuming, 
risky or insufficient in actual practice. 
Existing development frameworks for games often are inadequately tuned toward spe-
cific learning needs (Nadolski, Hummel, Slootmaker, & Van der Vegt, 2012), and game 
engines often have been developed for just one specific aspect of a game (e.g., graph-
ical rendering). There are frameworks that integrate a number of these more specific 
engines, but do not support teachers that well in the process of developing serious 
games, or have a steep learning curve (De Freitas et al., 2010). For further take-up in 
education there was a hard felt need to provide teachers with a user-friendly authoring 
environment. Besides this, existing frameworks often lack suitable logging of game pro-
gress, which impedes research on the actual effects of serious games. 
The Open University of the Netherlands, being a provider of distance education, has a 
longer experience in developing serious games for complex cognitive skills acquisition in 
various content domains and with different learning purposes. These serious games 
were developed on client computers and delivered on CD/DVD. Not all operating sys-
tems were supported, delivery was demanding (reproduction), and technical or func-
tional bug fixes could not be delivered easily. And there was little reuse of game com-
ponents. Games were mostly built from scratch. There was a need for a platform that 
would simplify and broaden delivery. The platform should further foster reuse and ex-
change between serious games for different content domains by offering reusable and 
adaptable components for game development. 
Developing serious games is often a costly business. Most games are developed as 3D 
environments requiring a vast investment in 3D graphics that cannot be reused easily in 
other games. However, use of 3D is not always needed, because maximum fidelity of 
the environment does not necessarily lead to better learning (Herrington, Reeves, & 
Oliver, 2007). Furthermore, the development and testing of the didactic scenarios of 
serious games is quite time consuming, because the intended complex skills require 
many steps to take and many hours to acquire. There was a need for an approach and 
platform that would support more cost-effective development of scenario-based serious 
games. 
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Some 10 years ago the need for a user-friendly authoring environment providing teach-
ers with reusable and adaptable components to develop serious games cost-effective 
was commonly felt in many higher education institutes. This need then was expressed 
in the development of a number of online platforms that enabled teachers to develop 
their own serious games without programming. Examples are Fablusi 
(http://www.fablusi.com/), Unigame (http://www.unigame.net/) and Cyberdam 
(http://www.cyberdam.nl/). These platforms enabled the development of multi-role-
playing games where learners take on the role profiles of specific characters or repre-
sentatives of organizations. However, our focus was broader than just role-play. We 
wanted to offer a rich environment for experiential education where students mostly 
learn on their own and where other actors are mostly implemented as non-playing 
characters. 
The central research question of this article is how to design and develop a generic plat-
form for fast and flexible development and delivery of a wide variety of scenario-based 
serious games that enable complex cognitive skills acquisition. According to Westera 
(2001) cognitive skills are skills that involve mental processes that occur in the mind 
while using, transforming or supplementing available knowledge. Complex cognitive 
skills are associated with higher-order activities like problem solving, reasoning, think-
ing, assessing and concluding. They include the mental processes of analysis, synthesis 
and evaluation to produce a re-ordering or extension of the existing cognitive structure. 
Scenario-based serious games are games where learners are placed in complex problem 
spaces, which mimic real world situations. They are confronted with ill-defined prob-
lems, often allowing multiple solutions and requiring application of necessary method-
ologies or tools and collaboration with fellow learners (Westera, Nadolski, Hummel, & 
Wopereis, 2008). To enable the acquisition of these complex cognitive skills and this 
type of games the scenario describes the problem space, which activities have to be 
done, which materials are needed and how the problem space should be adjusted while 
the student is playing. 
To answer the research question, the remainder of this article will be structured as 
follows. In section 2 we elaborate on the type of scenario-based games the platform 
supports. In section 3 we present the requirements for the platform. In section 4 we 
describe how we developed the platform and present the history of versions. In section 
5 we present the platform roles, the domain model and common reusable components 
and their underlying generic design. In section 6 we evaluate if the platform satisfies the 
requirements and compare it to related work. In section 7 we summarize our findings 
and present our plans for future work. 
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2 Scenario-based serious games supported by the platform 
 
Figure 2.1. Screen of a game showing a square with buildings to visit. On the bottom left corner we see an icon 
for the tablet. On the bottom right corner we see a mike to record parts of interviews and a notepad to make 
contextualised notes 
The platform supports games where the student works as a trainee in an immersive 
virtual environment that resembles real-life environments like a law firm or an office 
environment. His virtual supervisor will give him assignments, and will react to and 
reflect on his outcomes. He will meet virtual experts or other people to gain background 
knowledge about the skills to acquire. Within the environment the student has a tablet 
with apps that provide background materials, enable communicating with virtual per-
sons and other students, and help the student to acquire the skills. The student will be 
confronted with the consequences of his acts. This means that the environment must 
be able to respond to student actions by giving clear feedback, and adjust itself accord-
ing to the progress of the student. 
Within a game on Sexology, for instance, the student attends two patient interviews 
and a multidisciplinary meeting, and interviews four subject matter experts. He has to 
learn to prepare himself for the patient interview, to write a summary of the interview, 
to work out a model related to the causes of the patient’s problem, and to write a pro-
posal for treatment. The student starts the game on a square with buildings related to 
the Sexology course: a hospital, a university, a school, a health service, an aids center 
and a station (see Figure 2.1). The station is used to visit virtual patients at home. With-
in the hospital the student finds his supervisor, subject matter experts, rooms for pa-
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tient interviews and meetings, and his own room. He has a notepad to make contextual-
ized notes and a recorder to record parts of interviews. On his tablet the student finds 
background materials like the patient records, a log containing all notes made with the 
notepad, an app with all recordings made during interviews, a manual explaining the 
interface of the game and an email app to get mails and send in assignment outcomes. 
3 Requirements for the platform 
The objective of the platform is to enable the fast and flexible development and delivery 
of a wide variety of scenario-based serious games which enable complex cognitive skills 
acquisition. Intended users of the platform are teachers, students, administrators and 
programmers. Teachers will develop games by writing a game scenario, selecting rele-
vant educational material and using the platform to enter game data, game materials 
and game script, and they will monitor students; Students will use the platform to play 
games; Administrators will manage platform users; and Programmers will extend the 
platform. Based on our experience and studies carried out by others (Aldrich, 2005), as 
well as on aforementioned problems with current development, we now list following 
functional (F) and non-functional (N) requirements for the platform (Table 2.1). 
 
Table 2.1: Functional (F) and non-functional (N) requirements for the platform 
Requirement Description 
F1 Offer teachers an intuitive and user-friendly authoring environment where they 
independently can create and edit games. 
F2 Enable teachers to create and edit game roles, so students playing together in one game 
can have different roles. 
F3 Offer teachers a set of common reusable and adaptable components that covers most of 
the needed functionalities to acquire complex cognitive skills using scenario-based 
serious games. Teachers should be able to select components they need and edit these 
now called game components.  
F4 Enable several teachers working together on the same game so work can be divided. 
F5 Enable teachers to preview games or a single game component as a student, at any stage 
of the development process. 
F6 Enable teachers to test games as a student at any stage of the development process and 
starting from multiple points within the game script. 
F7 Enable teachers to import and export games so games can be distributed to other 
platform instances and their content can be reused. 
F8 Enable teachers to import and export game components so game content can be reused. 
F9 Enable teachers to monitor progress of students. 
F10 Enable teachers to interfere in a running game, for instance, if outcome quality is 
insufficient or if a student is stuck in the game. 
F11 Offer students an intuitive immersive player environment where they play developed 
games. The player environment should be adjusted according to the actions and progress 
of a student by using game script. 
F12 Enable to save and persist all student actions, for game script to operate on, and for 
evaluation and research purposes. 
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Requirement Description 
F13 Enable students to send in assignment outcomes, allowing progression within the game 
(triggered by game script) and monitoring of progress. 
F14 Enable students to enrich the running game with user generated content and share this 
content with other students. 
F15 Enable administrators to manage platform users and their roles. 
F16 Enable administrators to manage game runs, by assigning a cohort of students to a run 
and assigning students to game roles. 
F17 Enable administrators to manage game teams, teams of students operating within the 
same game run. 
F18 Enable programmers to easily extend the platform with new languages. 
F19 Enable programmers to rather easily extend the set of common reusable components 
with new components. 
F20 Enable programmers to extend the player environment with new skins, to be able to offer 
(external) parties their own look and feel. 
N1 Be reliable and stable. 
N2 Be usable on multiple operating systems, e.g., at and across institutes. 
N3 Offer efficient development and delivery of games. Delivering and updating the platform 
and developed serious games should be easy and not affect student’s progress. 
N4 Be backward compatible, authoring and playing of earlier developed games should be 
possible. 
N5 Be integrated with institutional infrastructures. 
 
Requirements F3 and F11 directly relate to acquiring complex cognitive skills. Learners 
will perform authentic tasks in an environment that challenges and makes them curious, 
presents appropriate and unambiguous outcome goals and provides clear, constructive 
and encouraging feedback (Nadolski, Hummel, Slootmaker, & Van der Vegt, 2012). 
Requirements F1, F5 and F6 relate to aforementioned need for a more user-friendly 
authoring environment. Requirements F3, F7 and F8 relate to the need for reusable and 
adaptable components. Requirements F1, F2 to F8, and N3 relate to the need for more 
cost-effective development. The requirements are elaborated in a use case diagram 
(see Figure 2.2). 
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Figure 2.2. Use case diagram for the platform. Requirements are indicated 
Rectangles indicate the boundaries of the authoring and player environment. These 
boundaries are debatable. For instance, previewing and testing a game could be done 
outside of the authoring environment, but we feel these options should be an integral 
part of it. In the next section we elaborate on the development of the platform. 
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4 Development of the platform 
Version 1 of the platform was developed within the EMERGO project (2006-2007) that 
was co-funded by SURF foundation, and was intended to be used by all SURF members. 
The project had three outcomes: a methodology to support writing the scenario for 
scenario-based serious games (Nadolski et al., 2008), a platform for developing and 
delivering the games and five games that were used in education. This article will focus 
on the EMERGO platform. Version 2 of the platform was one of the outcomes of the 
Skills Labs project, also co-funded by SURF foundation, and was released in 2010. The 
project also delivered four games that were used in education. Version 3 was an out-
come of a couple of projects and was released in 2013. The platform is Open source and 
can be found on SourceForge (EMERGO, 2013). 
The first development step was to choose an application architecture. We choose for a 
multilayered client-server architecture, because one layer can be substituted by another 
implementation without affecting the other layers. To meet requirement F12 (save and 
persist all student actions) we choose to use a centralized database on a server so game 
script, also located on a server, can operate on student actions, and student data can be 
shared within multi-role games and is easily available for evaluation and research. To 
meet requirements N1 (reliable and stable) and N2 (usable on multiple operating sys-
tems), and because we had broad experience with it, we choose the Java EE platform. To 
meet requirement N3 (efficient development and delivery of games), we choose the 
client to be web-based, requiring no installation of dedicated client software to develop 
or play a game and enabling easily updating the platform and developed games. To meet 
requirement N1 (reliable and stable) we choose the Spring application framework (Spring 
Framework, 2013), to implement our domain model and business logic, and the MySQL 
database server for data persistence in a centralized database. Both are proven technol-
ogy and widely used within the Open source community. For the client web interface we 
choose ZK framework (ZK Framework, 2013) that runs on all common browsers. ZK 
framework is a so called RIA (Rich Internet Application) offering the same interactivity 
and responsiveness as a desktop application, and therefore offered the best guarantee 
to meet requirements F1 (intuitive and user-friendly authoring environment) and F11 
(intuitive immersive player environment). ZK comes with a very rich set of visual compo-
nents, which offered the best guarantee to be able to build our own components, meet-
ing requirements F3 (common reusable and adaptable components) and F19 (extend 
with new components).  ZK is very fast and Ajax-based, so all student actions can be 
saved immediately, meeting requirement F12 (save and persist all student actions). 
The platform was developed by a multidisciplinary team of educational technologists, 
interaction designers and programmers. For the development process we used an agile 
methodology similar to Scrum, implying always delivering working software, short itera-
tions, quick response to change and close cooperation within the development team. 
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We started the development process with the design of the platform, which involved 
following five steps: (1) Identify needed platform roles; (2) Create a domain model for 
the platform; (3) Identify needed common reusable components, meeting requirement 
F3 (common reusable and adaptable components); (4) Create a generic component 
design, meeting requirement F19 (rather easily extend with new components); and (5) 
Design the component for handling game script, meeting requirement F11 (using game 
script, the player environment should be adjusted). In section 5 we will present the 
results of these five design steps. 
Next we started the implementation of the platform. After implementing the domain 
model and business logic we could start implementing the use cases in a certain order. 
Most use cases depend on each other, e.g., before you can create a game, you must 
first be added as a platform user. While implementing the use cases, we also started 
implementing components in a certain order, determined by their mutual dependency 
and by the priority within the development team. Version 1 of the platform contained 
an initial set of common components. This set was extended with new components in 
version 2 and version 3. 
The evaluation of the platform involved measuring if requirements F1 (intuitive and 
user-friendly authoring environment), F11 (intuitive immersive player environment) and 
N3 (efficient development of games) were met. The evaluations of the other require-
ments were based on our experiences with the users of the platform, ourselves includ-
ed. Versions 1 and 2 of the platform were evaluated on the aspects of intuitivity and 
user-friendliness for teachers using the authoring environment to enter data. Both 
versions were evaluated on the production ratio for developed games and on student 
satisfaction with the user-interface of the player environment. Besides this, version 1 
was evaluated on student satisfaction, and version 2 on the aspects of quality, studiabil-
ity and effectiveness of developed games as perceived by students. Intuitivity and user-
friendliness as perceived by teachers were operationalized by ‘the capacity to use the 
platform components independent without help’ and ‘the simplicity encountered when 
using platform components to enter data’, respectively. Intuitivity and user-friendliness 
were measured using a questionnaire containing questions, like ‘Were you able to use 
the component independently?’ and ‘How simple was it to use the component?’. Pro-
duction ratio (as main indicator for efficient development) was measured by comparing 
development hours (as were recorded in the project administration) with the estimated 
or measured study time. Student satisfaction was operationalized and questioned as 
the appreciation of the player environment. Quality and studiability were operational-
ized in 22 questions, like ‘Were the instructions for performing a task clear enough?’ 
and ‘Did you get enough background material to perform a task?’. Effectiveness of de-
veloped games was determined by students’ grades, in one case also by comparing 
them with grades obtained in classroom education. 
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5 Design of the platform 
In this section we present the design of the platform; the platform roles, the domain 
model, the implemented common reusable components, the underlying generic com-
ponent design and the script component. 
5.1 The platform roles 
Starting from the use case diagram defined in section 3 (Figure 2.2) we identified five 
platform roles that should have their own working environment within the platform: 
administrator, developer, run manager, tutor and student. The administrator and run 
manager platform role are best filled in by user ‘administrator’. The developer and tutor 
platform role are filled in by the user ‘teacher’. The student platform role is filled in by 
the user ‘student’, or if a teacher has a role within the game, by the user ‘teacher’. The 
user ‘programmer’ has no counterpart as platform role, he has his own development 
environment to extend the platform. 
The administrator platform role manages all users and their platform roles (requirement 
F15). Further he can help students who get technically stuck in a game, by inspecting a 
student’s progress in the player environment, and adjusting his progress if necessary 
(requirement F10). If, for instance, certain materials do not become available for a stu-
dent, due to a bug, the administrator can make them available.  
 
 
Figure 2.3. Game component content editor showing a dialogue screen to enter a conversation fragment 
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The developer uses the authoring environment to create and edit games (requirement 
F1). Per game he can create and edit game roles (requirement F2) and game compo-
nents by selecting components to use and enter their content (requirement F3). If 
needed the game owner (the developer who created the game) can assign other devel-
opers as author of certain game components (requirement F4). All game component 
content is entered using a single editor (see Figure 2.3). During authoring the developer 
can preview the game or a game component in the player environment (requirement 
F5). And he can test the game in the player environment from multiple points within the 
game script (so in time) (requirement F6) and for every game role, and even can test 
with multiple players.  Finally, he can import and export a game or a game component 
as an IMS content package (IMSCP-IM, 2007) (requirements F7 and F8). 
The run manager creates and updates runs of developed games (requirement F16) and 
he defines run users by assigning users to a run. Further, he can run users to a certain 
game role and define run teams of run users if appropriate (requirement F17). 
The tutor monitors the progress of students (requirement F9). He gets overviews of 
tasks students have completed and assignment outcomes they have submitted. If need-
ed, he can interfere in the game by sending an email as if it is sent by a non-playing 
character (requirement F10), so students do not notice the difference. This way thresh-
olds can be raised, e.g., to guarantee the quality of students outcomes. Further, he can 
help students who get stuck in a game by inspecting a student’s progress in the player 
environment and instructing how to proceed (requirement F10).  
The student sees an overview of games to play and can start the player environment (see 
Figure 2.1) with a chosen game (requirement F11). The player environment renders all 
developed games in 2D, and mimics the professional practice students later have to work 
in. All student progress is saved and persisted continuously (requirement F12). 
5.2 The domain model 
The resulting domain model (see Figure 2.4) shows all entities of the platform and how 
they are related. Components are the most important concept of the platform. Compo-
nents are used to build and play a game. Programmers maintain the set of components 
and can extend it. Users of the EMERGO platform can get multiple platform roles. As an 
administrator, a User can manage Users and give them platform roles. As a developer, a 
User can manage multiple Games and is the owner of the Games he creates. Per Game 
he is the author of multiple Game Roles and Game Components. He can make other 
developers author of his Game Components. The Game itself is not much more than a 
container for Game Roles and Game Components. Components can have multiple 
Game Component instances and a certain Game Component can be used by multiple 
Game Roles. As a run manager, a User manages Runs. A Game can have multiple Runs. 
The run manager allocates Users to a Run as Run Users. He also can create Run Teams 
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of Run Users. As a tutor, a User can monitor Runs. As a student, a User can participate in 
multiple Runs as Run User and can be member of multiple Run Teams. A Run User has 
Run User Progress within a Run and a Run Team has Run Team Progress. Note that both 
types of progress can be present in one Run. Progress is related to a Game Component.  
 
 
Figure 2.4. Domain model of the platform 
5.3 Common platform components 
Based on our experience in developing scenario-based serious games over the years, we 
have identified a number of components that represent common functionalities for this 
kind of games. Students are always placed in an environment with multiple locations 
where they can interview people, and have a virtual tablet with apps to help them with 
their assignments. Table 2.2 lists all components that we have implemented and in 
which version of the platform. 
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Table 2.2: Common components, their function and in which version of the platform they were implemented 
Component Function Version 
Locations Navigate through the game and stage setting 1 
Navigation More naturally navigate through the game, using hyper regions on location 
backgrounds and the parallax effect (see Figure 2.1) 
3 
Conversations Interact with non-playing characters on location, using video 1 
Alerts Provide popup instructions 1 
Notepad Make contextualized notes. Available on every location 1 
Memo record-
er 
Record parts of interviews. Available on every location 3 
Profile See each other’s profile and scores defined in the ‘Scores’ component. Availa-
ble on every location 
3 
Chat Chat in game. Available on every location 3 
Tablet Provide available apps. Available on every location 1 
Assessments Enable in-game assessment, using items defined in ‘Items’ component. App on 
tablet 
1 
Directing Examine an interview using different camera angles. App on tablet 3 
Email Enable in-game email, e.g., for providing predefined assignments to students 
and sending in assignment outcomes by students. App on tablet 
1 
Google Maps Enable showing maps with markers. App on tablet 2 
Logbook Provide overview of notes made with the ‘Notepad’ component. App on tablet 2 
Memo player Look back interview recordings. App on tablet 3 
Resources Provide background material. App on tablet 1 
Tasks Provide tasks overview or to do list. App on tablet 1 
Video manual Explain the player environment interface. App on tablet 3 
Items Provide item bank of multiple choice and multiple answer questions to be used 
in the ‘Assessments’ component  
1 
States Enable defining game properties that can be read and changed in game script 3 
Scores Enable defining scores to be shown in the ‘Profile’ component 3 
Script Enable dynamic adjustment of the player environment using game script 1 
Relations Store relations between content of different components  1 
 
The last two components do not represent game functionalities, but are added because 
they are common in every game. The Script component is used by developers to enter 
the game script. The Relations component is used by the platform to store relations 
between content of different game components, e.g., which items belong to a certain 
assessment.  
5.4 The generic component design 
To be able to meet requirement F19 (rather easily extend with new components), we 
wanted the domain model to remain unchanged if we extend the platform with a com-
ponent. We therefore choose to store all component related content in XML. It con-
cerns the component itself, the game component content entered by developers and 
the game component progress of students, as can be seen in the domain model. 
To be able to meet requirement F19 (rather easily extend with new components), we 
had to come up with a generic design for components, so components could be added 
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in the future too. We choose to define every component by an XML definition (see ex-
ample in Figure 2.5), that includes: 
1. component properties (e.g., a component is present for a student or not); 
2. relations with other components (e.g., the Logbook component will show all notes 
entered in the Notepad component); 
3. possible content elements, that make up the content of a component (e.g., loca-
tions, folders, resources, interviews, questions); 
4. mutual hierarchy of content elements, indicating which content element must be 
part of another one (e.g., questions are part of an interview); 
5. relations with other content elements (e.g., an item belongs to an assessment); 
6. content to be entered by a developer (e.g., the text of a question to be asked or a 
reference to a video stream to be played); 
7. content to be entered by a student (e.g., an email text or attachments) 
8. content elements’ properties (e.g., an email is sent); 
9. the type of the properties; 
10. the default values of the properties; 
11. which property values can initially be changed by developers; and 
12. which property values can be read and/or changed by game script. 
 
Figure 2.5. Simple example of an XML definition: the Alerts component 
Properties have different purposes. There are properties that determine visibility or 
accessibility in the player environment (requirement F11). These properties typically can 
change during the game and are set by developers, initially or by using game script. 
Other properties determine the adaptability of a component (requirement F3) in either 
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functionality or layout, and are initially set by developers. Most properties are used to 
handle progress within the game. Adjustments to their values are triggered by student 
actions (e.g., opening a resource), game script (e.g., sending a predefined email) or the 
platform itself (keeping game time). We have defined over 30 properties. Table 2.3 lists 
properties that are used most often. 
 
Table 2.3: Most used properties and their purpose 
Property Type Purpose Example 
Present Boolean Does a student see a component 
or content element? 
A tablet app is present or not 
Accessible Boolean Can a student access a compo-
nent or content element? 
A door is locked or not 
Expandable Boolean Can a student expand a content 
element? 
A resource folder can be ex-
panded or not 
Expanded Boolean Is a content element expanded by 
a student? 
A resource folder is expanded 
or not 
Opened Boolean Is a component or content ele-
ment opened by a student? 
A door is opened 
Started Boolean Is a component or content ele-
ment started by a student or the 
platform? 
A video stream is started by the 
platform 
Finished Boolean Is a component or content ele-
ment finished by a student or the 
platform? 
An assessment is finished by a 
student 
Sent Boolean Is a content element sent by a 
student or the platform? 
An email is sent by a student or 
the platform 
 
All game component content entered by game developers and all game component 
progress of students is stored in XML, in a structure defined by the XML definition of the 
corresponding component. Progress is formed by all property changes in time and pos-
sibly associated content like an email text and attachments entered by a student. Some 
components allow a developer to set properties that enable students to create and 
share user generated content (requirement F14). This content is saved within progress 
too.  
The generic component design ensures that adding new components has a minimal 
effect on the authoring environment. Only if a new component demands a new content 
format, a corresponding input element has to be added in the game component con-
tent editor. This, however, does not account for the player environment. It has to be 
extended with an embedded player for the component.  
5.5 The Script component 
By using the Script component a developer enters the dynamics of the game scenario, 
thus determining how the player environment should be adjusted according to the 
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actions and progress of a student. Conditions and actions are entered using dialogues 
that require no programming (requirement F1). A condition and its related actions re-
semble an ‘if-then’ statement in a programming language (see Figure 2.6). 
A script condition enables the developer to check whether properties have been set to 
certain values, e.g., if a student has opened a location then its opened property is set 
true. A condition can be built up by sub conditions using logical operators. Conditions 
are triggered by events, either by student actions or timer events, resulting in a proper-
ty change. If the condition becomes true its related actions will be executed. 
A script action enables the developer to set a property to a certain value, e.g., a new 
conversation can be made available by setting its present property to true. When a 
property is set, the execution of a script action can result in other conditions being 
triggered. A special kind of script action is the definition of a script timer. If its ‘parent’ 
condition becomes true, the timer will start. Another condition then can be used to 
check if the timer fires. Timers have a certain delay, can be defined to be repetitive, and 
can measure game-time or real-time. 
Conditions and actions themselves have properties too. One of them is the present 
property. By setting its value to true or false a developer can switch conditions and 
actions on and off, meaning the working of the script itself can be changed too. The 
Script component only allows conditions and actions to be defined on existing content 
entered by developers, not on user generated content entered by students. 
In the next section we present the evaluation of the platform and its relation to other 
work. 
 
 
Figure 2.6. An example of script (entered for the game described in section 2). Conditions and actions are 
added using dialogue popups 
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6 Evaluation of the platform and related work 
6.1 Evaluation of the platform 
The EMERGO platform has been used in various projects with both internal and external 
partners. In seven years, 22 games were developed, which were used in education by 
nearly 4000 students in total. Games were developed for six content domains, had a 
broad variety in scenarios and structure and differed both in complexity and study load, 
ranging from two to 30 hours. Twenty games were single user games and two games 
were multi-role games that involved collaboration between students. The platform 
currently is being used by five educational institutes. 
We evaluated requirements F1 (intuitive and user-friendly authoring environment), F11 
(intuitive immersive player environment) and N3 (efficient development of games) for 
nine developed games, five running on version 1 of the platform and four on version 2. 
All nine games were of the same type as described in section 2. The teachers developing 
with version 1 were different from the ones developing with version 2. Teachers origi-
nated from two educational institutes and had a background in Environmental Sciences. 
Nadolski et al. (2008) evaluated version 1 of the platform and found that teachers only 
had trouble using the Script component independently (one out of three) and that the 
Script and Conversations components were most difficult to use. They also found that 
students (n = 8) were very satisfied with the user interface of the platform and with the 
developed games. Furthermore, they found an average production ratio of 1:25 (one 
hour study load costs 25 hours development time) for five developed games, compared 
with average production rates of 1:100 and higher found before (Alessi, & Trollip, 2001). 
Version 2 of the platform was evaluated in the Skills Labs project (for evaluation results 
see http://dspace.ou.nl/handle/1820/2385). Again teachers only had trouble using the 
Script component independently (one out of four), and found the Script and Conversa-
tions components most difficult to use. Students (n = 40) were satisfied with the user 
interface of the platform. The average production ratio for four developed games was 
1:30. Version 2 was also evaluated regarding quality and studiability, and effectiveness 
of developed games. Students (n = 40) judged quality and studiability of the four devel-
oped games as sufficient (three games) or good (one game). Effectiveness was deter-
mined by student’s grades. The average grade was sufficient to good, only two students 
out of forty scored insufficient. For one game grades were compared with grades ob-
tained in classroom education, and were slightly better. Evaluation of the other re-
quirements is based on our own experiences with the users of the platform, ourselves 
included. 
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Below we discuss if the functional and non-functional requirements were met.  
• F1 (intuitive and user-friendly authoring environment) was partly met.  All teachers 
could author all components independently, except for the Script component. The 
Script and Conversations component were quite difficult to use. 
• F2 (multiple game roles) was met, but only used in two games. 
• F3 (common reusable and adaptable components) was met. One component can be 
used in multiple games and game components can be imported and exported. The 
generic component design ensures that components can be defined to be adaptable. 
• F4 (several teachers working together on the same game) was met. 
• F5 (preview games and game components) was met. It was an indispensable option 
while developing games and new platform components. 
• F6 (test games) was met. It was an indispensable option for fast development of 
games and new platform components. 
• F7 (import and export games) was met. It turned out to be very handy for distribution 
of games to other platform instances. 
• F8 (import and export game components) was met. 
• F9 (monitor progress) was met. 
• F10 (interfere in a running game) was met. In some games this option was prede-
signed in the game scenario. However, the option was mostly used by administrators 
to help students who were stuck in a game. 
• F11 (intuitive immersive player environment) was met. Students were satisfied or 
very satisfied with the player environment. 
• F12 (save and persist all student actions) was met. Students almost never lost data 
and could always continue a game the next session. A first scientific article based on 
the logging data is in preparation (Westera, Nadolski, & Hummel, 2014). 
• F13 (send in outcomes) was met. Outcomes are sent in as an attachment of an in-
game email. 
• F14 (enrich running game with user generated content) was met. It was implemented 
for the Resources and Google Maps components.  
• F15 (manage platform users) was met. 
• F16 (manage game runs) was met. 
• F17 (manage game teams) was met. 
• F18 (extend with languages) was met. Currently supported languages are English, 
Dutch and Spanish. 
• F19 (rather easily extend with new components) was met. In version 2 and 3, the 
platform was extended with new common components. The generic component de-
sign ensures no or very little adjustment of the authoring environment, although ad-
justment of the player environment still is time consuming. 
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• F20 (extend with skins) was met. In version 3, the platform was expanded with the 
ability to support multiple skins. The current platform has three skins and new skins 
can be added rather easily. 
• N1 (reliable and stable) was met. It is demonstrated by the many games developed 
and many students playing them. 
• N2 (usable on multiple operating systems) was met. The platform currently runs on 
Windows and Linux servers. 
• N3 (efficient development and delivery of games) was met by our choice for a web 
client, and the abilities to update developed games in case of bugs and to help stu-
dents who are stuck. Production ratios are better than before. 
• N4 (backward compatible) was met. Games developed seven years ago still run on the 
platform. 
• N5 (be integrated with institutional infrastructures) was met. The platform was inte-
grated with the ELO of the Open University to enable single sign-on.  
6.2 Related work 
During the last decade there were a lot of initiatives to get serious game development 
on a higher level, strongly supported by the European Commission. 
The ELEKTRA project (2006 - 2008), for instance, was a research project that focused on 
bridging the gap between computer science and pedagogy. The project delivered a 3D 
game on physics meant to engage youngsters for the subject. In-game feedback of 
these youngsters was used to fine tune the game. The game is analogue to the EMERGO 
platform in being able to adapt the player environment according to player progress, 
but differs on being an offline 3D game and not an online development and delivery 
platform of multiple games. 
The 80days project (2008 – 2010, http://www.eightydays.eu/) was a follow-up of the 
ELEKTRA project and focused on game adaptation to individual learners, their prior 
knowledge, abilities, preferences, needs and aims (adaptive personalized learning). 
Adaptation on a micro level was realized by giving feedback or hinting in specific learn-
ing situations, and on a macro level by sequencing and pacing of learning situations 
tailored to the individual learner. The project delivered a 3D game on geography which 
was developed using the StoryTec framework (Göbel, Salvatore, Konrad, & Mehm, 
2008), an authoring tool for the development of story-based, process-oriented, interac-
tive 3D applications. It resembles EMERGO in enabling authors to develop games with-
out or with minor programming skills. The Story Editor within StoryTec has some re-
semblance with the Script component of EMERGO in being able to enter conditional 
transitions within the game, to go from one scene to another, and to enter actions on 
content elements. And both platforms enable adaptive personalized learning. But while 
StoryTec focuses on highly graphical oriented 2D/3D games to be developed and played 
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on a client computer, EMERGO focuses on lesser graphics, use of video and web-based 
development and delivery. This different focus is related to different customer demands 
for both platforms. 
The ImREAL project (2010 – 2013, http://www.imreal-project.eu/), was a European 
research project focusing on the development of a suite of learning services which ex-
tract their data from the real world and can be plugged into virtual environments to 
augment these environments and enhance self-regulated learning. The learning services 
were developed by the participating universities. Two existing commercial products 
were extended to make use of these services. In a first use case an existing role-play 
simulation environment, developed by EmpowerTheUser (http://www.etu.ie/), was 
extended to use services related to cultural variations in interpersonal communication, 
to user generated content, to user profiles (extracted from user activity on the Social 
Web) and to supporting learners in understanding and improving how they learn. In a 
second use case another role-play simulation environment, developed by Imaginary 
(http://www.i-maginary.it/en/), was extended with a story boarding environment for 
collecting and structuring content for simulations, and the same services as in the first 
use case. Both commercial simulation environments require no programming, like is the 
case with EMERGO, and offer rich immersive user experiences, but are not freely avail-
able. They support web-based delivery, although it is unclear if all student actions are 
persisted, but they do not support web-based development. It would certainly be inter-
esting to explore if EMERGO could be extended with the ImREAL learning services. 
Another related initiative is the eAdventure project (http://e-adventure.e-ucm.es/), a 
research project of Universidad Complutense de Madrid that delivered the eAdventure 
authoring tool for the creation of point-and-click adventure games for educational pur-
poses. Developed games can be exported as SCORM package and therefore can be 
integrated with Learning Management Systems, enabling exchange of adaptation and 
assessment data. In this respect it is more mature than EMERGO. eAdventure is more 
focussed on decision making and influencing or adapting certain behaviour, while 
EMERGO focuses on acquiring complex cognitive skills. Games can be developed on 
multiple platforms and can be deployed on these platforms and on the web too, alt-
hough then not all student actions are persisted. It has an easy-to-use game editor, 
which requires no programming, just like EMERGO, but it does not support multi-role or 
multi-user games or sharing of content between students. 
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7 Conclusions and future work 
7.1 Conclusions 
We demonstrated how to design and develop a generic platform that enables fast and 
flexible development and delivery of a wide variety of scenario-based serious games 
which enable complex cognitive skills acquisition. 
The platform is generic in the sense that it enables a broad variety of game scenarios to 
be authored, to be played and to be monitored. It offers a set of common reusable 
components a teacher can pick from to develop a game. The components and their 
content can be reused in other games. One player environment delivers the variety of 
scenarios to students and saves and persist all student actions continuously, fostering 
educational research on all games. 
The platform is fast in the sense that teachers can use it mostly independent, can draw 
on already developed components and can preview and test a game during develop-
ment and from any point in the scenario, which results in more cost-effective develop-
ment, as indicated by better production ratios than before. Web-based delivery ensures 
fast and easy delivery of games, updates of games and the platform itself.  
The platform is flexible in the sense that a game can have multiple authors, a teacher 
can adjust already deployed games in case of bugs and can interfere in a running game, 
and the platform provides tooling to help students who are stuck. The platform can be 
extended rather easily with new components and languages, and skins for the player 
environment. Developed games can be easily distributed to other platform instances. 
Nineteen out of 20 functional requirements were fully met. Requirement F1 (intuitive 
and user-friendly authoring environment) was partly met. Entering game script turned 
out to be too difficult. We could improve its interface, but scripting still requires more 
technical skills so probably better could be entered by a programmer. Another way to 
improve could be using predefined templates or game patterns, e.g., collaboration 
scripts (see next subsection). Although requirement F19 (rather easily extend with new 
components) was met, we expect that extending the player environment can be im-
proved by constructing it using interface building blocks based on macros or templates. 
All non-functional requirements were met. 
7.2 Future work 
Collaboration scripts have been scarcely implemented in serious games so far. There-
fore, we have built and evaluated two games using online collaboration (Hummel et al., 
2010; Hummel et al., 2013). We will use this experience to extend the EMERGO plat-
form with components that support collaboration. This will involve adding new compo-
nents for rating, voting and negotiation, and extending the Script component to enter 
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and handle collaboration script. We also consider integrating an online conferencing 
system as an alternative for chat. 
We would like to extend the platform with real-time elements (known as augmented 
virtuality) like web services for presenting real-time data, real-time video with non-
playing characters met in video, and sensor data for better support. With regard to the 
latter option, at the Open University research is done and software is developed for real 
time emotion recognition using visual and auditory sensors (Bahreini, Nadolski, Qi, & 
Westera, 2012). To enable research on the learning benefits of real time emotion 
recognition in serious games, we will integrate this software with the EMERGO plat-
form, so the player environment can be adjusted according to the student’s emotions.  
We are involved in some projects where the EMERGO platform will be used in develop-
ing countries, e.g., Kenia, Colombia. In these countries connectivity is a problem, so we 
will make the platform better suitable for low bandwidths. The platform will buffer 
game content when sufficient bandwidth is available, to account for low connectivity 
later on. We consider developing a mobile client app for the player environment in case 
of no connectivity at all. We then could extend the platform to make use of the capabili-
ties of mobile devices like GPS positioning, and making pictures, video and audio. 
We already experimented with integrating the Unity Web Player and the EMERGO plat-
form, by playing a Unity game embedded in the platform and exchanging data between 
player and platform. The platform then could support students playing an existing Unity 
game. We would like to further explore this promising possibility. 
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1 Introduction 
In chapter 2 we presented the functional and non-functional requirements for the 
EMERGO platform and the design steps that led to its realization. The main require-
ments were to offer a set of reusable and adaptable components that covers most 
functionalities needed in scenario-based serious games, to provide a user-friendly au-
thoring environment for teachers and an intuitive and immersive player environment 
for students. We also presented the different platform roles, namely administrator, 
developer, run manager, tutor and student. The administrator manages all platform 
components and all users and their platform roles, and may support students by in-
specting their game progress within the player environment and adjusting it if neces-
sary. The developer uses the authoring environment to create and author games, game 
roles, game components and game component content (see Figure 3.1), and can pre-
view or test entered content using the player environment. See section 3.1 for a de-
tailed description of the authoring process. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.1. The authoring environment’s game component content page 
 
The run manager creates or updates runs of developed games, defines run users by 
assigning student users to a run and a certain game role, and defines run teams of run 
users if applicable. The tutor monitors the progress of students using overviews and 
may support them by inspecting their game progress within the player environment. 
The student gets an overview of games to play and can start the player environment 
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with a chosen game (see Figures 3.2 and 3.3). See section 3.2 for a detailed description 
of the playing process. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.2. An impression of the player environment for two developed games 
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Figure 3.3. An impression of the player environment for two developed games having different skins 
 
In chapter 2 we also presented the domain model of platform entities (see Figure 2.4) 
with components, users, games, game roles, game components, runs, run users, run 
teams, run user progress and run team progress. The latter two entities are used to 
track student or team progress per game component. We briefly presented the differ-
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ent platform components (see Table 2.2) and their underlying generic component de-
sign (see section 5.4 in chapter 2) which involves component properties, content ele-
ments, their hierarchy, their content and their properties, and relations between differ-
ent game elements. We also briefly explained the working of the Script component, 
responsible for the dynamics within the game scenario (see section 5.5 in chapter 2). 
Because the platform should be reliable, stable and deployable on multiple operating 
systems we chose the Java EE platform (J2EE, 2017) for its implementation. To be able 
to easily add new platform components the platform’s domain model is rather simple 
and does not contain entities that represent game elements such as materials or game 
rules. These entities are defined within the platform components’ XML (W3C, 2015) 
definitions that comply with the generic component design and are saved as XML con-
tent during authoring or XML progress during playing. The use of XML allows for a very 
flexible data-driven approach. 
In this chapter we will further elaborate on important aspects of the platform, namely 
its components, processes and architecture.  
In section 2 we first present the general structure of platform components and their 
XML definitions that define their allowed properties and content. Following, we de-
scribe all components to illustrate the game elements and functions the platform sup-
ports. We start with the Navigation component that is used to define locations and the 
navigation between them and this way lays the foundation for all other components like 
the Conversations and Tablet components. In section 3 we present main platform pro-
cesses such as the authoring process, the playing process and processes that are sup-
portive or conditional for authoring and playing. After describing the general authoring 
process we focus on the authoring of game component content, which includes game 
script, because it is the most important and complex sub-process. For the playing pro-
cess we describe the structure of the player environment after which we focus on the 
event handling process. This process involves handling of student, timer, script and peer 
events, which will result in updating the student’s progress. The other platform pro-
cesses involve monitoring and supporting students, managing game runs and populat-
ing the platform and game runs with users. In section 4 we present the multilayered 
architecture of the platform that forms the foundation for the implementation of the 
different platform components and processes. We describe the different layers, their 
main components, their responsibilities and the Open source software we used to im-
plement them. 
2 The platform components 
We start this section with a description of the general structure of platform compo-
nents and their XML definitions and continue with a description of all components to 
illustrate all game elements and functions the platform supports. 
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2.1 The general structure of components and XML definitions 
Every platform component represents a certain platform function and has a fixed code, 
a type, a multiplicity, an XML definition and a possible parent component (see Figure 
3.4). The code attribute indicates the component’s function, e.g., ‘navigation’ or ‘tablet’. 
The type attribute is either ‘functional’ which means it has a function in the game sce-
nario and can be authored by a game developer or ‘system’ meaning it is used to sup-
port authoring and playing of a game. The multiple attribute indicates if a developer 
may create multiple game component instances per component for a specific game 
role. For instance, it would be strange to have multiple Navigation, Tablet or Email game 
components per game role. However, most components allow for having multiple game 
component instances, which allows for thematically arranging content, e.g., one Con-
versations component per interviewee or task. The XML definition attribute defines the 
component’s possible properties, content and relations with other components or con-
tent. Varying availability of components and content is handled by game script (see 
description of Script component below). The component’s parent component is either 
empty meaning the component will be directly available within the game interface or 
equal to the Tablet meaning the component will be available after opening the Tablet 
component. The components form a flat structure where mutual dependencies are 
defined by relations (see description of Relations component below), which simplifies 
extension with new components.  
 
 
 
Figure 3.4. Part of the domain model with entities involved in game authoring 
 
The XML definitions define the XML content of game components, which can be seen as 
instantiations of components within a game (see Figure 3.4). Figure 3.5 shows the gen-
eral UML class diagram (Fowler, 2004; Object Management Group, 2017) of XML con-
- XML definition : String
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- type : String
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- skin : String
- name : String
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- XML content : String
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tent, which is a visualization of the generic component design described in section 5.4 
of chapter 2. A game component has possible content elements that may form a hierar-
chy. Content elements are game elements like, for instance, locations, backgrounds, 
resources, questions, or fragments. A content element has content children that will 
contain its actual content like titles, names, text or assets. Assets are files like pdf’s, 
images or videos, or URLs. Both component and content elements have properties that 
serve different purposes. See Table 2.3 for a description of most used properties and 
their purpose. Properties ‘present’ and ‘accessible’ determine visibility or accessibility of 
a game component or a content element in the player environment. The values of these 
properties may be set by a developer during authoring or changed by game script dur-
ing a game session. Other properties, e.g., ‘correct’, ‘droppable’ or ‘position’, allow a 
developer to adapt the functionality, behavior or layout of a game component or con-
tent element. Most properties, e.g., ’selected’, ’opened’, ’started’, ‘finished’ or ’sent’, 
are used to handle progress within the game. Change of property values is triggered by 
student actions, e.g., when a resource is opened, by game script, e.g., when an email is 
sent, or by the game itself, e.g., when a video fragment is finished. Both game compo-
nent and content elements may have relations with other game components or content 
elements, or with properties or game roles (the latter is not shown in Figure 3.5 be-
cause it is not defined within the XML definitions.). A relation always involves two ob-
jects, e.g., from a specific content element to a specific property. See the component 
descriptions in section 2.2 for the different kinds of relations. Relations are defined 
within XML definitions but stored in the XML content of the Relations component, see 
section 2.2. Script conditions, actions and timers are also content elements, which have 
their own content children, properties and relations. This allows for game script to 
switch these content elements on and off during a game session by changing the value 
of their property ‘present’ (see Script component in section 2.2).  
 
 
 
Figure 3.5. General UML class diagram of game components’ XML content 
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Below an example of an XML definition to illustrate its structure, in this case for the 
Tasks component: 
 
<data> 
  <component type="root"> 
    <properties present="true" accessible="true" selected="false" opened="false"/> 
    <initial-properties properties="present,accessible"/> 
    <get-properties properties="present,accessible,selected,opened"/> 
    <set-properties properties="present,accessible,opened"/> 
  </component> 
  <content type="root" child-nodes="task" preview="true" max-id="0"> 
    <task type="node" id="" key="name" child-nodes="task"> 
      <name type="line"/> 
      <instruction type="simple-rich-text"/> 
      <properties present="true" accessible="true" selected="false" opened="false" 
      finished="false"/> 
      <initial-properties properties="present,accessible"/> 
      <get-properties properties="present,accessible,selected,opened,finished"/> 
      <set-properties properties="present,accessible,finished"/> 
    </task> 
  </content> 
</data> 
 
In the example above we see that the game component’s properties and their default 
values are defined by the properties tag within the component tag. If the default prop-
erty value is ‘true’ or ‘false’ its type is Boolean, if it is a number its type is Double and 
otherwise its type is String. The initial-properties tag indicates which properties may be 
set by a game developer during authoring and the get-properties and set-properties tags 
indicate which properties may be inspected or changed by game script during a game 
session. The game component’s possible content elements are defined as children of 
the content tag, in this case task, and are of type ‘node’. During authoring the content 
tag is the ‘root’ element of all content elements. Its child-nodes attribute indicates that 
a task may be added directly under the ‘root’ element. Its preview attribute indicates 
that the game component may be previewed separately in the player environment 
during authoring. Its max-id attribute is used by the platform to be able to generate a 
unique id for a newly created content element. The key attribute of the task indicates 
which content child’s value functions as a key for the content element, in this case 
‘name’. This key will be visible for a developer if he creates a relation to a task, for in-
stance, in game script. The task’s child-nodes attribute indicates that a task may have 
sub tasks. The task’s content children ‘name’ and ‘instruction’ are used to enter its con-
tent. Just like the component tag, every content element has child tags ‘properties’, 
’initial-properties’, ’get-properties’ and ’set-properties’ to define properties and their 
default values and if they may be set by a developer or inspected or changed by game 
script. 
Below an example of the definition of a relation, in this case for the Conversations com-
ponent where a conversation can be present on multiple locations: 
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<data> 
  .. 
  .. 
  <content type="root" child-nodes="conversation" max-id="0"> 
    <conversation type="node" id="" key="p-id" 
    child-nodes="background,fragment,question" 
    preview="true"> 
      <p-id type="line" private="true"/> 
      <name type="line"/> 
      <ref-locations type="ref" ref-type="conversation-node-to-location-nodes" 
      ref-component="navigation" ref-node="location" multiple="true"/> 
      .. 
      .. 
    </conversation> 
    .. 
    .. 
  </content> 
</data> 
 
In the example above we see that the conversation tag defines a conversation and its 
ref-locations child tag defines relations with ‘locations’. Its ref attribute indicates that it 
defines relations and its ref-type attribute indicates the relation type, in this case from a 
conversation element to location elements. It concerns a relation with multiple loca-
tions, indicated by the ref-node and multiple attributes, situated within the ‘Navigation’ 
component, indicated by the ref-component attribute. Relations are stored in the XML 
content of the Relations component (see further). 
The examples show that XML definitions do not conform to XML schema (W3C, 2016) 
that may be used to describe the grammar of an XML document. Although the XML 
definitions together show some similarity to a domain-specific language (Van Deursen, 
Klint, & Visser, 2000) it was not our intention to develop such a language also because 
every newly added EMERGO component might require an extension with new language 
elements. XML schema also does not support validation of the ref tag that we use to 
define relations with other entities. Instead validity of this ref tag and all other XML 
content and students’ XML progress is handled by Java components used by the author-
ing and player environment. 
2.2 The description of EMERGO components 
We now will describe the structure of the XML content of the different game compo-
nents in the form of UML class diagrams that show allowed content elements and rela-
tions. Content children and properties are left out of these diagrams for clarity. Most 
content elements are created by a developer during authoring, e.g., locations and back-
grounds, but other content elements are created by a student during playing, e.g., 
notes and chats. We start with the Navigation component that allows for defining loca-
tions and the navigation between them and continue with the components that may be 
present on locations, including the Tablet. Next, we describe all game components that 
are situated on the Tablet. We end with game components that are not visible to stu-
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dents within the player environment and are either used by other game components or 
for adaptation of the player environment. 
Navigation. This component supports student’s navigation through the game using 
hyper regions on locations, which may be decorated. Figure 3.6 shows allowed content 
elements. Locations define the scenes a student may visit during the game. Every loca-
tion may have a background that may show a background image. In case of multiple 
locations or backgrounds the default one is set during authoring, which may be over-
ruled by game script during a game session. Every background may host a number of 
passages, objects, clickable objects, panels or plugins that all are positioned on the 
background. A passage functions as a hyper region and is used to go to another loca-
tion. A developer selects one or more locations, which results in one or more relations 
with a location. In case of multiple locations a student will select one during a game 
session. An object is an image that is used for decoration. A clickable object functions as 
a hyper region and needs a script condition to handle clicking on it during a game ses-
sion, e.g., to give feedback. A panel is used to play a media fragment. A plugin has to be 
developed by an ICT developer and allows for filling a specific piece of the background 
with its own dedicated interface and event handling. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.6. UML class diagram of the Navigation component 
 
Conversations. This component enables student’s interaction with NPCs (Non Playing 
Characters) situated at a location but may also be used to play a single video stream, 
e.g., a presentation, without any interaction. Figure 3.7 shows allowed content ele-
ments. A conversation represents a dialogue with an NPC and is opened automatically 
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when a student enters a location. In case of multiple conversations he will select one. 
Per conversation a developer selects one or more locations, which results in one or 
more relations with a location. A conversation may have a background image and may 
automatically play a fragment, e.g., to let an NPC introduce himself, and may present a 
number of predefined questions to ask. Fragments support various media formats. 
When a question is chosen a corresponding fragment is played as an answer. A frag-
ment may be followed by the presentation of a number of other questions, e.g., to 
zoom in at a subject. In case of multiple conversations on one location or multiple back-
grounds or fragments the default one is set during authoring, which may be overruled 
by game script during a game session. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.7. UML class diagram of the Conversations component 
 
Notepad. A student can always open this component to make contextualized notes, 
e.g., about a certain conversation or resource. Allowed content elements are notes (see 
Figure 3.8). 
 
 
 
Figure 3.8. UML class diagrams of the Notepad and Memo recorder component 
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Memo recorder. This component may be available during conversations and allows a 
student to make recordings of (parts of) conversations. Allowed content elements are 
memos (see Figure 3.8). 
Alerts. This component supports alerting a student during a game session, e.g., to at-
tend a meeting or to insist to work faster. Allowed content elements are alerts (see 
Figure 3.9) that are authored by a developer. An alert may show a text in a temporary 
popup or play an audio fragment and needs a script action to show or play it. 
Notifications. This component supports providing texts situated on a location, e.g., to 
show feedback. Whether a new notification replaces an existing one or is added to 
existing ones is configurable. Allowed content elements are notifications (see Figure 
3.9) that are authored by a developer. During authoring a developer selects one or 
more locations on which the component must be present, which results in one or more 
relations with a location. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.9. UML class diagrams of the Alerts and Notifications component 
 
Scores. This component is available on every location and is used to show student’s 
scores. It permanently shows the most important scores but a click on it shows a score 
overview of all scores, including the less important ones. Allowed content elements are 
scores (see Figure 3.10) that are authored by a developer. A score is related to a state 
(see States component below), which is selected during authoring, and adds a label and 
a unit to the state value.  
Profile. This component can be opened on every location and supports to share profiles 
and certain scores. Allowed content elements are an image, a mood and scores (see 
Figure 3.10). The profile image is uploaded and the mood is entered as a text by stu-
dents during a game session. Just like for the Scores component scores are authored by 
developers who select corresponding states and decide which scores are shared. 
Chats. This component can be opened on every location and supports chatting between 
students. Allowed content elements are chats (see Figure 3.10) that are created by a 
student during a game session. 
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Figure 3.10. UML class diagrams of the Scores, Profile and Chats component 
 
Tablet. This component can be opened on every location and is used to open other 
components that are situated on it as indicated by their parent attribute (see Figure 
3.4). The tablet has no content elements of its own. During a game session style sheets 
of its app components are used to render icons to open them. 
Tasks. This Tablet app is used to show a task overview. Allowed content elements are 
tasks (see Figure 3.11). Tasks may have sub tasks and are authored by a developer. 
Whether the completion of tasks is managed by a student himself or by game script is 
configurable. The availability of other game content needed to perform a task is man-
aged by game script. 
Resources. This Tablet app is used to show an overview of resource titles that may be 
subdivided into folders. Resources can be opened by a student and can be all kinds of 
assets, like pdf’s, images, videos or URLs. Allowed content elements are folders and 
resources (see Figure 3.11) that are authored by a developer. 
 
 
Figure 3.11. UML class diagrams of the Tasks and Resources component 
 
Email. This Tablet app allows students to get predefined mails from NPCs and to send 
predefined mails to NPCs or PCs. Figure 3.12 shows allowed content elements. A devel-
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oper authors mail folders, e.g., inbox and outbox, and can add sub folders to further 
categorize mails. He also authors incoming mails, which may include attachments, and 
selects an NPC as sender, which is indicated by the relation between incoming mail and 
game role. An incoming mail needs a Script action to send it. He also authors outgoing 
mails, gives them a title and selects NPCs or PCs as receivers, which is indicated by rela-
tions in Figure 3.12. During a game session a student will select an outgoing mail, enter 
its text, add possible attachments and send it. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.12. UML class diagram of the Email component 
 
Assessments. This Tablet app enables in-game assessment, using items defined in the 
Items component (see further). Allowed content elements are assessments, instruc-
tions, ref items and feedback conditions (see Figure 3.13) that are authored by a devel-
oper. If a student opens an assessment a textual instruction may be shown before he 
starts answering items. ‘Ref item’ is related to an item (see the Items component) and 
among others adds a weight to the item relative to other ‘ref items’ within the assess-
ment. A developer may define a number of feedback conditions to give feedback on the 
assessment as a whole. A feedback condition consists of a feedback text to show and a 
condition to check if the assessment is in a certain state, e.g., if all items are answered 
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correctly or not. A feedback condition may also check properties of other game compo-
nents or content elements to, e.g., take into account a student’s foreknowledge. The 
condition part of a feedback condition functions the same as a script condition (see the 
Script component). 
 
 
Figure 3.13. UML class diagram of the Assessments component 
 
Logbook. This Tablet app shows an overview of notes, including their context, that are 
made by a student using the Notepad. In addition, it allows a student to adjust his 
notes. The Logbook has no allowed content elements (see Figure 3.14) but uses stored 
content in the Notepad component as indicated by the relation between the two.  
Memo player. This Tablet app shows an overview of recordings of conversation frag-
ments, including their context, that are made by a student using the Memo recorder. A 
click on the recording title starts playing the recording. The Memo player has no al-
lowed content elements (see Figure 3.14) but uses stored content in the Memo record-
er component as indicated by the relation between the two. 
 
 
Figure 3.14. UML class diagrams of the Logbook and Memo player component 
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Google maps. This Tablet app shows Google Maps decorated with markers that present 
information about the pointed position when they are clicked. Allowed content ele-
ments are markers (see Figure 3.15). The developer determines the initial latitude, 
longitude and zoom factor of Google Maps for a student and adds markers at certain 
latitudes and longitudes. Every marker shows a description and may show a resource 
title. Resources can be opened by a student and can be all kinds of assets, like pdf’s, 
images, videos or URLs. 
Directing. This Tablet app allows a student to analyze video recordings of conversations, 
e.g., a therapeutic session between a practitioner and a patient. Allowed content ele-
ments are settings and views (see Figure 3.15). A developer may define various settings 
that all have a video stream as content. A video stream contains a number of video 
recordings next to each other that are recorded by various cameras and allows for 
quickly switching cameras. The views correspond to the various cameras and allow a 
student to focus on a specific participant or on the whole.  
Game manual. This Tablet app uses screen recordings to help students use the various 
game components. Allowed content elements are fragments (see Figure 3.15) that have 
a title and a screen recording as content. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.15. UML class diagrams of the Google maps, Directing and Game manual component 
 
Items. This component is used to define question items and feedback on given answers.  
It is not visible to students within the player environment but is used by the Assess-
ments component that also renders the interface for the items. It functions as a ques-
tion item bank, which can be used by various assessments. Allowed content elements 
are items, alternatives, feedback conditions and resources (see Figure 3.16). A develop-
er may define different multiple choice or multiple answer items with a number of al-
ternatives. Feedback conditions consist of a feedback text to show and a condition to 
check for chosen alternatives. Because the Items component is used as an item bank for 
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various assessments, feedback conditions within this component are restricted to only 
check properties within the same game component instance. The condition part of a 
feedback condition functions the same as a script condition (see the Script component). 
Items, alternatives and feedback conditions may include resources such as additional 
learning materials that can be all kinds of assets, like pdf’s, images, videos or URLs. 
 
 
Figure 3.16. UML class diagram of the Items component 
 
States. This component is not visible to students within the player environment but is 
used to define game states that are used by other components, e.g., to show or store 
some kind of progress or content. For example, the Scores and Profile components use 
states to show scores to a student. The Script component may be used to adjust states 
during a game session. Figure 3.17 shows allowed content elements. A state is used to 
store some kind of value of type Boolean, Double or String. A formula is used to enter a 
mathematical formula based on states. The formula is entered as a string where states 
can be referenced by their key, e.g., ‘[$score$]’ to reference to a state with key ‘score’. 
The string is validated using the BeanShell Java interpreter (http://www.beanshell.org/) 
to check if it yields a correct Java expression that can be calculated during a game ses-
sion. A textual content is meant to give access to some textual content of another con-
tent element by relating to it, e.g., to a title of a certain task within a Tasks component. 
Textual content and state values can be embedded in other textual content, e.g., by 
using ‘[$task-title$]’ in a feedback text to embed a textual content with key ‘task-title’, 
which allows for personalized textual content. 
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Figure 3.17. UML class diagram of the States component 
 
Script. This component is not visible to students within the player environment but is 
used to define script to manipulate properties of components and content elements. 
Figure 3.18 shows allowed content elements. 
A developer uses a condition to check whether properties have been set to certain 
values, e.g., if property ‘opened’ of a location is set to ‘true’, and may have sub condi-
tions. The property values to check are stored in a content child of a condition so are no 
part of the relations between a condition and its checked properties. A condition may 
be simple and check the value of one property (see Figure 3.25) but may also be com-
pound built up by parts using Boolean logic where each part checks one property. Every 
part is used to check a property value for certain game roles and for either a game 
component or a content element. A compound condition may check properties for 
several game components and content elements. Compound conditions are validated 
using the BeanShell Java interpreter to check if they yield correct Java expressions. 
Change of property values due to student actions, timer events or script actions may 
trigger main conditions, which are situated directly under the ‘root’ element of all con-
tent elements of the Script component. Main conditions may have sub conditions that 
check other current property values. If a condition evaluates to true its sub conditions 
will be evaluated and its child actions will be executed. If multiple conditions evaluate to 
true due to the change of one property value the conditions will be handled in the order 
in which they were entered. 
An action is used to set a property to a certain value for certain game roles and one or 
more game components or content elements, e.g., to make some conversations availa-
ble by setting their ‘present’ property to ‘true’. The property value is stored in a content 
child of an action so is no part of the relations between an action and its set properties. 
Actions will be executed per condition and in the order in which they were entered. The 
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execution of an action implies a new change of a property value, which may result in 
other conditions evaluating to true and their actions being executed, and so on.  
Conditions and their actions resemble ‘if-then’ statements in programming languages 
because conditions and actions are handled in the order in which they are entered. 
However, main conditions are not continuously evaluated but only if the value of a 
property they are related to changes. Conditions, actions and the Script component 
may be switched on and off during a game session by adjusting their ‘present’ property, 
which allows for changing the working of game script itself. 
A timer has a certain delay, may be repetitive and can measure in-game time or real 
time. If its ‘parent’ condition evaluates to true, the timer will start. Another condition 
then can be used to check if the timer fires. Actions may be used to stop or restart a 
timer. 
 
 
Figure 3.18. UML class diagram of the Script component 
 
Relations. This component is a system component that cannot be authored by a devel-
oper. It is used by the platform to store relations defined in other components’ UML 
class diagrams above. Allowed content elements are relations (see Figure 3.19). A rela-
tion contains ids of an ‘origin’ object, e.g., a script condition, and a ‘destination’ object, 
e.g., a property. The relation also has a property to store the relation type as it is de-
fined within the corresponding XML definition (see example of an XML definition in 
section 2.1). In the relations defined so far possible ‘origin’ objects are game compo-
nents and content elements and possible ‘destination’ objects are game components, 
content elements, properties and game roles. Five combinations of ‘origin’ and ‘destina-
tion’ objects are defined so far: game component to game component, game compo-
nent to content element, content element to content element, content element to 
property, and content element to game role. Examples are, respectively, Logbook com-
ponent to Notepad component, Notifications component to location element, conver-
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sation element to location element, condition element to a property, and incoming mail 
element to a game role. Another combination that might be possible is from content 
element to game component, e.g., if the Navigation component would be extended 
with a content element to open a specific game component. Possible relations with a 
property or a game role as ‘origin’ are very unlikely because property is just a basic 
container without any behavior and game role is no part of game components’ content. 
Instead the relation between game role and game component is defined within the 
domain model (see Figure 3.4). 
 
 
 
Figure 3.19. UML class diagram of the Relations component 
3 The platform processes 
The most important platform processes are the authoring process where content of the 
platform components described in the previous section is entered and the playing pro-
cess where individual student’s progress is kept and saved per component. Therefore, 
we describe the authoring process, which includes game script authoring, and preview-
ing and testing of game content, and the playing process that includes handling of 
events, script and cooperation or collaboration. In addition, we describe platform pro-
cesses that are supportive or conditional for authoring and playing games. 
3.1 The authoring process 
The EMERGO method involves writing the game scenario (see section 3.1 in chapter 4) 
and subsequently using the authoring environment to convert the scenario and materi-
als into game content. The scenario among others will describe the PC and NPC game 
roles, the locations they need, the learning tasks involved and the platform components 
that are needed. 
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As the UML class diagrams of the components in the previous section show, there are 
dependencies between game components that are defined as relations, e.g., the Con-
versations component depends on locations entered within the Navigation component 
and the Script component may depend on entered content of multiple game compo-
nents. However, this does not mean that all content of the independent game compo-
nents should be entered before that of the dependent game components.  As the sce-
nario subsequently describes learning tasks and possible subtasks, content will be en-
tered also subsequently by adding content or script to new or existing game compo-
nents. So authoring is not a linear process in which game components are created and 
filled with content in a fixed order. Rather, it is a process of hopping from one game 
component to another, entering content, previewing entered content and occasionally 
creating a new game component in between.  
Figure 3.20 shows the authoring process. First, a developer creates a game, gives it a 
name and selects what skin it should use in the playing environment (see Figure 3.4 for 
game, game role and game component attributes). Second, he creates all game roles, 
gives them a name and selects them to be PC or NPC. Creating game and game roles are 
normally one-time sub-processes because game and game roles are defined in the sce-
nario and are not likely to change during authoring. Next the developer will hop be-
tween three sub-processes. A developer may (i) create a game component, give it a 
name and select associated game roles, (ii) enter specific game component content or 
(iii) preview specific game component content. Because game components have no 
mutual relation in the domain model (see Figure 3.4) they are created independently of 
each other. In addition to creating games and game components a developer may also 
reuse existing games or game components by importing them. Multiple developers may 
author content in parallel because every game component has its own developer as-
signed to it. This allows for distributing workload and assigning development tasks to 
the right team members. 
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Figure 3.20. The authoring process 
 
Creating a game, game roles and game components are simple less important sub-
processes, which take little time. Therefore, we will first focus on the sub-process of 
entering game component content, which is the most important sub-process and will 
take most of a developer’s time. Entering game component content may be complex 
because it depends on the complexity of the component and the number of relations 
with other content. For instance, authoring of the Alerts component is rather simple 
because it involves only one content element without any hierarchy and with no rela-
tions with other content elements. On the other hand, authoring of the Script compo-
nent is complex because it involves a hierarchy of content elements that have many 
relations with other content. After describing the sub-process of entering game compo-
nent content we will describe the indispensable sub-process of previewing this content. 
Entering game component content. Figure 3.21 shows the authoring page for game 
component content that is used for all game components. In this case it shows a page 
with entered content for the moderately complex Navigation component. The page 
shows the game component properties to be initially set by a developer (at the top, in 
this case only one, ‘initially present’) and a tree structure of already entered content 
elements that resembles the allowed hierarchy defined within the game component’s 
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XML definition. The tree allows for CRUD (Create, Read, Update and Delete) operations 
on content elements using a menu and a popup dialogue. It also supports drag, drop, 
and copying of content elements. A content element is edited in a popup dialogue with 
input elements that are defined in the XML definition. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.21. Game component content page showing content for the Navigation component 
 
Entering game component content involves a number of sub-processes that we will 
describe below: (i) rendering of already entered content, (ii) rendering of a popup dia-
logue to edit a content element and (iii) saving a content element. In addition, we will 
describe the specific dialogues needed to enter game script conditions and actions. 
Rendering game component content page. The UML sequence diagram in Figure 3.22 
shows which EMERGO software components are involved in rendering the game com-
ponent content page. A developer starts by selecting the game component whose con-
tent he wants to edit from a list of created game components.  
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First, the UI (User Interface) layer retrieves the XML content tree for the selected game 
component from the Content Manager. The Content Manager is specifically used by the 
game component page and is responsible for the rendering of its content, the input 
elements in the popup dialogue to author it, the validation of input and the storage of 
content. The Content Manager uses the Component Manager and the Game Compo-
nent Manager to retrieve the XML definition and XML content strings for the selected 
game component. The Component Manager and Game Component Manager are re-
sponsible for CRUD operations on components and game components, respectively.  
Subsequently the Content Manager uses the XML Manager to convert the XML defini-
tion and XML content strings into an XML content tree that is a tree structure of in-
stances of a so called XML tag, a Java class that corresponds to an XML tag within an 
XML string but adds extra functionality. In the process every XML content tag gets a 
reference to its corresponding XML definition tag. The XML Manager is responsible for 
managing of all XML entities used within the platform, both during authoring and play-
ing.  
Second, the UI layer uses the Content Manager to render input elements for all game 
component properties that are retrieved from the XML content tree by the XML Man-
ager.  
Third, the UI layer uses the Content Manager to render a tree of all content elements 
where every tree element gets a reference to the corresponding content element. For 
every content element the Content Manager uses the XML Manager to retrieve specific 
attributes from the XML content tree that should be visible in the tree such as name 
and id of the content element.  
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Figure 3.22. UML sequence diagram for rendering the game component content page 
 
Rendering popup dialogue to edit a content element. Figure 3.23 shows the UML se-
quence diagram for this sub-process. A developer starts by selecting a tree element and 
selecting the menu option to edit the content element. 
The UI layer opens a popup dialogue and uses the Content Manager to render all input 
elements for the content element referenced by the tree element. The Content Manag-
er retrieves a list of the content element’s content and properties from the XML Man-
ager and renders the corresponding input elements. If the content element’s content 
has relations with other game content or assets, the Content Manager uses the Relation 
Manager or the Asset Manager to be able to set the content of the corresponding input 
elements. The Relation Manager manages the content of the Relations component (see 
section 2.2) and the Asset Manager is responsible for CRUD operations on assets. 
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Figure 3.23. UML sequence diagram for rendering the popup dialogue to edit a content element 
 
Saving a content element. Figure 3.24 shows the UML sequence diagram for this sub-
process. A developer starts by clicking the ‘ok’ button to save the content element. 
The UI layer uses the Content Manager to validate the content element. Subsequently, 
the Content Manager uses the XML Manager to validate entered content and proper-
ties and return possible validation errors to the UI layer. In case of validation errors the 
UI layer will render these errors so the developer can adjust his input (not shown in 
Figure 3.24). Otherwise the UI layer uses the Content Manager to update the content 
element. First, the Content Manager uses the XML Manager to update the content 
element with the adjusted content and properties. Second, it uses the Asset Manager to 
update the content element’s assets if applicable. Third, it uses the XML Manager to 
update the XML content tree (that is kept in memory by the game component content 
page) with the adjusted content element for the selected game component and to 
return it as an XML content string. Fourth, it saves this XML content string using the 
Game Component Manager. Fifth, it uses the Relation Manager to update the relations 
of the content element with other content. The adjusted content element is returned to 
the UI layer that closes the popup dialogue and uses the Content Manager to re-render 
the corresponding tree element. 
Relation ManagerUI layer Content Manager XML Manager
renderContentElementInputElements()
getContentElementContentAndProperties()
contentElementContentAndProperties
renderContentElementInputElements()
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contentElementRelations
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Figure 3.24. UML sequence diagram for saving a content element 
 
Below an example of stored XML content, in this case for a Tasks game component: 
 
<data> 
  <component> 
    <properties present="true" accessible="true"/> 
  </component> 
  <content id="1" max-id="3"> 
    <task type="node" id="2"> 
      <name>Visit doctor</name> 
      <instruction/> 
      <properties present="true" accessible="true"/> 
    </task> 
    <task type="node" id="3"> 
      <name>Visit researcher</name> 
      <instruction/> 
      <properties present="false" accessible="true"/> 
    </task> 
  </content> 
</data> 
 
In the example above we see that component properties ‘present’ and ‘accessible’ are 
‘true’ meaning the game component is initially present and accessible for a student. The 
game component has two tasks where the first one is initially present and the second 
one not. 
Relation ManagerUI layer Content Manager XML Manager Asset ManagerGame Component Manager
validateContentElement()
validateContentElementContentAndProperties()
validationErrors
rerenderTreeElement()
treeElement
validationErrors
updateContentElement()
updateContentElementContentAndProperties()
contentElement
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Entering game script. Figures 3.21 to 3.24 describe the authoring process of all game 
component content including game script. The only difference between script and other 
types of content is that script conditions and actions have specific input elements. Figure 
3.25 shows the popup dialogue to enter a script condition that will check if a property is 
set to a certain value. This popup dialogue will be shown on top of the normal popup 
dialogue for editing a content element as shown in Figure 3.21. In this case the condition 
checks if PC ‘doctor’ has entered location ‘Hospital’. Entering a location within the player 
environment will result in setting the location’s property ‘opened’ to ‘true’ (see subsec-
tion ‘Event handling’ in section 3.2). After a developer has selected a game component, 
in this case the Navigation component, he selects for which game roles the condition 
should be checked and selects the type of content element, in this case ‘location’. Out of 
a list of content elements he selects the ones to be checked, in this case ‘Hospital’. He 
may also enter a pattern to which all content element keys must comply. Next, he selects 
which property should be checked and selects (for Boolean values) or enters (for String 
and Double values) the property value to be checked. If the value is a Boolean or a String 
there is only one operator to check the value, namely the ‘=’ operator. If the value is a 
Double there are different operators to check the value like ‘>’ or ‘<’. A developer may 
also select a function that operates on all property value changes collected during play-
ing. The only function implemented so far is ‘count’. It counts the number of times a 
property is set to a certain value. The developer then may compare this count with a 
certain value he enters. To enter a script action, which will set a property to a certain 
value, a similar popup is used. The only difference is that no function or operator can be 
chosen because these options are irrelevant when a property value is set. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.25. Editing a script condition 
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Previewing game component content. During every stage of authoring a developer may 
preview his currently entered game component content in the player environment by 
clicking on a root tree item and selecting the ‘preview’ menu option, which will open a 
popup dialogue (see Figure 3.26). Certain content elements like locations and conversa-
tions also offer the ‘preview’ option, which allows for preselecting a location or conver-
sation in the player environment to preview or test a certain part of the game scenario. 
If a developer clicks the ‘preview’ button the player environment is opened and his 
progress will be saved until he closes the player environment. This way it is possible to 
make ‘recordings’ up to a certain point in the game scenario. If he subsequently clicks 
the ‘preview read-only’ button the player environment is opened with the previously 
recorded progress. However, this time progress is not permanently saved but only dur-
ing the play session in the player environment. In this way, the recording may be used 
to test a specific part of the game scenario over and over again. The recording may also 
be continued by clicking the ‘preview’ button again or deleted by clicking the ‘delete 
progress’ button. Using the ‘new …’ button, it is possible to create multiple recordings, 
which allows for previewing and testing different parts of the game scenario. It is also 
possible to test cooperation or collaboration between students having different game 
roles because multiple instances of the player environment can be previewed simulta-
neously. Recordings can be shared with others by sharing a ‘preview read-only’ URL of 
the player environment, which can be used to demonstrate some parts of the game 
scenario. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.26. The preview popup dialogue to preview entered content within the player environment 
3.2 The playing process 
The EMERGO platform offers students an intuitive and immersive player environment 
(see Figures 2.1, 3.2, 3.3, 4.1, 5.1 and 5.2) that is adapted according to actions and pro-
gress of a student. Below we will describe the components that make up the environ-
ment and the important sub-processes of their rendering, which includes rendering 
personalized content, and event handling, which includes script handling and progress 
management. 
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The UI structure of the environment reflects the flat structure of the platform’s compo-
nents. The UI layer renders a Run Window by using a so called Run Window Java class, 
which is called this way because deployment of a game involves students being as-
signed to runs (Tattersall et al., 2005). Every type of game component that should be 
visible to students is implemented as a child of the Run Window, by using its own specif-
ic Java class. All specific classes inherit from a so called Run Component class, which 
handles their general behavior. From here on, we will use the general term ‘Run Com-
ponent’ to indicate a specific implementation. The layering of the Run Components is 
managed by their style sheets where a higher z-index corresponds to a higher layer (see 
Figure 3.27). The Run Component for the Navigation component is situated in the low-
est layer because its locations form the foundation for the other Run Components. 
Above the Navigation component we see components that are available on locations. 
Tablet apps like, for instance, the Tasks and Resources components have their own 
layer above the Tablet because they are shown on top of the Tablet. The Notepad and 
Alerts components are situated in the highest layer because making notes should al-
ways be possible and alerts should appear above other components. The different play-
er environment skins are implemented as sets of style sheets where style sheet attrib-
utes default are inherited from the primary (‘OUNL’) skin but may be overruled in a new 
skin. 
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Figure 3.27. Player environment’s Run Window with Run Components representing different game compo-
nents in different presentation layers 
 
The Run Window is responsible for the creation of all Run Components and handles 
their mutual dependencies. It initially creates an instance of the Navigation component 
that on its turn will show the default or last visited location. If a conversation is available 
for this location the Run Window creates an instance of the Conversations component 
that will show the conversation. The Run Window also will create instances of the 
Memo recorder, Notifications and Scores components, if applicable. And it will render 
icons for opening the Tablet, Notepad, Profile and Chats components, if applicable. All 
Run Components will notify the Run Window if they are opened or closed or if one of 
their content elements such as a location, conversation or conversation fragment is 
opened or closed so the Run Window may handle dependencies between different Run 
Components. For instance, if a conversation fragment or a resource is opened the Run 
Window will notify the Notepad component to change its notes context. Or if a student 
navigates to another location the Run Window will close a possibly opened conversation 
and possibly open a new one. The Run Window also creates a Run Timer that is not 
visible to students and is used to regularly handle the firing of script timers and peer-to-
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peer events in case of cooperation or collaboration (see subsection ‘Event handling’ 
below). 
 
Rendering a Run Component. Figure 3.28 shows the rendering process for a Run Com-
ponent. The process starts if the Run Window creates a new instance of a Run Compo-
nent, e.g., a Navigation component. 
The Run Component will use the Progress Manager to return the personalized content 
tree for the current student. The Progress Manager is, among others, responsible for 
retrieving personalized content and storing progress. It uses the Component Manager 
and the Game Component Manager to retrieve the XML definition and XML content 
strings for the Run Component and uses the XML Manager to convert these XML defini-
tion and XML content strings into an XML content tree of XML tags, just like described 
for the authoring process. Next, it uses the Run User Progress Manager to retrieve the 
XML progress string for the Run Component and uses the XML Manager to convert this 
XML progress string in an XML progress tree of XML tags. The Run User Progress Man-
ager is responsible for CRUD operations on run user progress data. And finally the Pro-
gress Manager uses the XML Manager to personalize the XML content tree with XML 
progress by extending every XML content tag with a reference to its corresponding XML 
progress tag. The Run Component uses this personalized content tree to render its 
content and necessary controls and during the process uses the Asset Manager (not 
shown in Figure 3.28) to get content elements’ assets if applicable. Personalized con-
tent trees are kept in memory per Run Component for better performance in case up-
dated progress needs to be stored.  
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Figure 3.28. UML sequence diagram for rendering of a Run Component 
 
Event handling. Figure 3.29 shows the event handling process for the player environ-
ment. It includes the process of handling notify events between the Run Window and 
specific Run Components, which is described above. Other types of events are user 
events, property events, timer events and peer-to-peer (p2p) events. Primary input 
events are user events generated by a student and timer events generated by the Run 
Timer.  
A student generates a user event by, for instance, clicking on a resource title to open a 
resource. This event is captured by one of the Run Components, in this case a Re-
sources component. It converts the user event into a property event and sends it to the 
Event Handler (see further for p2p event handling).  The Run Component may also send 
a property event independently, e.g., if a video fragment is finished. A property event 
has attributes containing the property value and references to the associated property, 
content element and game component. In case a resource is opened the property value 
is ‘true’, the property is ‘opened’, the content element is a ‘resource’ element and the 
game component is a Resources game component. In case of user generated content 
the property event also contains content children that contain, e.g., an email text, at-
tachments or a chat text. 
Run User Progress ManagerRun Component Component ManagerProgress Manager XML Manager Game Component Manager
getXMLPersonalizedContentTree()
getXMLContent()
XMLContent
getXMLContentTree()
XMLContentTree
getXMLProgress()
XMLProgress
getXMLProgressTree()
XMLProgressTree
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The Event Handler is responsible for handling of all property events. It forwards the 
property event to the Progress Manager that will use the personalized content tree for 
the Run Component in question, which is kept in memory, the XML Manager and the 
Run User Progress Manager (both not shown in Figure 3.29) to store the changed prop-
erty value and possible new or altered content children. The Event Handler also for-
wards the property event to the Script Handler that will evaluate script conditions relat-
ed to the property event’s attributes. If a condition evaluates to true its associated 
script actions are executed, which results in sending newly generated property events 
back to the Event Handler. Again, the Event Handler forwards these property events to 
the Progress Manager to store changed property values and forwards the property 
events to the Script Handler to evaluate conditions and so on, which may result in a 
cascade of property events. The Event Handler also forwards every property event to 
the Run Window that will send a notify event to the Run Component corresponding to 
the game component attribute within the property event. This notify event allows the 
Run Component to update itself, e.g., to change the presence of a specific content ele-
ment. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.29. Event handling process for the player environment 
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The Run Timer regularly sends timer events to the Timer Handler that handles script 
timers and to the P2P handler that handles sharing change of property values to other 
students (see below). If a script timer fires the Timer Handler sends a property event to 
the Event Handler. In this case the property event’s attributes contain the property 
value ‘true’, the ‘finished’ property a ‘timer’ element and a Script game component. The 
Event Handler further handles the property event as described above. 
If a change of a property value has to be shared with other students, e.g., when sending 
an email or chat, the responsible Run Component will send a p2p event to the P2P Han-
dler. A p2p event is an extension of a property event that also contains references to 
the sender and receiver of the event. The P2P handler sends the p2p events to the 
Shared Progress Manager that will use the XML Manager and the Run User Shared Pro-
gress Manager (both not shown in Figure 3.29) to actually store the changed property 
value for other students. Timer events sent by a Run Timer in another student’s player 
environment trigger the P2P Handler of the other student to regularly check for p2p 
events and retrieve them using the Shared Progress Manager. The P2P handler converts 
possible p2p events to property events and sends them to the Event Handler that fur-
ther handles the property events as described above. 
Below an example of stored student’s XML progress, in this case for the Tasks game 
component: 
 
<data> 
  <component> 
    <properties selected="true,12.118" opened="true,12.122,false,18.385"/> 
  </component> 
  <content id="1" max-id="3"> 
    <task type="node" id="2" ref-content-id="2"> 
      <properties finished="true,46.999"/> 
    </task> 
    <task type="node" id="3" ref-content-id="3"> 
      <properties present="true,47.007"/> 
    </task> 
  </content> 
</data> 
 
In the example above we see that component property ‘selected’ is set to ‘true’ 12.118 
seconds after the start of the game meaning the student clicked the Tasks icon on the 
Tablet to open the Tasks component at that moment. This resulted in the Run Window 
creating and opening the Tasks component as indicated by property ‘opened’ set to 
‘true’ after 12.122 seconds. Property ‘opened’ becomes ‘false’ after 18.385 seconds 
meaning the student closed the Tasks component. Note that all changes of property 
values are saved. Due to game script, property ‘finished’ of the first task is set to ‘true’ 
after 46.999 seconds and property ‘present’ of the second task is set to ‘true’ after 
47.007 seconds. The task tags within the XML progress have their own ‘id’ and have a 
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reference to their corresponding content element in the XML content, namely attribute 
‘ref-content-id’. 
3.3 Other platform processes 
In addition to the authoring and playing processes there are also processes to monitor 
or support students, to manage game runs, to populate the platform and game runs 
and to integrate the platform with other systems. 
Monitoring and supporting students. A tutor may (i) inspect a student’s progress or (ii) 
interfere in a running game as an NPC or an administrator (iii) may adjust a student’s 
progress. These sub-processes involve the Progress Manager or Shared Progress Man-
ager (see section 3.2) to retrieve or adjust student’s progress. 
A tutor may have two reasons to inspect progress: to inspect the performance of a 
student or to help a student out if he does not succeed to finish a specific task. To in-
spect their performance he gets an overview of students per run, the tasks they have 
completed and assignment outcomes they have submitted. He may also generate his 
own overviews of specific game content properties, e.g., to inspect if certain resources 
are opened or questions are asked, or to inspect students’ paths through the game. To 
help a student out he can open the player environment showing the student’s progress 
to diagnose the problem. The same option allows him to interfere in a running game by 
sending an email as an NPC, e.g., in case a student’s performance is poor or better than 
average. Sending such an email might also trigger script that releases a next task. Such 
thresholds placed by a game developer may enable a tutor to guarantee a certain level 
of quality. 
As a tutor can help out a student with substantive problems an administrator can help 
out in case of technical problems, e.g., if a door stays locked or certain resources do not 
become available due to bugs. An administrator has an overview of all students within 
specific runs and can open the player environment showing the progress of a specific 
student to diagnose the problem. Subsequently he can fix the problem by adjusting 
property values within the student’s progress. To adjust a property value he opens a 
similar dialogue as the one used to create a script action, which, after all, is meant to 
adjust a property value. If he saves the changed property value the Shared Progress 
Manager (see section 3.2) is used to send a p2p event to the student, which will result 
in a live update of the student’s progress so he can continue his game session. 
Managing game runs. The run manager has an overview of all his runs and can perform 
CRUD operations on them. Creating a run involves selecting a game from a list of all 
available games, giving the run a name and entering a start date and end date. It is 
important to stress that the game itself is not published but that the run just has a ref-
erence to the game. This allows for adjustments of the game that are immediately 
available to students, e.g., in case of required bug fixes. It is even possible to let stu-
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dents start with a part of a game while another part still is in development. The latter 
option has been used on various occasions. 
Just like the administrator the run manager has the possibility to adjust property values 
within students’ progress during a run, but he may also initialize property values before 
a run. However, properties are not changed for one student but for all students in the 
run which allows for, e.g., assigning certain tasks to all students in the run at the same 
time. It also allows for configuring runs differently, e.g., in case of experiments where 
different runs should meet different experimental conditions. To adjust a property value 
the run manager uses a similar dialogue as the administrator (see above). If he saves the 
changed property value the Shared Progress Manager is used to send p2p events to all 
students in the run, which will result in a live update of students’ progress. 
Populating the platform and game runs with users. The administrator has an overview 
of all platform users and can perform CRUD operations on them. Creating a user in-
volves assigning one or more platform roles to him, i.e., administrator, developer, run 
manager, tutor or student. Users can also be imported using an XML file containing 
predefined user data. 
From his run overview the run manager can assign students to runs and game roles by 
selecting them directly or by importing them using an XML file containing predefined 
run user data. In the same overview he can also assign tutors to runs. He may also cre-
ate teams of run users that have a shared progress for game components that allow 
user generated content such as the Resources and Google maps components. Students 
may extend the content of these components with their own resources and markers 
where extensions are stored in run team progress, which enables to see each other’s 
contributions to a same game component. 
Integrating other systems. The platform offers SOAP (W3C, 2017) web services that 
support the exchange of progress data with other applications that may adapt the play-
er environment for a certain student. In an experiment, another application used 
webcam data analysis to derive a student’s mood and used the web services to trigger 
personalized game support depending on his mood (Bahreini et al., 2012). The web 
services allow for retrieving or setting state element property values of States compo-
nents. If a property value has to be set the corresponding web service creates a proper-
ty event for the student and invokes the Event Handler (see Figure 3.29) to handle it. 
Script conditions and actions then are used to adapt the game support depending on 
the set property value. Other web services support identity management to enable 
single sign-on.  
In another experiment we integrated the Unity Web Player. A Unity game was shown 
embedded within the player environment by using a plugin element of the Navigation 
component. JavaScript functions were used to exchange data between the Unity game 
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and the EMERGO player environment, which resulted in adaptation of each other’s 
interfaces.  
4 The platform architecture 
The requirements for the platform formulated in chapter 2 led to the choice for a multi-
layered client-server architecture (see Figure 3.30), which fosters abstraction, loose 
coupling and separation of concerns (Microsoft, 2009). One layer’s implementation may 
be substituted by another implementation without affecting the other layers, e.g., when 
switching to another DBMS (Database-Management System). This architecture forms 
the foundation for the implementation of the different platform components and pro-
cesses. To foster technical platform independence we chose the Java EE platform (J2EE, 
2017) for implementation and MySQL server for data storage (MySQL, 2017). We chose 
the Hibernate framework for data mapping (Hibernate, 2017), the Spring framework 
(Spring Framework, 2013) for data management, and the ZK framework (ZK Framework, 
2013) for the user interface. To host the EMERGO platform we chose the Apache 
Tomcat web server (Apache Tomcat, 2017). The platform has been developed under 
the GNU General Public License and is available on SourceForge at 
https://sourceforge.net/projects/emergo/. 
As every architecture layer in Figure 3.30 depends on layers underneath we will de-
scribe the four different layers and their main components and responsibilities from the 
bottom to the top. 
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Figure 3.30. The platform’s multilayered client-server architecture 
4.1 The database layer 
The platform stores all data in a MySQL relational database that is accessed using a 
JDBC driver. The database contains one table per domain model entity (see Figure 2.4) 
and some additional tables for the relations between these entities. The database also 
has a table to store asset entities that are uploaded by developers or students. These 
assets have no direct relation with the domain model entities in the database, but are 
referenced from within game component’s XML content or XML progress. Another 
table is used for sharing students’ XML progress. 
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4.2 The database management layer 
In this layer every domain model entity has its own manager component. Five types of 
processes can be distinguished. Administrative processes involve platform users and 
components. Game authoring involves games, game roles and game components. 
Game deployment involves runs, run users and run teams. The same entities are in-
volved in monitoring and supporting students when overviews of these entities are 
generated. Game playing involves run user progress, run team progress and run user 
shared progress. The same entities are involved in monitoring and supporting students 
when the player environment is used to inspect a student’s progress. Asset manage-
ment involves assets that are referenced from within game components’ XML content 
or XML progress. All manager components offer CRUD (Create, Read, Update and De-
lete) operations on entities, and provide possibly filtered lists of entities to be used in 
the Business logic layer or User interface layer. The managers also validate entities so 
check if all entity attributes are entered correctly, except for entity attributes that con-
tain XML. XML content is validated by the Content Manager in the Business logic layer 
and XML progress by the different Run Components in the User interface layer. The 
Spring framework is used to inject the manager components within the platform. All 
domain entities are implemented as Java Beans that have properties containing entity 
specific data or references to other entities that reflect their relations within the do-
main model. The managers use the Hibernate framework to map these Java Beans to 
database tables. 
4.3 The business logic layer 
This layer shows four parts that handle different business processes and one part with 
entities that play a role in one or more of these processes. We will describe the differ-
ent processes starting with XML management, which is intensively used by the other 
three processes. 
XML management. The XML Manager component is used to manage XML definitions of 
platform components, XML content of game components and XML progress of run user 
progress, run team progress and run user shared progress. It has six functions: (i) parse 
XML strings and return XML trees of XML tags (see below), (ii) convert XML trees back 
to XML strings for storage, (iii) offer CRUD and copy operations for XML tags, (iv) vali-
date entered XML content using XML definitions, (v) provide filtered XML trees, e.g., on 
type of tag, and (vi) personalize an XML content tree with XML progress by extending 
every XML content tag with a reference to its corresponding XML progress tag. An XML 
tag component has properties like name, value and attributes just like a normal XML tag 
in a string and it has methods to get or set this kind of data. XML tags of type ‘node’ 
correspond to content elements that have content children, which contain their con-
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tent, and properties (see section 2.1). The XML Tag component has methods to get and 
set the content element’s content and properties. 
Content management. The Content Manager is responsible for managing XML content, 
which includes rendering of the game component content page and the popup dialogue 
for editing content, and handling CRUD operations on XML content. It uses the XML 
Manager to validate entered content and the Game Component Manager in the Data-
base management layer to retrieve or store the content. It also uses the Relation Man-
ager to update the relations with other content. See section 3.1 for a detailed descrip-
tion of content management. 
Progress management. The Event Handler is responsible for handling all property 
events which are events sent in case of change of property values. It uses the Progress 
Manager to store a changed property value and the Script Handler to possibly execute 
script related to the property change. If the script execution results in another changed 
property value the Script Handler will send a property event to the Event Handler to 
handle the changed property value. The Event Handler forwards every property event 
to the Run Window in the User interface layer so it may update itself. The Timer Han-
dler is responsible for handling script timers. If a script timer fires it sends a property 
event to the Event Handler. See section 3.2 for a detailed description of progress man-
agement and event handling. 
P2P management. The P2P handler is responsible for handling all p2p events which are 
events that are sent in case changed property values have to be shared with other stu-
dents, e.g., when an email or chat is sent. The P2P handler uses the Shared Progress 
Manager which will store the changed property value for other students. The P2P Han-
dler regularly checks for p2p events from other students, converts them to property 
events and sends them to the Event Handler to handle the changed property value. See 
section 3.2 for a detailed description of P2P management. 
4.4 The user interface layer 
This layer uses the Ajax-based ZK framework to expose the EMERGO platform to its 
users and to handle creation and user events. Every component in this layer represents 
a so called ZUL (ZK User interface Language) page on the web server that is rendered as 
an HTML page in the browser. This layer is separated into five parts that relate to the 
different platform roles. All ‘Overview’ components are used to manage or inspect do-
main model entities and use the Database management layer to present lists of entities 
that allow CRUD operations on them if applicable. The Support Overview and Monitor 
Overview also use the Run Window for inspection of student’s progress. 
Administrator. The User and Component Overviews present lists of current users and 
components and allow for CRUD and copy operations on them. Users can also be im-
ported using an XML file containing predefined user data. A component’s XML definition 
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is edited in an input field, so involves no specific editor. Components can be exported 
and imported as an IMS Content Package (IMSCP-IM, 2008) for deployment on other 
platform instances. The Support Overview is used to help students who are technically 
stuck in a game. See section 3.3 for a detailed description. 
Developer. The Game, Game Role and Game Component Overviews present lists of a 
developer’s current games, and game roles and game components per game and allow 
for CRUD and copy operations on them. A game or game component can be exported 
and imported as an IMS Content Package for deployment on other platform instances. 
The Game Component Content Page uses the Content Manager in the Business logic 
layer to handle entering of content for all game components. See section 3.1 for a de-
tailed description. 
Run manager. The Run, Run User and Run Team Overviews present lists of a run man-
ager’s current runs and run users and run teams per run and allow for CRUD operations 
on them. Run users can also be imported using an XML file containing predefined run 
user data. See section 3.3 for a detailed description. 
Tutor. The Monitor Overview is used to monitor students’ progress. It shows a list of 
runs a tutor has been assigned to by a run manager and allows for inspecting a specific 
student’s progress by opening the player environment showing the student’s progress. 
See section 3.3 for a detailed description. 
Student. The Game Run Overview shows a list of runs a student has been assigned to by 
a run manager. If a student clicks on a run, the player environment is opened showing 
the Run Window. The Run Window functions as the stage for Run Components that 
represent game components created and authored by a developer. Run Window and 
Run Components are rendered using the game skin selected by a developer. Run Com-
ponents will convert user events into property events and will invoke the Event Handler 
in the Business logic layer to handle them. A Run Timer is used to regularly check script 
timers by invoking the Timer Handler and to regularly check for p2p events from other 
students by invoking the P2P Handler. See section 3.2 for a detailed description of the 
structure and working of the player environment’s components. 
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Abstract 
Background. The EMERGO method and online platform enable the development and 
delivery of scenario-based serious games that foster students to acquire professional 
competence. One of the main goals of the platform is to provide a user-friendly author-
ing environment for creating virtual environments where students can perform authen-
tic tasks. 
Aim. We present the findings of an in-depth qualitative case study of the platform´s 
authoring environment and compare our findings on usability with those found for 
comparable environments in literature. 
Method. We carried out semi-structured interviews, with two experienced game devel-
opers who have authored a game for higher education, and a literature review of com-
parable environments. 
Findings. The analysis shows that the usability of the authoring environment is prob-
lematic, especially regarding understandability and learnability, which is in line with 
findings of comparable environments. Other findings are that authoring is well integrat-
ed with the EMERGO method and that functionality and reliability of the authoring 
environment are valued. 
Practical implications. The lessons learned are presented in the form of general guide-
lines to improve the understandability and learnability of authoring environments for 
serious games. 
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1 Introduction 
Serious games (SGs) are considered to provide powerful and attractive ways of acquir-
ing professional competences. However, their use is still limited, because their technical 
requirements are high, they are: difficult to customize for the educational process, 
difficult to support, and, the field lacks standards for SG design (Klemke et al., 2015). In 
addition, the field also lacks good architecture for SG development (Nadolski, Hummel, 
Slootmaker, & Van der Vegt, 2012) and simpler authoring tools (Arnab et al., 2012). In 
the previous decade, our the Open University of the Netherlands experienced similar 
needs and developed their EMERGO method (in English EMERGE: Efficient Method for 
ExpeRiential Game-based Education), including an online platform for SG development 
(Nadolski et al., 2008). It intends to both simplify and better support the development 
and delivery of scenario-based SGs. In this kind of game, students acquire professional 
competences in complex problem spaces that mimic real-world situations. The scenario 
describes the problem space and how it should adapt to the students’ actions. The 
platform’s authoring environment is used to convert the scenario into platform content.  
Evaluations of the platform (Nadolski et al., 2008; Slootmaker, Kurvers, Hummel, & 
Koper, 2014) show that educators, after having received some instruction, can author 
most platform components independently and with ease. However, the authoring envi-
ronment has not yet been evaluated in detail. We believe a deeper understanding is 
relevant, for both practice and research. 
This type of research is part of the field of game design research, as Kultima (2015) 
examines and discusses it, stating that understanding game studies as design research 
could deepen our understanding of game design. 
This article presents the findings of an in-depth qualitative case study on the usability of 
the authoring environment and its integration with the EMERGO method. We compare 
the usability findings with those found in literature for comparable environments. We 
present the lessons learned in the form of general guidelines to improve the under-
standability and learnability of authoring environments for SGs. 
We first give some information on game design research, game authoring, usability, and 
comparable studies in the section Background. In the EMERGO section, we present the 
EMERGO method and the development, authoring, and debriefing of EMERGO games. 
In the Method section, we explain the method that is followed in order to arrive at our 
findings in the Findings section, in which we also provide practical guidelines for improv-
ing the understandability and learnability of authoring environments for serious games. 
Finally, in the Conclusion and discussion section, we present the main conclusions to be 
drawn from this study. 
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2 Background 
2.1 Game design research 
Although game design is the most popular keyword in game research papers, there is 
no explicit reflection on notions of design and design research (Kultima, 2015). In addi-
tion, game studies have focused on the game and the player but not on the context that 
involves the design, designer, process, and practice of the game. According to Kultima 
(2015), trying to understand game studies as design research would potentially improve 
our understanding of game design and bridge the epistemic gap between practice and 
science. She therefore encourages taking design research as theoretical background for 
future game studies. For possible theoretical background to be utilized, the author 
refers to Cross (2007), who distinguishes three areas of design research that are based 
on, respectively, people, process, and products: design epistemology (study of design-
ers’ professional theories), design praxeology (study of the practices and processes of 
design), and design phenomenology (study of the form and configuration of artifacts). 
Kultima (2015) argues that the multidisciplinary domain of game studies has been un-
successful in addressing the latter two areas of design research. 
To facilitate future studies and understanding of game design practice, Kultima and 
Sandovar (2016) proposed a framework of game design values. Their framework utilizes 
three design theory frameworks from architectural and industrial design: Lawson’s 
Guiding Principles, Schön’s Appreciative Systems, and Holm’s Designers’ Distinctive 
Design Values. All three frameworks indicate that designers never start from scratch but 
already have their own motivations, their own reasons for wanting to design, and their 
own sets of beliefs, values, and attitudes. The author divides game design values into 
nine categories: (1) Value of Player Centrism, (2) Casual Game Design Values, (3) Tradi-
tional Game Design Values, (4) Societal Impact and Cultural Values, (5) Value of Artistic 
Expression, Innovation, and Experimentation, (6) Values of Production and Creation 
Process, (7) Ludological Values, (8) Values of Independency, and (9) Commercial Values. 
The first three categories are more oriented toward players and involve values like usa-
bility and playability, flexibility and simplicity, and immersion, challenge, and competi-
tion. The fourth category is oriented toward society and culture and involves values like 
ethics and morality and cultural diversity and tradition. Categories five through eight are 
more oriented toward game developers and involve values like visual design and aes-
thetics, development as a challenge, collaboration, value of teamwork, value of game 
mechanics, and autonomy and artistic freedom. The last category is oriented toward 
business and involves values like economic success. The author states that, if viewed 
from a general perspective, there is no single design value that is more important than 
another. However, this case-based research focuses on game developers and more 
specifically on the game authoring process that can be classified under the category 
Values of Production and Creation Process. 
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2.2 Authoring leisure games 
Current video games are often complex, immersive games that are developed through 
large and costly projects and involve many specialized developers who use specific 
development tools. The flexibility, productivity, and usability of these dedicated tools 
are decisive success factors. Game designs are complex when they entail many game 
elements to be classified under four categories: story (narrative), aesthetics (look and 
feel), technology (materials and interactions), and mechanics (fostering game rules and 
interactivity) (Schell, 2008). 
The development of complex games requires comprehensive and dedicated develop-
ment tools. Hartson and Pyla (2012) identified two types of system complexity that may 
influence usability: (1) interaction complexity, which is related to the intricacy or elabo-
rateness of user actions, including cognitive load; and (2) work domain complexity, 
which is related to the degree of intricacy and the technical nature of the corresponding 
field of work (e.g., game development). Systems with high interaction and high work 
domain complexity are more likely to have low usability. This is in line with Oja (2010), 
who stated that usability is even more critical for complex software development. 
No single definition for usability currently exists. Nielsen (1994) defined usability by its 
quality of five components: (1) learnability (for novice users), (2) efficiency (amount of 
time to accomplish task), (3) memorability (for frequent users), (4) errors (number, 
severity, recoverability), and (5) satisfaction (pleasantness). ISO/IEC (2011) defined 
usability as the degree to which a product or system can be used by specified users to 
achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction in a specified 
context of use. A more recent concept is user experience (UX), which involves the ef-
fects of usability factors, usefulness factors (how useful a tool is for a task), and emo-
tional impact (broader than Nielsen’s satisfaction) and strongly depends on the context 
of a usage by a particular user (Hartson & Pyla, 2012). Not all UX aspects are equally 
important for every type of user. Paakkanen (2014) finds that experienced video game 
developers find effectiveness (usefulness) most important. For novice users, this proba-
bly would be the ease of use (usability).  
Popular video game development tools, like Unity3D, Unreal Engine 4, and Cry Engine, 
have a high interaction and work domain complexity. They include many sophisticated 
editors (e.g., AI editors) that all contribute to their complexity and steep learning curve. 
Pattrasitidecha (2014) found that, out of 16 3D mobile game engines, Unity3D is easiest 
to learn but has a relatively low usability, which most likely is due to Unity3D’s high 
complexity. 
Popular console and web-based editors, like Super Mario Maker and Scratch, have low 
interaction and work domain complexity. Super Mario Maker is a very user-friendly 
editor for the Wii U console. Its interaction complexity is low, because games can be 
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easily created by dragging and dropping objects from a tool palette. Objects can even 
be combined to get a new object that shows combined behavior. Its work domain com-
plexity is also low, because the number of objects and possible manipulations on it are 
limited, and objects have built-in behavior, so no entry of game rules is needed. This low 
complexity contributes to its high usability. Scratch is a massively used, low threshold 
web-based game editor. Its interaction complexity is low, because it makes use of 
blocks that can be dragged and dropped and connected to each other to create the 
game flow and even to create the game rules. Its work domain complexity is also low, 
because the number of different blocks is limited. Again, low complexity contributes to 
high usability. 
Besides interaction and work domain complexity, design decisions may also influence 
tool usability. Murray (1999, 2004, 2016) investigated design trade-offs for authoring 
tools. Increasing the flexibility (the ability to author a diversity of game types), breadth 
(of the domains supported), or depth (of the models to author) of a tool usually comes 
at the cost of usability. In addition, learnability and productivity are often in conflict, 
because simplicity for novice users means less powerful features that foster productivi-
ty for experienced users. 
Conditions during development and implementation of a tool may also influence its 
usability. What is the budget? What is the time schedule? Are there great risks in-
volved? Are the right people with the right skills available? What is the expected num-
ber of authors? In case of setbacks or a small number of authors, the priority will likely 
be to deliver a tool that works, so usability aspects, efficiency, and satisfaction will be at 
the expense of effectiveness. 
2.3 Authoring serious games 
Unlike leisure games, serious games should support learning. Dede (2009), Clark and 
Mayer (2011), and Thillainathan and Leimeister (2014) stated that the learner should be 
in control and that learning should be situated and authentic, possibly based on a didac-
tical model or approach and should support transfer of learned skills. To be able to give 
relevant support, guidance, and feedback, the game should keep progress of and assess 
the learner and should adapt to the learner’s learning strategies and skills. The game 
may assess the learner on performance, emotion, motivation, and on personality as-
pects and may adapt to the learner on the micro and macro levels (Kickmeier-Rust & 
Albert, 2010; Kickmeier-Rust & Albert, 2012; Kickmeier-Rust, Mattheiss, Steiner, & Al-
bert, 2011). Micro-level adaptation is embedded in the game flow and leads to, e.g., 
giving the learner advice or feedback or motivating or urging him. Macro-level adapta-
tion leads to adjustments of either the game flow or the game’s pace or intensity.  
Murray (2004, 2016) did some important work on the complexity of authoring tools and 
stated that the complexity level of an authoring tool should match the complexity ca-
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pacity of its user. He identified four types of complexity. Interface and tool complexity is 
related to the number of editor features and components. The more features and com-
ponents, the more difficult it is to manage and combine them. Object complexity is 
related to the number of abstract concepts whose definitions and uses are not obvious. 
For instance, it is more difficult to understand and explain an abstract concept like 
feedback, when compared to a more concrete object like an image. Structural complexi-
ty is related to the number of complex structures of linked objects. Creating and main-
taining such structures is cognitively challenging. Dynamic complexity is related to the 
number of laws, rules, mechanisms, or influences that contribute to change, which may 
lead to many possible student paths that are difficult to test and debug. 
In addition, Murray (2004, 2016) identifies five possible types of users with different 
complexity capacity. Teachers have a low complexity capacity, so they cannot be ex-
pected to use complex authoring tools. This is in line with Theodosiou and Karasavvidis 
(2015), who found that student teachers struggle to incorporate critical game elements 
and have major difficulties in connecting game elements effectively. Domain experts 
and content developers have a medium complexity capacity, though they may have little 
practical or theoretical knowledge of pedagogy. Instructional designers and learning 
theorists have a medium complexity capacity too, though they may not have the time to 
dedicate to a steep tool learning curve. Knowledge engineers and game developers have 
a medium to high complexity capacity, because they are trained for representing 
knowledge in a computationally usable fashion. Computer scientists and software de-
velopers have a high complexity capacity, because they are used to design and debug 
structural and procedural models. Only the last two types of users can be expected to 
manage sophisticated authoring tasks. 
2.4 Related work 
Other authors also evaluated the usability of authoring environments for SGs. Mehm, 
Göbel, and Steinmetz (2012) evaluated STORYTEC, an authoring tool that integrates the 
work of game designers, pedagogues, artists, and domain experts into one unified au-
thoring tool. Most usability aspects were found to be average. Only so-called self-
descriptiveness (the dialogue should make clear what the user should do next) (ISO, 
2006), which relates to understandability, and error tolerance, which relates to opera-
bility, were rated lower than average. 
Van Est, Poelman, and Bidarra (2011) evaluated SHAI, a (prototypical) scenario editor 
for simulation games that enables instructors to arrange scenario building blocks to 
match individual trainees’ needs and to make real-time adjustments. Usability was 
found to be poor. Shortcomings relate to understandability (‘options are too complex’, 
‘graphics are unclear’, ‘large scenarios are difficult to comprehend’), learnability (‘better 
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descriptions are needed’), operability (‘keyboard shortcuts are missing’), and user inter-
face aesthetics (‘better presentation is needed’). 
Marchiori et al. (2012) evaluated WEEV, a method and system for educational adven-
ture game authoring, and identified many usability problems related to understandabil-
ity (‘part of the system is complex to use’, ‘example games are needed to understand 
the purpose of the system’) and learnability (‘a guided tutorial is needed to help novice 
users’). 
Gaeta et al. (2014) evaluated an authoring tool for the creation of stories that support 
learning in an emergency context and found usability to be relatively low. 
3 EMERGO 
We developed the EMERGO method and online platform (Nadolski et al., 2008) to sim-
plify and better support the development and delivery of scenario-based SGs. In this 
kind of game, learners are confronted with realistic, ill-defined problems, often allowing 
multiple solutions and requiring application of necessary methodologies or tools and 
collaboration with fellow learners (Westera, Nadolski, Hummel, & Wopereis, 2008). The 
platform’s authoring environment offers 22 components that support different (didacti-
cal) functions that should be present in scenario-based SGs. In addition, the platform 
offers environments to play the developed games, to monitor students, and to manage 
users and game runs. EMERGO has been used to develop 24 games for all kinds of disci-
plines. It supports the acquisition of four out of five capability types, as defined by 
Gagné (1985): intellectual skills, cognitive strategies, verbal information, and attitudes. 
Motor skills are not (yet) supported. The online platform is Open source and is available 
on SourceForge (EMERGO, 2013). 
Earlier and more superficial evaluations of the authoring environment show that educa-
tors, after receiving some instruction, could use most components independently and 
with ease (Nadolski et al., 2008; Slootmaker, Kurvers, Hummel, & Koper, 2014). One 
component could not be used independently, and two components were not easy to 
use. This makes us question why the usability of some components is lower than of 
others, how we could improve this, how this is related to component complexity, and if 
it is related to the conversion of the scenario into game content. The research goal of 
this case study is to evaluate in detail the usability of the EMERGO authoring environ-
ment and integration of authoring with the EMERGO method. We expect that the usa-
bility evaluation will enable us to derive some guidelines for increasing the usability of 
the environment. 
This case study addresses two areas of design research that are still underrepresented 
in game studies (Kultima, 2015): design praxeology (i.e., the development process using 
the EMERGO method) and design phenomenology (i.e., the EMERGO authoring envi-
ronment). The study deals with the game design value category Values of Production 
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and Creation Process, as proposed by Kultima and Sandovar (2016), which contains 
values like Technological advancement, Development as a challenge, Collaboration and 
value of teamwork, and Open source ideology.  
In this article, we use usability as defined by ISO/IEC 25010:2011 (ISO/IEC, 2011). It is 
one out of eight software quality characteristics and is defined as the degree to which a 
product or system can be used by specified users to achieve specified goals with effec-
tiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction in a specified context of use. The other characteris-
tics are functionality, reliability, performance efficiency, compatibility, security, main-
tainability, and portability. Usability is further subdivided into six aspects: understanda-
bility, learnability, operability, user error protection, user interface aesthetics, and ac-
cessibility. Note that, for better readability, we replace the ISO/IEC characteristic ‘func-
tional suitability’ with functionality and the characteristic ‘appropriateness recognizabil-
ity’ with understandability. 
In the following sections, we will describe development, authoring, and debriefing for 
EMERGO games and the EMERGO authoring environment itself. 
3.1 Developing EMERGO games 
The use of the EMERGO authoring environment is embedded in the EMERGO method. 
This method comprises five phases and (although based on ADDIE) recommends using 
iterations, like a Unified Process approach with cycles that prevent overspending and 
minimizes risks or failures.  
During the analysis phase, the development team formulates answers to a list of stand-
ard questions. Answers are used as input for a global description of the game that in-
cludes learning goals and competencies to achieve. During the design phase, the meth-
od supports the team in the creative process of writing a scenario in three steps. First, 
the team formulates which activities have to be accomplished, why, when, where, and 
in what order, if needed. Activities are formulated as location plans, using the template 
Where the student will…<description of the activity>. Second, the team identifies: (i) 
with whom activities must be done and with what materials and tooling, (ii) when activi-
ties are completed and how this is assessed, and (iii) which feedback is given and when, 
and in what form and by whom. Third, the team describes each activity exhaustively in 
terms of its required materials and tooling. In this stage, it becomes evident whether 
materials are already available or still need to be developed and whether the scenario 
can be realized with available platform components, or if it needs new components or 
even a new game skin. During the development phase, the authoring environment is 
used to convert the scenario and materials into game content. If needed, new compo-
nents or skin are developed, film recordings are made, and other materials like docu-
ments or images are developed. During the implementation phase, the game is de-
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ployed to students and educators (for monitoring), and during the evaluation phase, the 
game is evaluated. 
An EMERGO development team consists of content matter experts, educational tech-
nologists, interaction designers, and ICT developers. Educational technologists and 
content matter experts write the global description and scenario of the game and in-
volve other team members to check for feasibility. Interaction designers and ICT devel-
opers develop graphical assets and, if needed, new components or skin. If film record-
ings are needed, the team temporarily is reinforced with cameramen, actors or experts, 
and video editors. Initially, our objective was for educational technologists and content 
matter experts to do all authoring, but actual practice shows that game script authoring 
is mostly too complicated and is then done by an ICT developer, which is in line with 
Murray (2016), who states that the latter user type has a higher complexity capacity 
than the former. 
3.2 Authoring EMERGO games 
In a typical EMERGO game, the student acts as a PC (Playing Character) and enters an 
authentic environment, where he works as a trainee. He can navigate to different loca-
tions, where he finds NPCs (Non-Playing Characters), like his supervisor, colleagues, 
experts, or specialists, or can attend interviews or meetings (see Figure 4.1). In the 
environment, he has a tablet with apps, e.g., a task overview, a resources app, an (in-
game) email app, or an app to conduct tests. He also has a memo recorder, to record 
interesting parts of interviews and meetings, and a notepad to make contextualized 
notes. 
The student gets tasks from his supervisor or other NPCs, either in person or by mail. He 
can be assessed on every action he performs, e.g., which interviews he attends, which 
questions he asks, which resources he consults, or which mail he sends. In addition, he 
can be assessed, e.g., using tests that enable measuring foreknowledge and perfor-
mance. Depending on his actions, the game can adapt the environment at the micro 
level, e.g., by sending mail, showing an alert, changing an NPC reaction, releasing new 
resources or new interview questions, or changing an answer to a question, or at the 
macro level, e.g., by providing new or alternative tasks. The student gets feedback on 
his performance by NPCs in person, by mail, as screen text, or in tests. This feedback 
can incorporate mail attachments or the release of resources, such as worked-out ex-
amples or expert reports. The student gets navigation support through alerts, e.g., re-
minders for meetings or instructions for where to go next. 
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Figure 4.1. A patient being interviewed (video). At the bottom left, we see the tablet, and at the bottom right, 
we see the memo recorder and notepad 
 
The EMERGO authoring environment offers 22 components to realize the above kind of 
scenarios (see Table 4.1). 
The components support eight different (didactical) functions: present and adapt envi-
ronment (E), assign tasks and provide overview (T), present knowledge (K), assess 
learner (A), provide feedback (F), support processing of information (P), support collab-
oration (C), and support navigation (N). Note that one component may serve several 
functions and that one function may involve several components. For instance, the 
conversations component can be used to assign a task, to present knowledge, or to 
provide feedback. And the script component should assess the learner to trigger the 
conversations component to give the right feedback.  
The components allow much freedom in the way the environment is presented, how 
tasks are assigned, if they must be executed in a certain order, how they are assessed, 
and how feedback is provided and thus support a wide range of game scenarios. Of 
course, the metaphor of an environment with locations and the available components 
put constraints on the end form of the game, but this partially can be overcome by 
adding new components or a new game skin. 
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Table 4.1: EMERGO components and their possible functions and complexity 
Component Description Functions Complexity 
Navigation Enable spatial navigation through the game E Medium 
Conversations Enable communication with NPCs using video or text ETKF Medium 
Notepad Enable making contextualized notes EP Low 
Memo recorder Enable recording of conversations EP Low 
Alerts Provide popup texts EFN Low 
Notifications Provide (accumulated) embedded texts EFN Low 
Scores Provide score overview EF Low 
Profile Enable sharing profile with PCs EC Low 
Chat Enable communication with PCs EC Low 
Tablet Enable selecting apps E Low 
Tasks Provide task (completion) overview. App ET Low 
Resources Enable consulting resources. App EKF Low 
Email Enable communication with NPCs and between PCs. 
App 
ETKFC Medium 
Assessments Enable conducting tests. App EAF Medium 
Logbook Provide overview of notes. App EP Low 
Memo player Enable playing back of recordings. App EP Low 
Google maps Enable inspecting maps with markers. App EK Low 
Directing Enable analyzing communication between NPCs. App EP Low 
Game manual Provide help on game interface. App EN Low 
Items Define questions to be used in tests EAF Medium 
States Define states to be used by the Script or Scores compo-
nent 
A Low 
Script Define rules to assess the learner and adapt the game 
at the micro and macro levels 
ETKAFPCN High 
 
Based on Murray’s (2004, 2016) four tool-complexity types, we identified three com-
plexity levels: low, medium, and high. This allowed us to relate components’ complexity 
to the complexity capacity of its user (Murray, 2016). Low complexity components have 
a low interface, object, and structural and dynamic complexity. They either have only a 
few configuration options or an obvious and simple data model without dynamics. Me-
dium complexity components have a medium interface, object, and/or structural com-
plexity, but a low dynamic complexity. The navigation, conversations, email, assess-
ments, and items components comply with this condition. They all have a medium ob-
ject complexity, because they include abstract concepts whose definitions and uses are 
not obvious. In addition, the navigation component has a medium interface complexity, 
because it includes a larger number of authoring features, and the navigation, conversa-
tions, and items components have a medium structural complexity, because they in-
clude complex structures of linked objects. High complexity components have a medi-
um or high interface, object, structural, and dynamic complexity. Only one component, 
the script component, complies with this condition. It has a medium interface and a 
high object complexity, and depending on the number of game rules and their interrela-
tions in the game scenario, it may have a high structural and/or dynamic complexity. 
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Depending on their individual complexity capacity, content matter experts will use low 
or medium complexity components that involve knowledge presentation. Educational 
technologists will mostly use medium complexity components that involve task assign-
ment, assessment, and feedback. ICT developers will use high complexity components, 
although some educational technologists may also consider using them. 
Object, structural, and dynamic complexities are related to the SG domain and there-
fore are difficult to influence. However, interface complexity is related to the way user 
tasks are translated into usable interfaces and therefore leaves room for improvement, 
which is the motive for our usability evaluation. 
3.3 Debriefing EMERGO games 
The EMERGO platform supports the design of in-game and post-game debriefing for the 
reflection on and the sharing of the game experience to turn it into learning (Crookall, 
2010).  
For the design of in-game reflection on the game experience, game authors can use 
components that support giving feedback or processing of information. The conversa-
tions component can be used for reflection on a task with a supervisor or reflection on 
the domain with an expert. The resources component can be used to provide additional 
reflection materials. The email component can be used for asking the student to send in 
a reflection document like a report or for commenting on a student’s task process or 
outcomes by NPCs or PCs (fellow students or educators), including attachments like 
expert outcomes that can be used for reflection. If an educator has a PC role, he can 
support or moderate students’ reflection during the game. He can even do this by im-
personating an NPC. The assessments component can be used to reflect on learning, 
the logbook to reflect on notes made, and the memo player and directing component to 
reflect on NPC communication, e.g., a patient interview. 
For the design of in-game sharing of the game experience, game authors can use the 
email and chat components that support communication with fellow students or educa-
tors. 
For post-game reflection on and the sharing of the game experience, educators can 
organize debriefing sessions with students where all student data can be used as input 
to foster discussion. Educators can use the platform or ask administrators to provide 
overviews of students’ performance and to reflect on developed games. 
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3.4 The EMERGO authoring environment 
One of our main goals was to develop a user-friendly, reliable, and stable authoring 
environment that would enable efficient development of scenario-based SGs by offer-
ing a set of common components. We set up functional and non-functional require-
ments (see Appendix 2) that laid the foundation for the structure and the working of 
the environment, which comprises four pages (see Figure 4.2). 
 
 
 
Figure 4.2. Authoring process 
 
The games page shows an overview of games and allows CRUD (Create, Read, Update, 
Delete) operations on and import and export of games. 
The game roles page shows an overview of game roles for a chosen game and allows 
CRUD operations on game roles. A game role can be either a PC or an NPC. 
The game components page shows an overview of game components for a chosen 
game and allows CRUD operations on and import, export, and copying of game compo-
nents. Most components allow for having multiple game component instantiations, 
which enables thematically arranging content, e.g., one conversations component per 
interviewee. 
 
Crea t e   gam e 
Crea t e   game rol e s 
Crea t e   game   compo n e n ts 
Con f igure   game   component and cr e a t e co n t e n t 
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Figure 4.3. Game component content page for the Navigation component 
 
The game component content page (see Figure 4.3) shows the game component con-
figuration and content and allows CRUD operations on and drag, drop, and copying of 
game content. Configuration implies setting initial properties, e.g., is the game compo-
nent initially present? Content is presented as a tree and authored using a single game 
component content editor whose working is determined by the component definition 
that defines possible content elements (e.g., locations or backgrounds), their hierarchy, 
which content can be entered, and their properties. A content element is edited in a 
pop-up dialogue that validates entered content. The script component is authored the 
same way. Script conditions are added as root tree items and will be triggered by prop-
erty changes that are initiated by student actions, timers, or script actions. Script ac-
tions are children of a script condition and are executed if the condition is triggered. 
They change properties that may adapt the player environment or the game script it-
self. 
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To enter all content, authors will switch between the game components page and the 
game component content page. Game and game components can be previewed and 
tested in the player environment. 
4 Method 
As subject for our evaluation, we choose the development of a game on Sexology, one 
of the most recently developed games. It is a typical example of an EMERGO game, and 
it uses most EMERGO components, 14 out of 22 available.  
4.1 Participants 
Two experienced male game developers, who developed several other EMERGO games 
before, completed the game authoring. The first author is an educational technologist 
(without any technical background), who also led the project and wrote the scenario. 
The second author is an ICT developer, who also developed new game components. The 
educational technologist authored the conversations, notepad, alerts, tablet, resources, 
email, and logbook component. The ICT developer authored the navigation, memo 
recorder, tasks, memo player, directing, game manual, and script component. 
4.2 Data collection method 
As data collection method, we chose semi-structured interviews (Bryman, 2012). 
Strengths of this method are that it has a high validity, because interviewees are able to 
talk about something in detail and depth, and a high flexibility, because it allows com-
plex questions and issues to be discussed. Weaknesses of this method are that it is not 
very reliable, because it is difficult to exactly repeat an interview, and that the findings 
are difficult to generalize. We found other data collection methods, like questionnaires, 
observation studies, think- or talk-aloud protocols, focus groups, automated collection 
of heat maps, or a combination of methods, not appropriate. Questionnaires, observa-
tion studies, and think- or talk-aloud protocols give too little detail and depth and are 
less flexible. Focus groups are more suitable for larger groups and bear the risk that 
opinions are not expressed equally. Automated collection of heat maps is not possible, 
because the EMERGO platform does not log the authoring process. A combination of 
methods is not appropriate, because the aforementioned methods are not appropriate. 
We prepared the interviews by setting up an interview guide with themes and related 
questions (see Appendix 2). The themes are: (1) the author’s general impression of the 
authoring environment, (2) the requirements for the environment, (3) the components 
used for the Sexology game, and (4) the development process. 
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4.3 Procedure 
The same interviewer interviewed the two game authors separately. Both interviews 
were conducted about a year and a half after the game was developed, lasted about 
two and a half hours, and were recorded with consent. The spoken language was na-
tive, so interviewees could better express themselves. Interviewee and interviewer 
together walked through the pages of the authoring environment and the 14 EMERGO 
components to recall working with it in a natural setting. 
For our data analysis, we first used the interview recordings to make notes per inter-
viewee and per theme. Second, we identified issues and counted related remarks. 
Third, we related these issues to usability aspects and other ISO/IEC software quality 
characteristics and to aspects of the development process. As a last step, we collected 
suggested improvements to be able to set up general usability guidelines. 
5 Findings 
We present the findings related to our original evaluation goal, which was to evaluate 
the usability of the authoring environment and the integration of authoring in the 
EMERGO method. As interviewees also made remarks related to other software quality 
characteristics and the development process itself, we present these findings as well. A 
general finding is that interviewees’ remarks do not contradict each other. We end with 
general usability guidelines for authoring environments for SGs. 
5.1 Usability of the authoring environment 
We give a general impression per interviewee composed of their striking literal remarks. 
 
The educational technologist. ‘If you see it for the first time, you think: ‘What on Earth 
do I have to do here?’ However, things fairly quickly become clear if you get some peer 
support, and are somewhat familiar in scenario writing. You don’t have to be an ICT 
developer, but it is good to get an idea of the different layers you can distinguish in 
authoring, where switching properties on and off is close to programming. If you get 
deeper, it conceptually becomes more complicated. If you work with it somewhat long-
er, almost all components are a piece of cake, except scripting. Then it becomes Spar-
tan, because it is not always intuitive.’ 
 
The ICT developer. ‘You actually see a somewhat empty environment. It has a new but-
ton, but further you see little information, especially for someone who knows nothing 
about it. You get no location or context-specific help. You might build in that you can 
get some explanation on every screen, on the purpose, what you can do exactly, and 
how you might proceed. If you understand the editor, it works fine. However, entering 
game script requires concentration to prevent errors.’ 
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Interviewees made remarks that can be related to three out of six usability aspects, 
namely understandability, learnability, and operability. No remarks can be related to 
user error protection, user interface aesthetics, or accessibility. Both interviewees iden-
tified most issues. ISO/IEC defines understandability as the degree to which users can 
recognize whether a product or system is appropriate for their needs, learnability as the 
degree to which a product or system can be used by specified users to achieve specified 
goals of learning to use the product or system with effectiveness, efficiency, freedom 
from risk, and satisfaction in a specified context of use, and operability as the degree to 
which a product or system has attributes that make it easy to operate and control. 
The understandability of the authoring environment is problematic. Although inter-
viewees find the distribution in pages and navigation through them obvious, they quite 
often find the used terminology unclear and not fitting their expectations (16 remarks) 
and find it unclear as to why, when, and where certain options are present, or why two 
options offer the same functionality (25 remarks). Less problematic is that interviewees 
miss examples of scenarios, games, and game components (three remarks). 
The learnability of the authoring environment is problematic. Interviewees miss on-
screen guidance and clear instruction on all pages and pop-up dialogues (17 remarks) 
and miss information on didactics and use of the components, their mutual dependen-
cies, and the order of entering component content (10 remarks). For a large part, miss-
ing guidance, instruction, and information can be found in a comprehensive authoring 
manual, but it is partly outdated, and searching in a manual for the right help is labori-
ous.  
The operability of the authoring environment is somewhat problematic. Interviewees 
mention that available components are not filtered on the chosen game skin (one re-
mark), file names cannot contain special characters (two remarks), objects cannot be 
easily positioned on the screen (one remark), and the preview option does not always 
function as expected (two remarks). However, interviewees like drag and drop and the 
uniform input control for URLs and files. 
Interviewees made no remarks about the notepad, memo recorder, tablet, logbook, and 
memo player components, probably because these components only need some con-
figuration and no authoring of game content. 
We give an impression per interviewee and authored component that is composed of 
their striking literal remarks. 
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The educational technologist. ‘It is a lot of work, but not really complicated. After some 
time, it is no longer a problem to work with. It cannot be made easier. You just have to 
copy/paste from Word and work very precisely.’ (Conversations). ‘No problem, I under-
stood everything.’ (Alerts). No problem at all. The preview option is indispensable.’ 
(Resources). ‘I had some trouble to understand the distinction between sent and re-
ceived mails. I further had no problems.’ (Email). 
 
The ICT developer. ‘Part of authoring does not seem logical or is unclear, unless you 
imagine it visually. However, for a large part authoring is straightforward, once you 
know how it functions and what it stands for.’ (Navigation). ‘No problems, pretty sim-
ple.’ (Tasks). ‘Explanation is missing.’ (Directing). ‘It is somewhat difficult to understand 
the distinction between the three types of resources. The rest is obvious.’ (Game man-
ual). ‘It is not entirely clear what every property stands for and some menu options are 
unclear. You can implement different solutions for the same problem. This all made 
authoring more difficult, especially if I had not used the component for a while. In itself I 
found authoring convenient.’ (Script). 
5.2 The development process and the integration of authoring 
Interviewees made remarks that can be related to the development team, the EMERGO 
design and development phase, and the transition between these two phases. The 
educational technologist identified most issues. 
Both interviewees find the development team very important. The educational technol-
ogist states that you need a good role distribution (‘What I did really suits my role.’), the 
right people (‘The quality of the content matter expert is almost decisive.’), and a good 
organization of such a project. 
Team members should complement each other and should consult each other to get 
the best result (‘Together you find solutions that you would not find separately.’). Dur-
ing the authoring phase, both authors were in close contact, so they could efficiently 
work together to make things work and fix bugs. 
For the design and development phase, the educational technologist states that he 
wrote the scenario without taking the available components into account very much. 
However, novice developers should know how to deal with the components before-
hand, otherwise they get into trouble. If they are expected to author only one game, 
they should author only low complexity components. 
Both interviewees have their opinions about the moment of transition between the 
design and development phase. The educational technologist states that authoring 
normally starts when the scenario is finished, but that you could start earlier if the 
storyline is clear and you know which components you need, at the risk of time-
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consuming adjustments in case of scenario changes. In addition, the ICT developer 
states that it also depends on someone’s preference. One person likes to write every-
thing down, while the other likes to try things out early.  
We do not identify any problems related to the integration of authoring in the EMERGO 
method. Interviewees are positive about the process of converting the scenario to game 
content and are satisfied with the efficient way of authoring together. The ICT develop-
er could quite easily extract script conditions and actions from the scenario, because 
the scenario is structured in such a way that this is possible. 
5.3 Other software quality characteristics 
Interviewees made remarks that can be related to two out of seven other software 
quality characteristics, namely functionality and reliability. No remarks can be related to 
performance efficiency, compatibility, security, maintainability, and portability. The ICT 
developer identified most issues. ISO/IEC defines functionality as the degree to which a 
product or system provides functions that meet stated and implied needs when used 
under specified conditions and reliability as the degree to which a system, product, or 
component performs specified functions under specified conditions for a specified peri-
od.  
The functionality of the authoring environment is valued. Both interviewees stated that 
the preview and test options are essential and indispensable. They find it convenient 
that you can easily change the content of a game in exploitation. The ICT developer is 
positive about the flexibility of the Script component.   
The reliability of the authoring environment is valued. Interviewees find saving content 
to be reliable, although drag and drop sometimes results in partial loss of data. 
5.4 General usability guidelines for authoring environments for serious games 
Just as with the EMERGO authoring environment, other authoring environments for SGs 
seem to have usability problems related to understandability and learnability (see sec-
tion Related work). To prevent such problems, we present general guidelines that are 
based on improvements suggested by the interviewees.  
Guidelines to improve understandability:  
• Offer an intuitive user interface so authors can more easily do what they want. An 
intuitive interface might be different for different kinds of authors. The educational 
technologist: ‘It is not always intuitive. For students, we now have an interface, 
whereby they only have to think about what they want to do, not how to do it. Can 
we improve the usability for authors in the same way? Probably you should make 
different kinds of screens for different kinds of authors.’  
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• Offer two levels of input, basic for novices and advanced for experts, so novice 
authors are shielded from unnecessary complexity. The ICT developer: ‘Better first 
present mandatory input controls and then optional input controls.’  
• Offer examples of scenarios, games, and game components and how they relate to 
each other, so authors better understand what to do. The educational technologist: 
‘If I would be a novice developer, I would like to see some example scenarios that 
highlight where and when certain components are used.’  
• Offer a preview option to preview entered content at any time, so authors better 
understand what they are doing. The educational technologist: ‘The preview option 
helped me to understand the working of the authoring environment.’  
• Use clear terminology fitting user expectations. The educational technologist: ‘You 
have not yet managed to name the properties in a way that I understand exactly 
what will happen.’  
Guidelines to improve learnability:  
• Offer clear instruction and wizards, so authors are guided during the authoring 
process. The ICT developer: ‘Context sensitive help is needed when entering game 
content. You also could use wizards.’  
• Offer information on didactics and use of components, so novice authors can make 
a quick start. The ICT developer: ‘You could give a short description why and how to 
use a component.’ 
6 Conclusions and discussion 
Our research goal was to evaluate in detail the usability of the EMERGO authoring envi-
ronment and integration of authoring in the EMERGO method for serious game devel-
opment. The case-based research addresses two areas of design research, as distin-
guished by Cross (2007) – design praxeology and design phenomenology – and falls into 
the game design value category Values of Production and Creation Process, as proposed 
by Kultima and Sandovar (2016). 
We found understandability and learnability of the authoring environment to be prob-
lematic and operability to be somewhat problematic. On the one hand, this is caused by 
a lack of guidance and support but on the other hand, it is caused by the complexity of 
the domain and the environment itself. The first problem originates from the initial 
development of the EMERGO platform, when the priority was to build a player envi-
ronment for students without enough capacity available to invest in the usability of the 
authoring environment. The second problem is related to tool complexity (Murray, 
2004, 2016). Complex learning requires complex scenarios that need a powerful envi-
ronment with a lot of functionality and freedom, which may lead to lower usability. So 
power and flexibility of the authoring environment are both a strength and weakness.  
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We found authoring to be well integrated in the EMERGO method. However, our evalu-
ation method did not include detecting the opposite, because we did not ask a question 
that specifically addressed this issue. Limitations of the EMERGO method might be that 
it only supports one type of game (scenario-based). However, if the scenario does not 
involve motor skills and can be realized with the available components, other types of 
games (like point-and-click adventure games) might also be supported. In addition, the 
method does not dictate but rather offers tooling to support design and development. 
The way the scenario is set up (using location plans) leaves plenty of room for creativity. 
Interviewees also do not mention any problems that can be related to the separation 
between design and development phases. This might be because they do not know 
better, but it also has to do with efficient development. Interviewees stated that if de-
velopment starts when the scenario is not mature enough, time-consuming adjust-
ments are needed in case of scenario changes. Of course, the authoring environment 
might be used in a more creative and agile manner, by skipping the scenario and switch-
ing between generating content, entering content, and previewing. 
We found functionality and reliability of the environment to be valued. 
Our findings do not include all usability aspects and all software quality characteristics. 
We think this is not due to our evaluation method but to the fact that interviewees did 
not mention related remarks, either because they had no problems with it or it was not 
relevant in their context of use. For instance, they will have had to deal with the aspects 
user error protection and user interface aesthetics, but they made no related remarks. 
And the characteristics maintainability and portability are not relevant in their context 
of use, because they relate to the EMERGO platform itself, not to developed games. 
Besides the limited scope on certain usability aspects and software quality characteris-
tics, our evaluation has other limitations. The data obtained are based on the develop-
ment of only one game by only two authors who did not use all EMERGO components. 
However, we have strong indications that our findings are generic for the development 
of all EMERGO and similar complex learning games, because of the following reasons. 
First, the developed game contains a didactical scenario that is representative of a typi-
cal EMERGO game. Second, we focused on the development process by eliciting 
knowledge from informants that were strongly connected to it. Third, the facts that 
these authors / informants had already developed and authored EMERGO games be-
fore, come from different backgrounds (different world views), and have used other 
components as well, make it very probable that their remarks are generic for other 
EMERGO games and components as well. Fourth, our findings are in line with more 
superficial findings we collected with other authors in two previous studies (Nadolski et 
al., 2008; Slootmaker, Kurvers, Hummel, & Koper, 2014). Fifth, all components are au-
thored by a single editor that uses common input controls, so components that are not 
evaluated are also indirectly partly evaluated. We do not claim that our findings are 
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applicable to development of serious games in general, especially when these do not 
contain specific references to learning features. 
Our method might not be reliable, since we only interviewed two authors who may 
have given desired answers. However, they are the most experienced and most recent 
authors, and we think that they were honest, also because they criticized the authoring 
environment a lot. The fact that the interviews were conducted long after the game was 
developed is a clear limitation. However, the authors have still used the authoring envi-
ronment after the game was developed, and walking through the environment helped 
them recall their memories and led to a very detailed narrative. 
We are not able to generalize our findings to specific learning features, such as assess-
ment and feedback, because we did not raise them during the interviews. Also, the 
authoring environment has no single components that deal with learning features, like 
other environments (Kickmeier-Rust & Albert, 2010), but instead requires the coopera-
tion of several components to support learning. 
We presented some general usability guidelines for authoring environments for serious 
games. These guidelines include providing examples and didactic advice that might 
direct authors in a particular style of game, which may reduce the chances of other 
creative solutions. However, novice authors need examples and advice, and good and 
varied examples might also feed creativity. Another risk is that authors might get over-
fed by all the instruction and information or even do not pay attention to it. However, 
this probably depends on the type of person. There are people who prefer guidance 
and others who prefer trial and error. All authors should be served.  
Most guidelines seem obvious but can easily be neglected under time pressure or due 
to other causes. Further, the guidelines seem to be so general that they may also be 
applicable to other types of authoring environments. 
As a follow-up of this evaluation, we plan to impose the usability guidelines on the 
EMERGO authoring environment. In a future study, we will evaluate the environment 
again to see if the guidelines indeed cater to better usability. It would be interesting to 
investigate if a more graphical or block-based interface would be an improvement. 
Since the development of the game used for this evaluation, the EMERGO platform has 
been extended with new functionality. For instance, the platform now supports more 
adventure-like games, like the Playground Game developed by Westera, Slootmaker, 
and Kurvers (2014). We recently integrated the use of the webcam to record students 
who counsel virtual patients. These recordings are used for in-game peer feedback and 
are discussed in a post-game debriefing session. We are currently working on a game 
for an introductory course on Psychology. This game also will be used for research pur-
poses. We will simplify the rollout of games to different experimental groups. 
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We have plans to integrate an external service to analyze quality of reports and to add 
components that support collaboration. We already developed two games that use 
online collaboration (Hummel et al., 2010; Hummel, Geerts, Slootmaker, Kuipers, & 
Westera, 2013). We will use this experience to add new components for rating, voting, 
and negotiation. 
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Abstract 
The web-based EMERGO platform enables the development and delivery of scenario-
based serious games (SGs) for acquiring complex cognitive skills in authentic profes-
sional settings. One of the main goals of the platform was to provide an intuitive and 
immersive player environment allowing students to perform authentic tasks. We pre-
sent the results of a both quantitative and qualitative summative study on the player 
environment’s usability. For the quantitative part we used pre- and post-test question-
naires, and for the qualitative part individual note taking during game sessions and 
group discussions after game sessions. The analysis shows that the overall usability of 
the player environment is “ok”. Its operability is valued most, but understandability and 
user interface aesthetics are considered somewhat problematic. We argue why prob-
lems are probably caused by inadequate game preparation and students’ expectation to 
get a more realistic and less restrictive environment. We present guidelines to improve 
the usability of player environments for SGs. 
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1 Introduction 
Serious games (SGs) are powerful means to provide learning in a more attractive and 
challenging way, e.g., to learn complex cognitive skills in authentic professional settings. 
These skills involve using, transforming or supplementing available knowledge, and so 
called higher-order activities like problem solving, reasoning, thinking, assessing, and 
concluding. 
The actual uptake of SGs is still hampered because their development is technically 
demanding and involves high costs and time investments. In addition, the field lacks a 
good architecture for SG development (Nadolski, Hummel, Slootmaker, & Van der Vegt, 
2012), standards for SG design (Klemke et al., 2015) including usability design, and 
standardized ways of evaluation including usability evaluation. Measuring usability itself 
is complex as Lewis (2014, p. 664) emphasizes: “The measurement of usability is com-
plex because usability is not a specific property of a person or thing. You cannot meas-
ure usability with a simple ‘usability’ thermometer (Dumas, 2003; Hertzum, 2009; 
Hornbæk, 2006). Rather, it is an emergent property dependent on interactions among 
users, products, tasks, and environments”. 
To overcome a number of problems related to SG development, we developed the 
EMERGO (in English EMERGE: Efficient Method for ExpeRiential Game-based Education) 
web-based platform for the development and delivery of scenario-based SGs (Nadolski 
et al., 2008). Scenario-based SGs foster knowledge acquisition, development of cogni-
tive skills and understanding of complex relationships. The scenario describes the prob-
lem space, the learning tasks to be performed, how this is assessed and how the game 
should adapt to the student, e.g., by providing personalized feedback. The platform 
enables a wide variety of game scenarios to be authored, to be played and to be moni-
tored, integrates game development, delivery and playing in one system, and can be 
used for education as well as for research purposes. Fast and flexible game develop-
ment is fostered by options to reuse game content, to preview and test a game at any 
time, to adapt a game to the individual student and to easily modify already deployed 
games. Fast and flexible game delivery is fostered by web-based delivery of games, and 
of updates of games and the platform itself, and options to interfere in a running game 
and to deliver different game versions of the same game to different target groups. 
Over the years, the platform has been used by thousands of students and has been 
extended with many new platform components. 
One of our main goals was to provide an intuitive and immersive player environment 
that enables students to perform authentic tasks. The research goal of this study is to 
now evaluate the usability of this player environment in detail and to establish guide-
lines to improve the usability of player environments for SGs. We already evaluated the 
platform’s authoring environment in detail (Slootmaker, Hummel, & Koper, 2017). 
However, the player environment, although being essential for the platform, has not 
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been evaluated in detail until now. More superficial evaluations with less available plat-
form components (Nadolski et al., 2008; Slootmaker, Kurvers, Hummel, & Koper, 2014) 
have shown that students are (very) satisfied about the user interface of the player 
environment. We remained interested to know whether students are still satisfied, 
about which usability aspects, whether and how platform components differ in their 
perceived usability and whether we could derive usability guidelines for this type of 
environments. We believe a deeper understanding is relevant to both the EMERGO 
player environment and comparable player environments for SGs. 
We will now first give background information on the concept and definition of usability 
(in the ‘Usability’ section). In the ‘EMERGO’ section we then present EMERGO, its player 
environment and the available platform components under study. In the ‘Method’ sec-
tion we explain the methods for data collection and analysis we applied to arrive at our 
results and findings, including practical guidelines for player environments for SGs (in 
the ‘Results and findings’ section). Finally, in the ‘Conclusions and discussion’ section, 
we present our main conclusions to be drawn from this study. 
2 Usability 
Although usability is a very important quality factor of a software system, no single 
definition of usability exists which takes into account all of its possible aspects (Dubey & 
Rana, 2010). Nielsen (1994), for instance, defined usability by its quality of five compo-
nents: learnability (for novice users); efficiency (amount of time to accomplish task); 
memorability (for frequent users); errors (number, severity, recoverability); and satis-
faction (pleasantness). ISO/IEC (2011) on the other hand, defined usability as the degree 
to which a product or system can be used by specified users to achieve specified goals 
with effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction in a specified context of use. A more 
recent concept is “user experience” which involves the effects of usability factors, use-
fulness factors (how useful is a tool for a task), and emotional impact (Hartson & Pyla, 
2012).  
Apart from a lack of a single usability definition, there is also no single method to meas-
ure it. The most widely used standardized usability questionnaires are the QUIS (Chin et 
al., 1988), the SUMI (Kirakowski, 1996), the PSSUQ (Lewis, 1995, 2002) and the SUS 
(System Usability Scale; Brooke, 1996, 2013; Sauro, 2011). The SUS consists of 10 items, 
has a global reliability of 0.92 and is probably most widely used (Lewis, 2014). It produc-
es one usability score, allows for interpretation of its data in a normative way, and 
seems to tolerate minor changes to its wording (Lewis, 2014) and translations into other 
languages (Sauro, 2011). A disadvantage of these questionnaires is that they either 
produce a general score (SUS) or scores on general usability aspects (QUIS, SUMI and 
PSSUQ), which makes them less appropriate to identify more specific interface related 
usability issues. 
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Usability is a decisive success factor for video games, which is illustrated by the large 
volume of studies on the usability and playability of games. The concept of “playability” 
is broader than that of usability and is defined as “the degree to which a game is fun to 
play and is usable, with an emphasis on the interaction style and plot-quality of the 
game; the quality of gameplay” (Usability-First, 2017). Playability may be affected by the 
quality of the storyline, the degree of responsiveness, the intensity of interaction, pace, 
control, intricacy, customizability, realism, social and team support, and the quality of 
graphics and sound. Federoff (2002) compiled a list of game usability heuristics that can 
be used for video game creation and evaluation, and classified them into three areas: 
game interface, game mechanics (fostering game rules and interactivity), and gameplay 
(problems and challenges a player must face). The game interface and game mechanics 
areas cover usability aspects like interface consistency, while the gameplay issues cover 
more typical playability aspects like a variable difficulty level. 
For SGs the same usability and playability aspects play a role as for video games. How-
ever, because their main purpose is learning (Franzwa et al., 2014), aspects that support 
learning obviously need more attention. According to Ibrahim et al. (2012), SGs aim to 
motivate learners, give them appropriate feedback, improve their skills at the right 
level, and improve collaboration within groups. The author compiled a list of playability 
guidelines to evaluate and enhance the playability of SGs, which mainly fall into Feder-
off’s gameplay area (2002) and cover all SG aspects, e.g., game challenge (like “not too 
difficult” or “easy”); feedback (e.g., to understand why one has failed); adaptation (e.g., 
to the individual pace of the player); and game control (e.g., a player should be in con-
trol). According to Hamari et al. (2016), both engagement and challenge in game-based 
learning have a positive effect on learning.  
Player environment for SGs will be partly responsible for the usability and playability of 
developed games. Game usability will mainly depend on the usability of the environ-
ment’s different components. However, game playability will mainly depend on the 
quality of the game itself, e.g., the quality of the storyline, feedback, graphics and 
sound, which cannot be influenced by player environments. However, player environ-
ments should support playability aspects like responsiveness and intensity of interaction 
and should enable to play games that conform to playability guidelines.  
As the playability of player environments for SGs mainly depends on the quality of 
played games, in this study we will focus on their usability. Not many authors have eval-
uated the usability of player environments for SGs. Gaeta et al. (2014) evaluated the 
usability of a Storytelling Complex Learning Object and found the mean SUS score to be 
64.13 which corresponds to a user-friendliness between “ok” and “good” (Bangor, Kor-
tum, & Miller 2008). 
Since the EMERGO player environment is software and the quality of the software may 
influence perceived usability, we will use ISO/IEC 25010:2011 (ISO/IEC, 2011) as the 
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theoretical framework by which we will explain our findings. Its product quality model is 
composed of eight software quality characteristics (s1-s8) of which usability (s1) is one. 
The seven other characteristics are functionality (s2), reliability (s3), performance effi-
ciency (s4), compatibility (s5), security (s6), maintainability (s7) and portability (s8). 
Perceived usability may be influenced by the player environment’s functionality, reliabil-
ity or performance efficiency, but probably not by its compatibility, security, maintaina-
bility and portability because these characteristics are only relevant for its developers 
but not for its users. ISO/IEC 25010:2011 subdivides usability into six aspects (u1-u6): 
understandability (u1), learnability (u2), operability (u3), user error protection (u4), user 
interface aesthetics (u5) and accessibility (u6). (For better readability we have replaced 
characteristic ‘functional suitability’ with functionality and ‘appropriateness recogniza-
bility’ with understandability). 
3 EMERGO 
We developed the web-based EMERGO platform (Nadolski et al., 2008) to support the 
development and delivery of so called scenario-based SGs where learners are confront-
ed with realistic, ill-defined problems that often allow for multiple solutions and require 
the application of methodologies or tools and collaboration to get solved (Westera, 
Nadolski, Hummel, & Wopereis, 2008). The platform offers 22 generic components that 
support different (didactical) functions that may be needed in scenario-based SGs. It 
also offers a player environment to play games, an authoring environment to develop 
games (Slootmaker, Hummel, & Koper, 2017) and environments to monitor students 
and manage users and game runs. EMERGO has been used to develop 24 games for all 
kinds of professional and academic fields, and supports the acquisition of four out of 
five kinds of learning objectives categories as defined by Gagné (1985): intellectual 
skills, cognitive strategies, verbal information, and attitudes. Motor skills are not sup-
ported. The platform is Open source and is available on SourceForge (EMERGO, 2013). 
EMERGO games are usually developed by a multidisciplinary team consisting of content 
matter experts, educational technologists, interaction designers and ICT (Information 
and Communication Technology) developers. When needed a team is reinforced with 
other specialists (e.g., for video production). After agreeing on a global description of 
the game, the team writes the game scenario in three steps, where each step adds 
more detail. In the end, the scenario describes the tasks to be executed and in what 
order. Per task it describes which PCs (Playing Characters) and NPCs (Non-Playing Char-
acters) are involved, which resources and tooling are needed, when the task is complet-
ed, how this is assessed and which feedback is given in what form and by whom. The 
authoring environment is used to convert the scenario and materials into game content 
and script that can be previewed and tested in the player environment. 
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In the following subsections, we will describe the playing of EMERGO games, the 
EMERGO player environment and its generic components. 
3.1 Playing EMERGO games 
In a typical EMERGO game a student enters an authentic environment where he works 
on professional tasks as a trainee / junior employee. Figures 5.1 and 5.2 give an impres-
sion of such a game, in fact one of the two games used in this study. After being wel-
comed (see Figure 5.1a) the student can navigate to different locations (see Figure 5.1b) 
to find NPCs like his supervisor, colleagues or experts, or can attend interviews or meet-
ings (see Figure 5.2a). In the environment he has a tablet (see Figure 5.2b) with apps, 
e.g., a task overview, a resources app, an (in-game) email app or an app to conduct 
tests. He also has a memo recorder to record interesting parts of interviews and meet-
ings, and a notepad to make contextualized notes. On his tablet he has a memo player 
app to play his memo recordings and a logbook app to inspect his notes. 
The student gets tasks from his supervisor or other NPCs and can send in his outcomes 
by email, either to NPCs or to PCs (fellow students or teachers). He can be assessed on 
every action he performs (e.g., which interviews he attends) or by using tests. Depend-
ing on actions or progress, the game script may adapt the environment on a micro level 
(e.g., by (un)locking locations or releasing new resources) or on macro level (e.g., by 
introducing new tasks). The student may get feedback on his performance by NPCs or in 
tests. This feedback can incorporate mail attachments or release of resources. If a 
teacher has a PC role, he can give students feedback within the game; otherwise he can 
give feedback by impersonating an NPC. The student gets navigation support through 
alerts (e.g., instructions where to go next).   
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Figure 5.1. Impression of a typical EMERGO game. From top to bottom we see a. an introduction video, and b. 
a hallway to navigate to different locations 
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Figure 5.2. Impression of a typical EMERGO game. From top to bottom we see a. an interview with a supervi-
sor using video, and b. a tablet with apps that are needed to during the game 
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3.2 The EMERGO player environment 
One of our main goals was to develop an intuitive, immersive and reliable player envi-
ronment that will be adapted according to actions and progress of a student. The envi-
ronment should support multiple game roles, should offer a set of generic, reusable and 
adaptable components, and should save all student actions, for game script to operate 
on, and for evaluation and research purposes. The environment should enable ICT de-
velopers to rather easily add new components, by applying a generic component tem-
plate. The current environment also supports the use of skins and plugins. Skins make it 
possible to offer external parties their own look and feel, and plugins enable ICT devel-
opers to add specific functionality only needed once, e.g., for experiments.  
The player environment and its components support most heuristics and guidelines 
compiled by Federoff (2002) and Ibrahim et al. (2012). However, adding user-generated 
content is only possible in a few components, reversal of actions is not supported, and 
games are only re-playable with help of an administrator.  
 
Table 5.1: Player environment components and their possible functions 
Component Description Functions 
1. Navigation Enable spatial navigation through the game E 
2. Conversations Enable communication with NPCs using video or text ETKF 
3. Notepad Enable making contextualized notes EP 
4. Memo recorder Enable recording of conversations EP 
5. Alerts Provide popup texts EFN 
6. Notifications Provide (accumulated) embedded texts EFN 
7. Scores Provide score overview EF 
8. Profile Enable sharing profile with PCs EC 
9. Chat Enable communication with PCs EC 
10. Tablet Enable selecting apps E 
11. Tasks Provide task (completion) overview. App ET 
12. Resources Enable consulting resources. App EKF 
13. Email Enable communication with NPCs and between PCs. App ETKFC 
14. Assessments Enable conducting tests. App EAF 
15. Logbook Provide overview of notes. App EP 
16. Memo player Enable playing back of recordings. App EP 
17. Google maps Enable inspecting maps with markers. App EK 
18. Directing Enable analyzing communication between NPCs. App EP 
19. Game manual Provide help on game interface. App EN 
20. Items Contains questions to be used by the Assessments component EAF 
21. States Contains states to be used by the Script or Scores component A 
22. Script Contains rules to assess the learner and adapt the game on micro 
and macro level 
ETKAFPCN 
 
Table 5.1 shows all available player environment components, their description and 
which different (didactical) functions they support. The eight functions that may be 
present in scenario-based SGs are: present and adapt the environment (E); assign tasks 
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and provide task overview (T); present knowledge (K); assess learner (A); provide feed-
back (F); support processing of information (P); support collaboration (C); and support 
navigation (N). One component may serve several functions and one function may in-
volve several components. For instance, the conversations component can be used to 
assign a task or to give feedback. And giving feedback involves the script component to 
determine the correct feedback and the conversations component to give it. 
Within the player environment the navigation component (number 1 in Table 5.1) ren-
ders the different locations and background objects, and enables navigation by clickable 
interface elements (e.g., doors). The conversations to tablet components (numbers 2 to 
10) are presented on top of a location and may be present on all locations or specific 
ones. The tablet is opened on top of conversations and is used to present the tasks to 
game manual tablet apps (numbers 11 to 19). The items to script components (numbers 
20 to 22) are no recognizable entities in the player environment and are either used by 
another component or to adapt the environment. Most components allow for having 
multiple instantiations in the player environment, which enables thematically arranging 
game content (e.g., one conversations component per interviewee). Components may 
be allocated to specific game roles, which allows for a different environment per game 
role.  
The operation of all components is expected to be rather easy. The component inter-
faces do not present complex concepts, structures or dynamics (Murray, 2004), so we 
do not expect to find related problems. However, how the (didactical) functions are 
translated into usable interfaces may leave room for improvement, which is the motive 
for our usability evaluation. 
4 Method 
For the summative evaluation of the usability of the EMERGO player environment we 
used two games on IT administration (in Dutch) that were developed in 2014 by the 
Dutch Foundation for Practice-based Learning in the context of the SLEM project (SLEM, 
2017). In both games, students have to develop an information system, going through 
five generally accepted phases for solving IT-problems (including needs analysis, writing 
a functional design, writing a technical design, making a test plan, and reporting). In the 
second game the system to be developed is more complex and the learner support 
provided is less substantive than in the first game. Both games are typical examples of 
EMERGO games (see section ‘Playing EMERGO games’), have quite similar game scenar-
ios, have the same look and feel, offer the same interaction style and use the same 16 
out of 22 available player environment components: the navigation, conversations, 
notepad, memo recorder, alerts, tablet, tasks, resources, email, assessments, logbook, 
memo player, game manual, items, states and script component. 
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4.1 Participants 
One hundred and sixty seven students in IT administration from four Dutch Regional 
Centers for Secondary Vocational Education participated in this research. These stu-
dents (two female and 165 male; mean age 19.3 years) were all in their second year of 
study and individually played either game 1 or game 2. Game 1 was not yet embedded 
in the curriculum and was tested by 86 students from two participating schools, while 
game 2 was pilot-tested in regular education by 81 students from all four participating 
schools. Due to not or not seriously filled-in questionnaires, we could use only data of 
120 students for our quantitative data analysis, 56 for game 1 and 64 for game 2. How-
ever, for our qualitative data analysis we could use data of all students. The survey was 
conducted in the fall of 2014 and the first half of 2015. 
4.2 Data collection 
Students participated in the evaluation while sitting in a classroom (with maximally 30 
students) in the presence of researchers, partly authors of this article, and their teacher. 
We used the same data collection process and instruments (in Dutch) for both games. 
To get a more complete and detailed picture, we opted for a mixed method of quantita-
tive and qualitative methods to collect both more objective and more subjective usabil-
ity data. We used a pre-questionnaire just before a game session, individual note taking 
during the game session, a post-questionnaire just after the game session and a group 
discussion afterwards. In advance, a researcher gave an oral instruction about the eval-
uation process. During the game session the researchers and teacher were available in 
case of questions or problems. The group discussion with students was led by research-
ers following the same procedure for each class. 
For the quantitative part we used questionnaires. The pre-questionnaire included a 
question to determine student’s age and three MC (Multiple Choice) questions (inter-
val, 10-point scale) to determine the level of prior ICT skills, entertainment game skills 
and SGs skills, in order to find out whether the level of these skills would affect the 
experienced usability, see Table 5.4. The post-questionnaire included: 10 standard MC 
questions to determine the SUS mean score, see Figure 5.3; five general usability relat-
ed MC questions, see Table 5.2; and 11 component specific MC questions, see Table 
5.3. All these MC questions used an ordinal 5-point Likert scale ranging from “strongly 
disagree” to “strongly agree”. The post-questionnaire also included a MC question to 
determine the final grade (interval, 10-point scale) for the operation of the player envi-
ronment, see Figure 5.4. Afterwards we determined students’ play time (mean value 13 
hours and 58 minutes) from the logging and received given grades for students’ needs 
analysis reports from the participating teachers (only for game 2).  
For the qualitative part we used individual note taking, open questions in the post-
questionnaire and a group discussion. Our goal was to collect points of improvement 
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(tips) and points of satisfaction (tops), regarding both operation of the player environ-
ment and provided game content. During the game sessions, students were asked to 
write down these tips and tops. Based on oral students’ comments, present researchers 
also kept a record of tips and tops. In addition, the post-questionnaire included open 
questions to collect tips and tops. During the group discussion with students research-
ers also collected tips and tops. 
4.3 Data analysis 
For the quantitative analysis we used data of 120 students out of the original 167. We 
could identify not seriously filled in post-questionnaires because students choose the 
same answer for all SUS questions while answers are expected to fluctuate because of 
the questions’ alternating positive or negative tone. We could use the data of 56 stu-
dents that played game 1 (non-response 35%) and 64 students that played game 2 
(non-response 21%). Next we calculated the mean SUS scores (Sauro, 2011), and ana-
lyzed all data using SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences). 
For the qualitative data analysis we used data of all 167 students, whether they com-
pleted the game or not. Of the 637 tips and tops collected during and after the game 
sessions, 277 tips and tops were unclear or related to game content, which is beyond 
the scope of this publication. The remaining 198 tips and 162 tops related to operation 
of the player environment did, although different in wording, partly address the same 
topics. We identified these similar tips and tops and their frequency and related them 
to usability aspects or other ISO/IEC software quality characteristics and to either the 
usability in general or to specific component usability. 
5 Results and findings 
We now present the quantitative and qualitative findings related to our original evalua-
tion goal which was to evaluate the usability of the EMERGO player environment. Re-
sults and findings are presented for both evaluated games together. We end with prac-
tical guidelines to improve the usability of player environments for SGs. 
5.1 Quantitative results 
For game 1 one-way ANOVA analysis demonstrates no significant effect of participating 
school on the SUS mean scores (F(1,54) = 0.239, p = 0.627, ɳ2p  = 0.004). However, for 
game 2 one-way ANOVA analysis demonstrates a significant and large effect of partici-
pating school (F(3,60) = 9.304, p = 0.000, ɳ2p  = 0.318). This appears to be caused by one 
school where students’ (n = 14) mean ratings are lowest for all SUS items except one. If 
we leave out this school, one-way ANOVA analysis demonstrates no significant effect of 
participating school (F(2,47) = 0.335, p = 0.717, ɳ2p  = 0.014) for game 2. Analysis of stu-
dents’ qualitative remarks provides possible explanations why students of this one 
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school rated lower : (i) they complained about a mismatch between game and curricu-
lum, (ii) they knew less what they were up to, (iii) they had less time, and (iv) they com-
plained more about inadequate game preparation and technical problems. For the two 
schools involved in the evaluation of both game 1 and 2, one way ANOVA analysis 
demonstrates no significant effect of game on the SUS mean scores (F(1,81) = 2.496, p = 
0.118, ɳ2p  = 0.030), so we present our results for both evaluated games together. 
Figure 5.3 shows students’ SUS mean score to be 57.85, which is below the mean score 
of 68.05 for web pages and applications as determined by Bangor, Kortum, and Miller 
(2008) and corresponds to a user-friendliness between “ok” (52.01) and “good” (72.75). 
The 10 SUS items have a Cronbach’s alpha of 0.76, so demonstrate an acceptable inter-
nal reliability (Sauro, 2011). The Shapiro-Wilk test (W = 0.973, p = 0.016) demonstrates 
that the SUS mean score is not normally distributed. However, for games 1 and 2 sepa-
rately it is normally distributed, W = 0.963, p = 0.079 and W = 0.967, p = 0.088, respec-
tively. 
 
 
 
Figure 5.3. Frequency distribution for SUS scores 
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Table 5.2 shows the results for the five general usability related questions. All mean 
values are within 3 (“neutral”) and 4 (“agree”). Students seem to be relatively positive 
about the clearness of the used space metaphor and are relatively negative about the 
clearness of operating instructions and about having sufficient control. 
 
Table 5.2: General usability questions (n = 120) 
Question M SD 
1. The space metaphor as a basis for the design of the game is clear  3.99 0.96 
2. I find the operating instructions in the game clear 3.47 0.96 
3. I could start and shut down the game without any problems 3.77 1.23 
4. I think I have sufficient control within the game 3.34 1.07 
5. I always know where I am in the game 3.67 0.97 
Mean 3.65 0.71 
 
Table 5.3 shows the results for the 11 component specific questions. All mean values 
are within 3 (“neutral”) and 4 (“agree”). Students seem to be relatively negative about 
the memo recorder component and relatively positive about the tablet component. 
Note that no questions were asked about the notepad and logbook component. 
 
Table 5.3: Component specific usability questions (n = 120) 
Question Component M SD 
1. How I had to navigate within the game was clear Navigation 3.68 0.99 
2. How I had to conduct conversations and interviews within the game 
was clear 
Conversations 3.68 1.11 
3. How to record conversations and interviews was clear Memo recorder 3.28 1.19 
4. The operation of popup notifications was clear Alerts 3.57 1.00 
5. How to use the tablet was clear Tablet 3.86 0.96 
6. How to use the task overview was clear Tasks 3.63 1.09 
7. How to use the resources was clear Resources 3.68 1.02 
8. How to use the email was clear Email 3.82 1.00 
9. How I had to use the assessments was clear Assessments 3.57 1.16 
10. How I could play back conversations and interviews was clear Memo player 3.71 1.09 
11. How to use the game manual was clear Game manual 3.60 1.02 
Mean  3.64 0.73 
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The final grade for operation of the player environment is 6.22, see Figure 5.4. In the 
Dutch language area a grade of 6 corresponds to “sufficient”. The Shapiro-Wilk test (W 
= 0.927, p = 0.000) demonstrates that the final grades for operation are not normally 
distributed, also not for games 1 and 2 separately, W = 0.902, p = 0.000 and W = 0.941, 
p = 0.004, respectively. 
 
 
 
Figure 5.4. Frequency distribution for final grades for operation of the player environment 
 
We found no indication that students’ prior skills affected the experienced usability. 
Table 5.4 shows that Pearson correlation coefficients are not (r <= 0.1, eight cases) or 
weakly significant (0.1 < r <= 0.3, four cases). We also found no indication that students’ 
age or play time, or grade for needs analysis report (only for game 2) affected the expe-
rienced usability. Pearson correlation coefficients are not (r <= 0.1, eight cases) or weak-
ly significant (0.1 < r <= 0.3, four cases). 
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Table 5.4: Pearson correlation coefficients between students’ attributes and usability data 
Student attribute Usability data Magnitude (r) 
Prior skills   
ICT skills Mean SUS scores 0.055 
 Mean general usability 0.014 
 Mean component specific usability 0.138 
 Final grade for game operation -0.042 
Entertainment game skills Mean SUS scores -0.015 
 Mean general usability 0.062 
 Mean component specific usability 0.087 
 Final grade for game operation -0.014 
SGs skills Mean SUS scores 0.111 
 Mean general usability 0.139 
 Mean component specific usability 0.205 
 Final grade for game operation -0.015 
Age Mean SUS scores -0.015 
 Mean general usability -0.062 
 Mean component specific usability -0.063 
 Final grade for game operation -0.063 
Play time Mean SUS scores 0.081 
 Mean general usability 0.236 
 Mean component specific usability 0.181 
 Final grade for game operation 0.207 
Grade for needs analysis Mean SUS scores 0.166 
 Mean general usability -0.041 
 Mean component specific usability 0.073 
 Final grade for game operation 0.057 
5.2 Qualitative findings 
In general, students have strong opinions and extreme positions (i.e., they can be either 
very positive or very negative). 
Regarding general usability, understandability (u1) is somewhat problematic because 
some students miss operating instructions (11 tips) although others find the game envi-
ronment to be very clear (four tops). Operability (u3) is predominantly valued (80 tops, 
“Game operation is easy”), but some students miss feedback on download status and 
errors, or sounds when clicking or in case of alerts (11 tips). User interface aesthetics 
(u5) is somewhat problematic because some students expect a more realistic and dy-
namic, and less structured environment where they can walk around in 3D instead of 
clicking on doors and can communicate through talking instead of choosing predefined 
questions (16 tips), although others find the game environment to be beautifully made, 
the layout good and the interface nice (nine tops). Functionality (s2) is somewhat prob-
lematic because some students find the alerts during interviews to be disturbing and 
miss a timeline and scoring to indicate their progress (five tips). Reliability (s3) is pre-
dominantly valued (eight tops, “It works fine and as expected”), but some students miss 
better browser support (three tips). Performance efficiency (s4) is problematic (72 tips, 
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“Slow page loading and game operation, problems while playing video files and pro-
gress being not or incorrectly saved”), which was mainly caused by slow wireless inter-
net connections in some schools. We could not relate tips or tops to usability aspects 
learnability (u2), user error protection (u4) or accessibility (u6), or to other software 
quality characteristics. 
Regarding component usability, the navigation’s operability (u3) is predominantly val-
ued (15 tops, “It is clear and easy”), although some students found horizontally scrolling 
to be unhandy (three tips). The conversations’ operability is predominantly valued (18 
tops, “The intuitive way you ask questions is good”), although a number of students 
miss video controls (15 tips), which, however, are left out deliberately for more realism. 
Its user error protection (u5) is somewhat problematic, because leaving a location will 
end a conversation without any warning (nine tips). Its functionality (s2) is also some-
what problematic, because predefined questions may not cover all questions one would 
like to ask (one tip). The notepad’s operability is somewhat problematic, because it 
cannot be dragged (nine tips). Its functionality is also somewhat problematic, because 
students see no advantage in making context specific notes (13 tips), although others 
find it very handy (six tops). The memo recorder’s functionality is valued (three tops, “It 
is very handy”). The tablet’s operability is valued (three tops, “It is easy and clear”) and 
its functionality is also valued (four tops, “It works fine”). The tasks’ functionality is val-
ued (eight tops, “It is important, necessary and handy”). The resources’ functionality is 
somewhat problematic, because clicking a link sometimes resulted in two file down-
loads (nine tips). The email’s operability is valued (four tops, “It is easy”). Its reliability 
(s3) is somewhat problematic, because the input control for mail text was not always 
rendered in all browsers (seven tips). Its functionality is also somewhat problematic, 
because feedback on a sent mail is not substantive (two tips). The assessments’ opera-
bility is somewhat problematic, because some students find finishing of an assessment 
to be cumbersome (six tips). The logbook’s functionality is somewhat problematic, be-
cause some students find the presentation of notes to be unclear (four tips). The memo 
player’s functionality is also somewhat problematic, because some students miss the 
original background (two tips). We could not relate tips or tops to the alerts and game 
manual, to usability aspects understandability (u1), learnability (u2), user interface 
aesthetics (u5) and accessibility (u6), or to other software quality characteristics. 
5.3 Usability guidelines for player environments for serious games 
We present guidelines for player environments for serious games that are based on tips 
given by students. As our intention was to evaluate the usability of the player environ-
ment we had to filter out game usability issues. For instance, students’ expectation of a 
more realistic and dynamic environment where one is more in control is related to both 
environment (more video game interface alike) and game (more in control). And expe-
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rienced inadequate instruction may be related to the environment (operation of the 
components) or game (navigation and learning support). 
Guidelines to improve understandability: 
• Match the interface of the environment to the expectations of its intended users as 
much as possible 
• Offer a timeline to show user’s progress in time and learning 
• Use scoring to encourage the user to perform better 
• Let users formulate their own questions using text or speech analysis 
• Use text analysis of reports to be able to give substantive feedback 
• Present operating instructions at the right time 
• Use sounds to support interaction between user and environment 
• Always present clear messages in case of errors or time-consuming processes. 
Applying the first guideline may not always be possible because a player environment is 
set up using some kind of metaphor and therefore cannot be expected to serve all kind 
of games and all kind of users (e.g., young and old), apart from the costs that would be 
involved.  
6 Conclusions and discussion 
Our research goal was to evaluate the usability of the EMERGO player environment for 
scenario-based serious games in detail and to establish guidelines to improve the usabil-
ity of player environments for SGs. To accomplish this goal, we evaluated the experi-
enced usability of the environment for two games about IT administration. Although 
both games used only 16 environment components out of 22 two available (73%), we 
think that our findings are representative for the usability of the player environment as 
a whole. First, the games are typical examples of EMERGO games, meaning components 
involved have been used in games most often. Second, the remaining not-used compo-
nents have comparable interfaces, input controls, and complexities as the used ones. 
Students find the general usability of the player environment to be between “ok” and 
“good”. The mean SUS score is 57.85, which is lower than the mean overall score of 
68.05 for web pages and applications, (Bangor, Kortum, & Miller, 2008), and the mean 
given grade for operation of the environment is 6.23, which corresponds to “sufficient”. 
However, in their remarks students are predominantly positive about the environment’s 
operability. Students are relatively negative about its understandability and user inter-
face aesthetics. They miss operating instructions and would like to operate in a more 
realistic and dynamic and less structured environment where they are more in control. 
In addition, its functionality is somewhat problematic and its reliability is predominantly 
valued. Students find the understandability of all components to be “sufficient” alt-
hough they are relatively negative about the memo recorder component and relatively 
positive about the tablet component. Components’ operability is predominantly valued, 
but functionality and reliability are somewhat problematic for some components. We 
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can identify two possible limitations of our findings. First, our findings do not include all 
usability aspects and software quality characteristics. However, we think this is not due 
to our evaluation method but to the fact that students did not mention related remarks, 
either because they had no problems with it or it was not relevant in their context of 
use, e.g., they made no remarks on usability aspect ‘learnability’. Second, certain quali-
tative remarks may be overvalued, because students could express same remarks on 
different occasions.  
The found usability is lower than found in earlier superficial evaluations of the player 
environment (Nadolski et al., 2008; Slootmaker, Kurvers, Hummel, & Koper, 2014). The 
cause of the lower usability might be that, just as Lewis (2014) stated, usability rather is 
an emergent property that depends on interactions among users, products, tasks and 
environments. Because of their age (mean age 19.3 years), students involved probably 
were more used to playing video games, which may be the reason why they expected a 
more realistic and dynamic player environment where they are more in control. How-
ever, the game scenarios were linear with tasks in a fixed order and missed scoring, 
levelling or unexpected events. The tasks may have been less challenging or enjoyable, 
because they had expected outcomes or contained little fun. The games used in the 
evaluation were used for the first time so possibly had imperfections in playability and 
were not yet (fully) embedded in regular education, which possibly resulted in inade-
quate game preparation and students missing instruction during a game session. 
We presented usability guidelines for player environments for serious games. Some 
guidelines, e.g., the use of scoring, correspond with heuristics and guidelines compiled 
by Federoff (2002) and Ibrahim et al. (2012). Some guidelines seem to be so general 
that they may also be applicable to other types of player environments. 
As a follow-up of this evaluation we plan to re-design the EMERGO player environment 
according to our findings and to evaluate its usability again in a future study, where we 
will also involve teachers and admins who are responsible for the embedding of games 
in education. The results of this evaluation could provide insight on the impact of specif-
ic design ideas and implementations on the improvement (or not) of the usability of 
such a system. 
Since the time of study we have extended the player environment with eight new com-
ponents to, e.g., show user’s progress in time and learning and support webcam record-
ings as a reaction on a shown video, categorization of text or video fragments and forms 
with different types of input controls. In the near future there might be a need for a 
mobile or more flexible player environment skin (e.g., in screen, input element and font 
size) or better accessibility support for people with disabilities. 
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1 Introduction 
In this thesis we presented the design and evaluation of the EMERGO platform that was 
developed in the context of online higher education in the Netherlands. The platform 
aims to enable online universities to efficiently develop and deploy scenario-based 
serious games for complex cognitive skills acquisition. Serious games are powerful 
means to provide learning in a more motivating and effective way and their application 
is still growing. If applied successfully, serious games may increase learners’ motivation 
and may have a positive effect on learning, thereby increasing the effectiveness of edu-
cation. 
The platform provides environments for all stakeholders involved in scenario-based 
serious games development, namely teachers, students, administrators and ICT devel-
opers. Main requirements for the platform were to offer a set of reusable and adapta-
ble components that cover most functionalities needed in scenario-based serious 
games, to provide a user-friendly authoring environment for teachers and an intuitive 
and immersive player environment for students. These requirements have been opera-
tionalized in the general design question of this thesis: 
How to design and develop a generic platform for fast and flexible development 
and delivery of a wide variety of scenario-based serious games that enable com-
plex cognitive skills acquisition? 
Evaluations of teachers using the authoring environment showed that two components 
were difficult to use and, for one of them, that some teachers had trouble to author 
game script independently. This made us question how we could improve the usability 
of the authoring environment and if our findings would be similar to findings for compa-
rable environments. These considerations have been operationalized in the first addi-
tional design question: 
1. How to improve the usability of authoring environments for serious games? 
Evaluations of the player environment showed that students were satisfied to very 
satisfied about its user interface. However, we did not evaluate the user interface in 
detail, were curious if students were still satisfied and if our findings would be general-
izable to comparable environments. These considerations have been operationalized in 
the second additional design question: 
2. How to improve the usability of player environments for serious games? 
In section 2 we summarize our answers to the design questions given in chapters 2 to 5 
and draw main conclusions. In section 3 we present recent and future development and 
research. In section 4 we discuss the significance of the platform. 
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2 Review of results and conclusions 
2.1 The general design question 
In chapter 2 and 3 we answered the general design question, namely how to design and 
develop a generic platform that enables fast and flexible development and delivery of a 
wide variety of scenario-based serious games that enable complex cognitive skills acqui-
sition. 
We described the main design steps that had to be taken before the platform could be 
implemented, which included: (i) identify the intended users of the platform, (ii) set up 
requirements for the intended users and the platform in general, (iii) choose an appro-
priate platform architecture and supporting technologies, (iv) identify needed platform 
roles, (v) set up a domain model for the platform, (vi) identify an initial set of platform 
components needed, (vii) set up a generic component design, and (viii) choose a meth-
od to implement game script authoring that requires no programming. 
Evaluation showed that virtually all of the initial requirements for the platform were 
met.  
We managed to design and develop a generic, fast, flexible, reliable and sustainable 
platform.  
The platform is generic because it enables a broad variety of game scenarios to be au-
thored, to be played and to be monitored as is demonstrated by 26 games developed 
for six content domains with study loads ranging from two to 30 hours. The platform 
also integrates development and delivery tasks that require different types of platform 
users in one system and can be used for both education and research purposes. 
The platform is fast because teachers can use the authoring environment for the most 
part independently, can draw on already developed components and can preview and 
test a game in every stage of authoring. The result is more efficient development, as 
indicated by a decrease in production time by a factor three to four as compared with 
values found before. In addition, web-based delivery ensures fast and easy delivery of 
games and of updates of games and the platform itself. 
The platform is flexible because it allows for games having multiple authors and for 
parts of game script to be switched on or off during game sessions. In case of bugs au-
thors can adjust already deployed games and teachers can interfere in a running game. 
In case students have problems the platform allows administrators to fix these prob-
lems by changing students’ progress data. In addition, developed games and game 
components can be easily distributed to other platform instances and the platform can 
be rather easily extended with new components. 
The platform’s reliability and sustainability are demonstrated by the fact that it has 
been used for over 10 years to develop many new games used by thousands of students 
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in total and that the first games developed are still used in education, and by the in-
crease of the number of platform components from initially 12 to 30 at the moment. 
Extendibility is facilitated by (i) the generic component design, which serves as a tem-
plate for defining new platform components and their structure, properties, content 
and interdependencies, (ii) the flat structure of the components where dependencies 
are defined by relations rather than by a hierarchy and (iii) the platform’s multilayered 
architecture that neatly separates different responsibilities and processes. 
We did not fully manage to design and develop a user-friendly authoring environment. 
Although teachers could author game content almost independently, some of them had 
trouble to author game script independently. All teachers found two components, the 
Script and Conversations components, difficult to use. We showed that all game con-
tent, including game script, is authored and validated using a single editor that uses a 
component’s XML definition to render the component’s content and input elements to 
manipulate it.  
We managed to design and develop an intuitive immersive player environment as indi-
cated by students being satisfied to very satisfied about its user interface. We showed 
that game script allows for adapting the environment to the individual student with 
respect to guidance, presentation, navigation support, feedback, adaptive behaviour of 
NPCs and task sequencing. Specific Java components are responsible for students’ pro-
gress management and for handling of events, which include student, timer, script and 
peer events.  
2.2 The first additional design question 
In chapter 4 we answered the first additional design question, namely how to improve 
the usability of authoring environments for serious games.  
We conducted an in-depth qualitative study of the authoring environment by applying 
semi-structured interviews, compared our findings on usability with those found for 
comparable environments in literature and established guidelines to improve the usabil-
ity of authoring environments for serious games in general. 
We found usability aspects understandability and learnability of the authoring environ-
ment to be problematic, which is in line with findings for comparable environments that 
also show shortcomings with regard to these aspects, and found its operability to be 
somewhat problematic. We found the environment’s functionality and reliability to be 
valued and its use to be well integrated in the EMERGO method.  
Problems with usability are caused by a lack of guidance and support, and by the inher-
ent complexity of the serious games domain and the environment’s components. Guid-
ance and support can be improved by adding them. However, inherent complexity, 
which is determined by the number of abstract concepts, complex structures or dynam-
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ic structures that have to be understood, maintained or tested, may be hardly influ-
enced by usability improvements. Based on the work of Murray (2004, 2016) we esti-
mated that most EMERGO components have a low complexity, five have a medium 
complexity and one, the Script component, has a high complexity.  
The amount and form of needed guidance and support will depend on the complexity 
capacity of the user, e.g., in general teachers have a lower complexity capacity than ICT 
developers who are used to design and debug structural and procedural models. A 
related aspect is the abstraction level of the environment as a whole and of its various 
components. It is an indication of the extent to which authors work with constructs that 
are more high level, such as tasks or characters, or more low level, such as program-
ming instructions (Dörner, Göbel, Effelsberg, & Wiemeyer, 2016). The abstraction level 
of the EMERGO authoring environment is quite low (although it presents many abstract 
concepts). The composition and cooperation of components and entering content are 
quite low level and entering game script is close to programming. The quite low abstrac-
tion level of the environment is both a strength and a weakness. It makes the environ-
ment more flexible on the one hand but on the other hand more difficult to compre-
hend, which may be one of the reasons why teachers found some components difficult 
to use. 
Based on remarks of respondents we established guidelines to improve the usability of 
authoring environments for serious games with respect to understandability and 
learnability.  
To improve understandability we recommend to: (i) simplify authoring by offering an 
intuitive user interface, which might be different for different kinds of authors, (ii) re-
duce complexity by offering two levels of input, basic for novices and advanced for 
experts, (iii) offer examples of scenarios, games, and game components and how they 
relate to each other, so authors better understand what to do, (iv) offer a preview op-
tion to preview entered content at any time, so authors better understand what they 
are doing, and (v) use clear terminology fitting authors’ expectations.  
To improve learnability we recommend to: (i) offer clear instruction and wizards to 
guide authors during the authoring process, and (ii) offer information on didactics and 
use of components, so novice authors can make a quick start. 
Most guidelines seem obvious but can easily be neglected under time pressure or due 
to other causes. Further, the guidelines seem to be so general that they may also be 
applicable to other types of authoring environments. 
2.3 The second additional design question 
In chapter 5 we answered the second additional design question, namely how to im-
prove the usability of player environments for serious games.  
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We conducted a mixed method study of the player environment, using quantitative and 
qualitative methods to collect both more objective and more subjective and detailed 
usability data, and established guidelines to improve the usability of player environ-
ments for serious games in general. 
We found the usability of the player environment to be quite low. We found the mean 
SUS (System Usability Scale) score of the environment to be 57.85, which is lower than 
the mean score of 68.05 for web pages and applications as determined by Bangor, Kor-
tum, and Miller (2008), and corresponds to a usability between “ok” and “good”. The 
mean given grade for operation of the environment is 6.23, which is rather low and 
corresponds to “sufficient”. However, in their remarks students are predominantly 
positive about the environment’s operability. Students are relatively negative about its 
understandability and user interface aesthetics. They miss operating instructions and 
would like to operate in a more realistic, more dynamic and less structured environ-
ment where they are more in control. In addition, the environment’s functionality is 
somewhat problematic but its reliability is predominantly valued. Students find the 
understandability of the various platform components “sufficient”. The operability of 
the components is predominantly valued, but functionality and reliability of some com-
ponents is somewhat problematic.  
The found low usability may be caused by students’ young age (mean age 19.3 years) in 
comparison to earlier evaluations (see chapter 2), causing them to be more familiar 
with playing video games, which may be the reason why they expected a more realistic 
and dynamic player environment where they are more in control. Another cause might 
be that the games used to evaluate the player environment were too restrictive or not 
challenging, enjoyable or exciting enough. The games might also have had imperfec-
tions or have been introduced inadequately because they were tested with students for 
the first time. So although the platform and its components make it possible to apply 
almost all usability heuristics and playability guidelines compiled by Federoff (2002) and 
Ibrahim et al. (2012) game developers may omit to do so.  
Based on remarks of students we established guidelines to improve the usability of 
player environments for serious games: (i) match the interface of the environment to 
the expectations of its intended users as much as possible, (ii) offer a timeline to show 
user’s progress in time and learning, (iii) use scoring to encourage the user to perform 
better, (iv) let users formulate their own questions using text or speech analysis, (v) use 
text analysis of reports to be able to give substantive feedback, (vi) present operating 
instructions at the right time, (vii) use sounds to support interaction between user and 
environment, and (viii) always present clear messages in case of errors or time-
consuming processes. Guidelines (iii) and (vii) correspond with heuristics and guidelines 
compiled by Federoff (2002) and Ibrahim et al. (2012).  
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2.4 Conclusions 
We have demonstrated how to design and develop a generic platform for fast and flexi-
ble development and delivery of a wide variety of scenario-based serious games that 
enable complex cognitive skills acquisition. More cost-efficient development makes it 
possible to serve smaller target groups, which are often found in higher education, e.g., 
for a specific course in a specific content domain. Authoring of game script without 
programming and the possibility to play and test games during development anytime 
serve specific serious game development team members like educators and domain 
experts. Adaptation to the individual student, game evaluation and research on learning 
effects are served by extensive student logging. 
We have demonstrated the needs for improving the usability of authoring environ-
ments for serious games and established guidelines to improve their understandability 
and learnability. These guidelines can be used to improve the EMERGO authoring envi-
ronment that proved to be problematic with respect to understandability and learnabil-
ity. Despite this lower usability teachers were able to develop serious games and even 
more efficient than before. However, authoring of game script proved to be too difficult 
for some teachers and due to its inherent dynamic complexity probably could be better 
done by a more technically skilled person. 
We have demonstrated the needs for improving the usability of playing environments 
for serious games and established guidelines to improve their usability. These guidelines 
can be used to improve the EMERGO player environment that proved to have a lower 
usability than found in previous evaluations. Despite this experienced lower usability 
most students managed to successfully complete the games used in the evaluation. 
3 Recent and future development and research 
3.1 Recent development and research 
Since the evaluation studies of the authoring and player environment we have im-
proved the platform by adding new platform components, extending the platform’s role 
environments and integrating other tooling. A part of these improvements has been 
triggered by the increasing demand to use the platform for research purposes. 
The platform is extended with eight generally usable platform components.  
Seven components are used in a serious game developed for an introductory course in 
Psychology, where students become acquainted with four fields within Psychology. The 
game is also used for educational research into various game conditions that vary in 
activation level and richness of context. Students play 16 mini-games where they visit 
12 professionals who work in one of these four fields and who ask them to perform 
tasks. A so-called dashboard component shows a student’s experienced satisfaction and 
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task difficulty, and monitored performance on eight different skills practiced within the 
game. The other six components are used to perform tasks that are directly related to 
the professional’s field of work and offer functions that allow for categorization of text 
or video fragments and filling in forms with different types of input controls. 
The so-called iSpot component is used within two courses about conversation skills and 
allows students to practice these skills by making webcam recordings of their reactions 
on shown videos, e.g., a patient having a problem. Fellow students or teachers playback 
and asses these recordings and use the webcam to record their feedback. Students can 
use these feedback recordings to improve their performance until they make final 
webcam recordings that are used for examination. The iSpot component has also been 
used to collect research data for the RAGE project (http://rageproject.eu/). 
We improved the environments for a number of platform roles.  
For the developer role the Script component now enables to create template scripts 
where script conditions and actions do not relate to game content but to ids or patterns 
of ids of game content that does not have to exist yet. The actual game content in-
volved in these template scripts is determined during a game session. This option allows 
for creating generic game script that can be used in similar situations but with different 
game content involved, this way decreasing redundancy of script.  
The run manager role now has an option to initialize or adjust game content properties 
within students’ progress before or during a run. This option allows for differentiating 
runs of the same game, e.g., in case of experiments where different runs should meet 
different experimental conditions, and for changing the player environment for all stu-
dents at the same time, e.g., to switch to a next level or task.  
The tutor role now has an option to generate his own overviews of specific game con-
tent properties, e.g., to inspect specific students’ performance indicators or paths 
through the game.  
We did some work on integration of the platform with other tooling.  
The platform now supports integrating questionnaires made in Google Forms and Lime-
Survey that can be used for data collection in research experiments. Game script is used 
to start a questionnaire at the right moment and to check if it has been completed.  
We integrated a RAGE Adaptation and Assessment component to automatically adapt 
game difficulty to a student’s expertise (Van der Vegt, Nyamsuren, Kurvers, & Westera, 
2018). By using this component game authors do not have to create game script any-
more to support this kind of adaptation. 
The platform now uses a separate streaming server (Wowza Streaming Engine) for stor-
age and streaming of all video content including students’ webcam recordings.  
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3.2 Future development and research 
Apart from improving the usability of the platform’s authoring and player environments 
based on the presented guidelines, this thesis opens various other possibilities for fu-
ture development and research. To meet the growing demand for the application of 
serious games in online education, we now will explore options to improve the author-
ing and player environment and the platform in general. 
To guide game developers through the design and authoring process we could develop 
a scenario editor component. This component would act as a wizard and would lower 
the threshold for serious game development by supporting instructional design and 
authoring by making use of templates, graphical representations and visualisations. 
Authoring is simplified because this component will function as an abstraction layer 
above the other rather low level components and can be used to orchestrate them, 
e.g., by combining adequate learning - with gaming mechanics. Such a scenario editor 
component would allow for using the authoring environment in a more agile manner 
and much earlier in the development process, even directly after game ideation so 
without the necessity of writing a textual scenario beforehand. Adaptation techniques 
applied for students playing serious games could be used to adapt the scenario editor to 
the individual game developer. Another promising possibility could be that accumulated 
student data would be used to improve design advice within the scenario editor.  
To improve the usability of game script authoring we could implement a more graphical 
or block-based interface like in MIT’s Scratch. However, it remains a challenge to facili-
tate keeping a good overview in case of a lot of game script. The authoring environment 
already allows for distributing game script over multiple Script components but in case 
of dozens of Script components, such as in a serious game for Psychology, keeping a 
good overview is cumbersome. 
A follow-up study could show whether these improvements indeed lead to a better 
usability of the authoring environment. 
To improve the player experience of the player environment we could add better sup-
port for using animations and apply responsive design, which guarantees a good render-
ing on multiple devices having different screen resolutions. To improve the under-
standability of the environment we could add an option to let the environment and all 
of its visible components introduce themselves and their working on first encounter. To 
better support students in acquiring knowledge we could add an option to get in con-
tact with NPCs, using various communication facilities. Within EMERGO games NPCs are 
often played by domain experts that are interviewed about their work using predefined 
questions. This option would enable students to ask other not foreseen questions that 
possibly could be added in the interview later on. A follow-up study could show whether 
these improvements indeed lead to a better usability of the player environment. 
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We also could improve the efficiency of student support in case of problems. The cur-
rent email traffic regarding substantive, functional, or technical problems could be re-
placed by a non-intrusive option within the player environment that enables students to 
report any problem on the exact spot where they experience it. This option could also 
be used to suggest possible improvements. Using an overview of these problems and 
improvements helpdesk personnel could jump right away to the correct spot in the 
player environment to diagnose and fix a problem more quickly than before, and to 
report the solution to a student on the same spot. Game evaluators could use the same 
overview to inspect the context of a suggested improvement. This may lead to quicker 
improvements of the player environment or delivered games.  
To better support game evaluation we could add a general option to rate a task or level 
right after completion, e.g., to measure enjoyment, complexity or needed study time. 
We already applied this option in the serious game for Psychology but it certainly would 
be useful for other games.  
To better support ICT developers in extending the player environment with new com-
ponents we could offer interface building blocks based on macros or templates to 
speed up the construction of a new component. 
To improve the EMERGO platform in general we are considering adding an extra plat-
form role ‘researcher’ with its own working environment that can be used for educa-
tional research and game evaluation. In recent years the platform has been increasingly 
used for research where researchers use an existing game or develop their own small 
dedicated game for data collection. In both cases they require their own specific over-
views of combined student data. The current procedure is to assign the platform role 
‘tutor’ to these researchers and to build a specific landing page for them showing the 
desired student data. We have to investigate if the required functionality in these spe-
cific landing pages can be generalized to one working environment. We might integrate 
the RAGE Gaming Analytics Suite component that is meant to gather and store specific 
interaction data for real-time performance and progress monitoring, and evaluation. In 
addition, researchers should also be able to harvest data arbitrarily from all available 
logging data, which would require integrating an existing data mining tool that offers 
data mining techniques such as cluster analysis, pattern recognition or outlier detec-
tion. Our experience during the development of the serious game for Psychology is that 
researchers may also need high level (performance) indicators. These indicators require 
some game specific pre-processing of student progress, e.g., certain competency levels 
that are determined by a combination of student data that may have their own 
weighting. For this purpose, we are considering adding a platform component to con-
struct, handle and store these game specific high level indicators. 
We could improve integration of the platform with other game and e-learning plat-
forms, external web services and sensors. 
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We could explore integration with Unity games. We have already experimented with 
integrating the Unity Web Player where a Unity demo game was played embedded 
within the platform and events sent to each other triggered each other’s adaptation. It 
would be interesting to further explore this possibility, where the platform could func-
tion as an educational shell around a Unity game. 
We could better support integration with institutional e-learning platforms. It should be 
possible to retrieve students’ game progress data, e.g., scores, task completion rates or 
times and task success rates, so this data can be shown in tutor overviews within the e-
learning platform. 
We could explore integration with external web services for enriching the platform with 
real-time data and sensors for better student support. We have already built web ser-
vices that support exchange of student data and that were used in an experiment to 
trigger specific game support based on a student’s mood determined by webcam analy-
sis. It would be interesting to explore integrating other types of sensors and possibly 
social network activity. 
4 Significance of the platform 
The platform allows for developing serious games in which the learner is in control, 
learning is situated, authentic and may be based on a didactical model, and transfer of 
learned skills to practice is supported. Learners’ skills may be improved by offering chal-
lenging, exciting and customized tasks, offering multiple perspectives, giving appropri-
ate immediate feedback, integrating assessment of learning and adapting the game to 
the individual learner. These aspects can foster motivation and active engagement, and 
this way can support the intended goals of a serious game. For higher education these 
goals are increasingly related to the acquisition of complex professional and academic 
skills. The platform enables to achieve these goals and thus to improve the effectiveness 
of education.  
Due to its technical platform independence and use of Open source frameworks online 
universities can easily use the platform. Institutes may install their own platform in-
stance or various institutes may use one platform instance where multiple administra-
tors manage their own development and deployment environment. In both cases de-
velopers may exchange each other’s games and game components by exporting and 
importing them. 
Although the platform and its underlying architecture do not pose any obstacles to 
wider use it is not widely used. Over the years the platform has been used for pro-
longed periods of time by three other Dutch institutes for online education. Various 
other (inter)national institutes for education have come to know the platform of which 
some have used it for educational material development. Causes of this limited use 
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might be the difficulty in organizing cooperation between institutes, the ‘not invented 
here’ syndrome, insufficient promotion or the still high costs of game development.  
Future improvements in usability and possible new extensions like a scenario editor to 
better support the design and authoring process, and a ‘researcher’ role to better sup-
port educational research and game evaluation, can promote wider use of the platform 
and wider application of serious games. Other improvements may be realized by inte-
grating RAGE components that offer not yet supported functions. We might also up-
grade certain unique EMERGO components to RAGE components to improve awareness 
of the platform. 
The platform and its underlying ideas, architecture, evaluations and future development 
as presented in this thesis, can be expected to contribute to new development and 
research in the fields of serious games development, instructional design and online 
education.  
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Appendix 1: Estimated contribution of the author to the main tasks presented in 
this thesis 
Chapter Main task % 
2 Setup of platform requirements 60 
 Design of the platform 80 
 Implementation of the platform 80 
 Evaluation of the platform 20 
3 Design and implementation of platform components 80 
 Design and implementation of authoring process 80 
 Design and implementation of playing process 80 
 Design and implementation of other platform process 70 
 Setup of platform architecture 70 
4 Usability data collection for authoring environment 100 
 Usability data analysis for authoring environment 100 
5 Usability data collection for player environment 60 
 Usability data analysis for player environment 100 
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Appendix 2: Interview guide 
General impression 
• What is your general impression of the authoring environment? 
• Is it easy to use? 
• Is it clear enough? 
• Is its subdivision in screens straightforward? 
• Is the navigation through screens straightforward? 
Requirements (F=Functional, N=Non-functional) 
Create and edit games (F) 
• Did you create games yourself? 
• If so, is editing of games straightforward? 
• Did you encounter any problems editing games? 
• Did you have any trouble with the concept of games? 
Create and edit game roles (F) 
• Did you add game roles? 
• If so, did you add PCs or NPCs or both? 
• Was editing of game roles straightforward, or did you encounter any problems? 
• Did you have any trouble with the concept of game roles? 
Select and edit game components (F) 
• Did you have a good overview of components available beforehand? 
• If not, was it difficult to get this overview? 
• Did you have any trouble choosing the right components for your game, starting from the scenar-
io? 
• Was it obvious to you in which order components should be filled with content? 
• Did you miss some functionality or components? 
• Could you map your scenario easily to the available components? 
• If not, were you able to implement the missing functionality using other components? 
• Did you have any trouble with the game component editor in general? 
• Did you have any trouble with the concept of the game component? 
Developing a game together (F) 
• What are your experiences with working together on the same game content? 
• Could this process be improved? 
Previewing a game or game component (F) 
• Did you use the preview option? 
• If so, did you use it to preview the game or just a single game component? 
• For which game components did you use it? 
• Did you have any difficulty using this option? 
• Is it straightforward? 
• Could it be improved? 
Testing a game (F) 
• Did you use the preview option for testing? 
• If so, did you use it to test the game in total or just a single game component? 
• For which game components did you use it? 
• Did you use the option to create multiple preview items corresponding to multiple starting points 
within the game? 
• Did you have any difficulty using this option? 
• Is it straightforward? 
• Could it be improved? 
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Import or export a game (F) 
• Did you copy, import, or export games? 
• What are your experiences with it? 
• Did you have trouble with it? 
• Could it be improved? 
Import or export a game component (F) 
• Did you copy, import, or export game components? 
• If so, which game components? 
• What are your experiences with it? 
• Did you have trouble with it? 
• Could it be improved? 
Reliability and stability (N) 
• Did you have any technical problems entering game content? 
• Did you lose any entered data due to technical problems? 
• How could we improve reliability and stability? 
Delivering and updating games (N) 
• Did you adjust the game or any game components while students were already playing? 
• Did you experience any problems? 
• Could it be improved? 
General questions for components 
• Did you use this component? 
• Did you have any trouble using the component? 
• What did you miss working with the component? 
• How could we improve the component? 
• Did you use the preview option for this component? 
• What turned out to be handy when using the component? 
• Do you feel comfortable using the component? 
Development process 
No questions prepared. 
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General design question 
Scenario-based serious games are a specific type of digital games aimed at learning. A 
scenario extensively describes an interactive narrative in which learners carry out as-
signments in an environment that closely resembles professional practice, such as a law 
firm or a psychological clinic, in order to acquire professional competences. Assign-
ments mostly involve ill-defined problems that often allow for multiple solutions requir-
ing application of specific methodologies or tools, or collaboration with fellow learners. 
This type of games is used to acquire complex cognitive skills that involve higher-order 
activities like problem solving, reasoning, taking decisions or reflecting. Higher educa-
tion increasingly calls for acquiring this type of skills.  
The application of serious games may improve effectiveness and efficiency of educa-
tion. Challenging assignments may increase learners’ engagement and motivation, 
which results in better performance and possibly less dropout. In-game guidance will 
reduce necessary human guidance. To foster learning, the learner should be in control, 
learning should be situated and authentic, and transfer of learned skills to practice 
should be supported.  
Although the market for serious games is very promising and still growing, the applica-
tion within online universities faces a number of issues that call for dedicated develop-
ment and delivery environments. Smaller target groups and available budgets ask for 
efficient development. Specific development team members like educators and domain 
experts, and adaptation to the capacities of individual students ask for specific tooling. 
Game adaptation, evaluation and research ask for specific and extensive logging and 
analysis of student data. 
These considerations lead to the general design question that underlies this thesis: How 
to design and develop a generic platform for fast and flexible development and delivery 
of a wide variety of scenario-based serious games that enable complex cognitive skills 
acquisition? 
The platform to be developed should be generic, in the sense that online universities 
should be able to develop and deliver their own scenario-based serious games for vari-
ous content domains and learning purposes. The platform should also integrate game 
development, delivery and playing in one system, and be relatively easy to extend. 
Fast and flexible game development should be enabled by a user-friendly authoring envi-
ronment that enables teachers to author games fast and independently, that way lower-
ing the threshold for developing these type of games. The environment should also allow 
for games having multiple authors, and allow for preview and reuse of game content.  
Fast and flexible game delivery should be enabled by an intuitive and immersive player 
environment that enables students to play games in authentic settings. Bug fixing of 
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already deployed games and student support in case of problems should be possible 
and easy. 
We took the following main design steps to answer the general design question: 
(i)  We identified the intended users of such a platform, namely teachers, students, 
administrators and ICT developers;  
(ii)  We set up requirements for each intended user and for the platform itself. To 
promote broad use, the platform should be fast, flexible, reliable and stable, and 
usable on multiple operating systems; 
(iii)  Based on the requirements, we chose for a web-based platform, a multilayered 
platform architecture and the use of Open source software. 
(iv)  We identified five platform roles that should each have their own working envi-
ronment. Teachers would either have a ‘developer’ role to author games or have a 
‘tutor’ role to monitor students. Students would have a ‘student’ role. Administra-
tors or ICT developers would either have an ‘administrator’ role to manage plat-
form users and components or a ‘run manager’ role to manage game runs and as-
sign students to them; 
(v)  We designed a domain model that includes all platform entities, such as compo-
nents, games, runs and users, and their interdependencies. We decided to define 
and store all game content and progress as XML strings, which would allow for 
easy extension with new components, without the need to modify the domain 
model; 
(vi)  Based on our previous experience in developing serious games we identified an 
initial set of platform components that enables acquiring complex cognitive skills. A 
so called Script component enables assembling game script in order to adapt the 
player environment to the individual student; 
(vii)  To enable easy extension with components we devised a generic component de-
sign that allows for defining components’ game content to be authored, game 
progress to be stored and to be adapted by game script; and 
(viii)  In order to avoid teachers having to program game script, we chose to have them 
assemble game script via popup dialogues. 
After taking the main design steps we started implementing the platform, which we 
called EMERGO (in English EMERGE: Efficient Method for ExpeRiential Game-based 
Education). We subsequently implemented the domain model, the various role envi-
ronments and the initial set of components, all of which demanded more detailed de-
sign decisions. To foster easy extension with new components, we decided to design a 
single editor for authoring, validation, previewing and testing of all components’ game 
content. We also decided to design a single player environment that handles rendering 
and adaptation of platform components, events triggered by students and game script, 
and storage of students’ progress for analysis during and after a game session. 
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Initial evaluations showed that we managed to design and develop a generic, sustaina-
ble and extendible platform that allows for fast and flexible development and delivery 
of a wide variety of scenario-based serious games.  
The platform is indeed generic. A set of various components enables a wide variety of 
game scenarios to be authored, to be played and to be monitored as is demonstrated 
by 26 games developed for six content domains by several online universities. Different 
role environments integrate game development, delivery and playing in one system. In 
addition, the platform can be used for education as well as for research purposes. 
The platform’s sustainability is demonstrated by the facts that: (i) it has been used over 
the years to develop dozens of games for thousands of students in total; (ii) the number 
of components has increased from initially 12 to 30 at the moment; and (iii) the first 
games developed are still in use. 
Extendibility is facilitated by: (i) the generic component design, which serves as a tem-
plate for defining new components and their structure, properties, content and inter-
dependencies; (ii) the flat structure of the components where dependencies are de-
fined by relations rather than by a hierarchy; and (iii) the platform’s multilayered archi-
tecture that neatly separates different responsibilities and processes. 
The platform allows for fast and flexible game development. Teachers can use its au-
thoring environment to author game content, can reuse already developed components 
and game content, and can preview and test a game at any time. The result is more 
efficient development as is indicated by a decrease in production time by a factor three 
to four as compared with values found before (about 25 to 30 hours of development for 
one hour of study instead of about 100 hours previously). The Script component allows 
for adaptation of the player environment to the individual student and for modification 
of its own working by switching parts of game script on or off. In addition, it is possible 
to modify already deployed games where modifications are immediately available to 
students, e.g., in case of bugs or step-by-step game roll-out. 
The platform also allows for fast and flexible game delivery. Web-based delivery ensures 
fast and easy delivery of games and of updates of games and the platform itself. A single 
player environment enables teachers to offer their own challenging, authentic and 
adaptable environments to students. It also enables teachers to give feedback by send-
ing an in-game email as a virtual game character, e.g., in case of poor or excellent stu-
dent performance. Administrators may configure game runs of the same game differ-
ently, which allows for delivery of different game versions to different target groups, 
e.g., in case of scientific experiments. They may also adjust students’ progress during a 
game run, which allows for immediately helping students in case of problems or for 
simultaneously putting a group of students into another state of play, e.g., a next level. 
Initial evaluations also showed that we managed to design and develop an intuitive 
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immersive player environment, as evaluated by students who were satisfied to very 
satisfied about its user interface.  
First additional design question 
We did not fully manage to design and develop a user-friendly authoring environment. 
Some teachers had trouble to use the Script component without help and all teachers 
found two components, the Script and Conversations components, difficult to use. This 
made us question how we could improve the usability of authoring environments for 
serious games in general, which led to the first additional design question that has been 
further researched for this thesis: How to improve the usability of authoring environ-
ments for serious games? 
We conducted an in-depth qualitative study of the usability of the EMERGO authoring 
environment by applying interviews with game authors.  
We found the usability of the authoring environment to be problematic with respect to 
its understandability and learnability, which is in line with findings for comparable envi-
ronments that also showed shortcomings with respect to these aspects. We found the 
environment’s operability to be somewhat problematic and its functionality and reliabil-
ity to be positively valued.  
Flaws in usability appear to be caused by a lack of guidance and support but probably are 
also caused by the inherent complexity of the platform’s components, exposed to au-
thors during authoring. Most components appear to have a low complexity, some have a 
medium complexity and one, the Script component, has a high complexity. Usability may 
be improved by adding guidance and support but usability improvements may hardly 
have any effect on the inherent component complexity. In addition, authoring of compo-
nents is quite detailed and low level, where assembly of game script is close to pro-
gramming. This makes the authoring environment on the one hand more powerful and 
flexible but on the other hand probably more difficult to comprehend, which may be 
another cause for its found problematic understandability and learnability. 
Based on remarks of interviewees we established guidelines to improve the usability of 
authoring environments for serious games, with respect to understandability and 
learnability.  
To improve understandability we recommend to: 
(i)  Simplify authoring by offering an intuitive user interface, which might be different 
for different kinds of authors; 
(ii)  Reduce complexity by offering two levels of input, basic for novices and advanced 
for experts; 
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(iii)  Offer examples of scenarios, games, and game components and how they relate to 
each other, so authors better understand what to do; 
(iv)  Offer a preview option to preview entered content at any time, so authors better 
understand what they are doing; and 
(v)  Use clear terminology fitting authors’ expectations.  
To improve learnability we recommend to: 
(i)  Offer clear instruction and wizards to guide authors during the authoring process; 
and 
(ii)  Offer information on didactics and use of components, so novice authors can 
make a quick start. 
These guidelines seem to be general and (partly) applicable to other dedicated types of 
authoring environments. 
Second additional design question 
Although the initial evaluations of the player environment showed that students were 
satisfied to very satisfied about its user interface, we did not evaluated its usability in 
detail and were curious if students were still satisfied and if not, how we could improve 
its usability. This made us question how we could improve the usability of player envi-
ronments for serious games in general, which led to the second additional design ques-
tion that has been further researched for this thesis: How to improve the usability of 
player environments for serious games? 
We conducted a detailed study of the usability of the EMERGO player environment by 
applying quantitative and qualitative research methods on a group of students. 
We found the usability of the player environment to be quite low. Quantitative analysis 
showed the usability to be between “ok” and “good”, which is lower than found for web 
applications in general. In addition, the operability of the environment and the under-
standability of its various components were rated “sufficient”. However, qualitative 
analysis showed that students were predominantly positive about the environment’s 
operability, and relatively negative about its understandability and user interface aes-
thetics (pleasing and satisfying interaction for the user). They missed operating instruc-
tions and would like to operate in a more realistic, more dynamic and less structured 
environment where they are more in control. In addition, the environment’s functionali-
ty was somewhat problematic. Its reliability was predominantly valued positively.  
The found low usability may be caused by students’ young age, probably more familiar 
with playing video games that provide dynamic player environments where they are in 
control. The games used for the evaluation may also have had teething problems and 
may have been too restrictive or not challenging, enjoyable or exciting enough. Alt-
hough the platform allows for creating realistic, dynamic and open environments where 
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students are in control, game developers may have their reasons for not using this po-
tential. 
Based on remarks of respondents, we established guidelines to improve the usability of 
player environments for serious games: 
(i)  Match the interface of the environment to the expectations of its intended users 
as much as possible; 
(ii)  Offer a timeline to show user’s progress in time and learning; 
(iii)  Use scoring to encourage the user to perform better; 
(iv)  Let users formulate their own questions using text or speech analysis; 
(v)  Use text analysis of reports to be able to give substantive feedback; 
(vi)  Present operating instructions at the right time; 
(vii)  Use sounds to support interaction between the user and the environment; and 
(viii)  Always present clear messages in case of errors or time-consuming processes.  
Conclusions 
The EMERGO platform allows for more efficient serious games development (general 
design question), which makes it suitable for serving smaller target groups that are 
often found in higher education, e.g., for a specific course in a specific content domain. 
The possibilities to preview and test games during development at any time and to 
author game script without programming facilitate specific development team mem-
bers like educators and domain experts. Adaptation to the individual student, game 
evaluation and research on learning effects are facilitated by extensive logging of stu-
dents’ progress and data analysis using game script. 
Due to its independence of operating systems and use of Open source software online 
universities should be able to easily install and use the platform. However, the platform 
is not widely used, although it was originally intended to be. Over the years the platform 
has been used for prolonged periods of time by three other institutes for online educa-
tion in the Netherlands. Various other (inter)national institutes for education have come 
to know the platform of which some have used it in exploratory way.   
A wider use of the platform and wider application of serious games could be promoted 
by future improvements regarding usability (additional design questions) based on the 
presented guidelines in this thesis and possible new extensions, like a scenario editor to 
better support authors in their game design and to simplify the authoring process, and a 
‘researcher’ role to better support educational research and game evaluation. 
The platform and its underlying ideas, architecture, evaluations and future development 
as presented in this thesis, can be expected to contribute to new development and 
research in the fields of serious games development, instructional design and online 
education.  
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De algemene ontwerpvraag 
Scenariogebaseerde serious games zijn een specifiek type digitale games dat gericht is 
op leren. Een scenario beschrijft uitgebreid een interactief verhaal waarin studenten 
opdrachten uitvoeren in een omgeving die sterk lijkt op de beroepspraktijk, zoals een 
advocatenkantoor of een psychologische kliniek, en waarbij het doel is om professione-
le competenties te verwerven. Opdrachten hebben meestal betrekking op vaag gedefi-
nieerde problemen met vaak meerdere mogelijke oplossingen die de toepassing van 
specifieke methodologieën of hulpmiddelen, of samenwerking met medeleerlingen 
vereisen. Dit soort games wordt gebruikt om complexe cognitieve vaardigheden te 
verwerven waarmee activiteiten van hogere orde gemoeid zijn, zoals problemen oplos-
sen, redeneren, beslissingen nemen of reflecteren. Het hoger onderwijs vraagt steeds 
meer om het verwerven van dit soort vaardigheden.  
Het gebruik van serious games kan de effectiviteit en efficiëntie van het onderwijs ver-
beteren. Uitdagende opdrachten kunnen de betrokkenheid en motivatie van studenten 
verhogen, wat resulteert in betere prestaties en mogelijk minder uitval. In de game 
ingebouwde begeleiding zal benodigde menselijke begeleiding verminderen. Om het 
leren te bevorderen, zal de student de controle moeten hebben, moet het leren gesitu-
eerd en authentiek zijn en moet de overdracht van geleerde vaardigheden naar de 
praktijk worden ondersteund.  
Hoewel de markt voor serious games zeer veelbelovend is en nog steeds groeit, kampt 
de toepassing binnen online universiteiten met een aantal problemen die vragen om 
specifieke ontwikkel- en uitleveromgevingen. Kleinere doelgroepen en beschikbare 
budgetten vragen om efficiënte game-ontwikkeling. Voor het onderwijs specifieke ga-
me-ontwikkelaars, zoals docenten en domeinexperts, en adaptatie aan het niveau van 
individuele studenten vragen om specifieke gereedschappen. Game-adaptatie, evalua-
tie en onderzoek vragen om specifieke en uitgebreide opslag en analyse van studentge-
gevens. 
Deze overwegingen leiden tot de algemene ontwerpvraag die ten grondslag ligt aan dit 
proefschrift: Hoe kan een generiek platform worden ontworpen en ontwikkeld voor 
snelle en flexibele ontwikkeling en uitlevering van een breed scala aan scenariogeba-
seerde serious games die worden gebruikt om complexe cognitieve vaardigheden te 
verwerven? 
Het te ontwikkelen platform moet generiek zijn, in die zin dat online universiteiten hun 
eigen scenariogebaseerde serious games zouden moeten kunnen ontwikkelen en uitle-
veren, voor verschillende inhoudsdomeinen en met verschillende leerdoelen. Het plat-
form moet ook de ontwikkeling, de uitlevering en het spelen van games in één systeem 
integreren en relatief eenvoudig uitbreidbaar zijn. 
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Snelle en flexibele game-ontwikkeling moet worden gefaciliteerd door een gebruiks-
vriendelijke auteursomgeving die docenten in staat stelt om games snel en onafhanke-
lijk te ontwikkelen, waarmee de drempel wordt verlaagd voor het ontwikkelen van dit 
soort games. Games zouden meerdere auteurs moeten kunnen hebben en preview en 
hergebruik van game inhoud moet mogelijk zijn.  
Snelle en flexibele game-uitlevering moet worden gefaciliteerd door een intuïtieve en 
meeslepende afspeelomgeving die studenten in staat stelt om games te spelen in au-
thentieke omgevingen. Het verhelpen van fouten in reeds uitgeleverde games en on-
dersteuning van studenten in geval van problemen moet mogelijk en gemakkelijk zijn. 
We hebben de volgende belangrijke ontwerpstappen gezet om de algemene ontwerp-
vraag te beantwoorden: 
(i)  We hebben de beoogde gebruikers van een dergelijk platform geïdentificeerd, 
namelijk docenten, studenten, beheerders en ICT-ontwikkelaars;  
(ii)  We hebben eisen opgesteld voor elke beoogde gebruiker en voor het platform 
zelf. Om breed gebruik te bevorderen, moet het platform snel, flexibel, be-
trouwbaar en stabiel zijn en bruikbaar op meerdere besturingssystemen; 
(iii)  Op basis van de eisen hebben we gekozen voor een webgebaseerd platform, een 
meerlagige platformarchitectuur en voor het gebruik van opensourcesoftware; 
(iv)  We hebben vijf rollen geïdentificeerd die ieder hun eigen werkomgeving zouden 
moeten krijgen. Docenten vervullen ofwel een 'ontwikkelaar' rol om games te on-
twikkelen, ofwel een 'tutor' rol om studenten te monitoren. Studenten vervullen 
alleen een 'student' rol. Beheerders of ICT-ontwikkelaars vervullen ofwel een ‘be-
heerder’ rol om platform gebruikers en componenten te beheren, ofwel een 'run-
beheerder' rol om game-runs te beheren en er studenten aan toe te wijzen; 
(v)  We hebben een domeinmodel ontworpen dat alle platform-entiteiten bevat, zoals 
componenten, games, runs en gebruikers, en hun onderlinge afhankelijkheden. 
We hebben besloten om alle game-inhoud en -voortgang te definiëren en op te 
slaan als XML-tekst, waardoor eenvoudig nieuwe componenten kunnen worden 
toegevoegd zonder dat het domeinmodel hoeft te worden aangepast; 
(vi)  Op basis van onze eerdere ervaring met de ontwikkeling van serious games heb-
ben we een initiële set van platformcomponenten geïdentificeerd die kan worden 
gebruikt om het verwerven van complexe cognitieve vaardigheden mogelijk te 
maken. Een zogenaamde Script-component faciliteert het invoeren van gamescript 
dat de afspeelomgeving kan aanpassen voor de individuele leerling; 
(vii)  Om een eenvoudige uitbreiding met componenten mogelijk te maken, hebben we 
een generiek componentontwerp ontwikkeld waarmee de game-inhoud van een 
component kan worden gedefinieerd, en welke gamevoortgang moet worden bi-
jgehouden en kan worden aangepast door gamescript; en 
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(viii)  Om te voorkomen dat docenten gamescript zouden moeten programmeren, heb-
ben we ervoor gekozen om hen gamescript te laten assembleren met behulp van 
pop-updialogen. 
Na het zetten van de belangrijkste ontwerpstappen zijn we begonnen met de imple-
mentatie van het platform dat we EMERGO noemden (Efficiënte Methodiek voor ERva-
ringsGericht Onderwijs). We implementeerden achtereenvolgens het domeinmodel, de 
werkomgevingen voor de verschillende rollen en de initiële set van platformcomponen-
ten, waarbij we meer gedetailleerde ontwerpbeslissingen namen. Om de uitbreiding 
met nieuwe componenten te faciliteren, besloten we om één enkele editor te ontwer-
pen voor het invoeren, valideren, previewen en testen van de game-inhoud van alle 
componenten. We besloten ook om één enkele afspeelomgeving te ontwerpen voor de 
afhandeling van de presentatie en adaptatie van platformcomponenten, van studentac-
ties en gamescript, en van de opslag van de studentvoortgang voor analyse tijdens en 
na een game. 
Uit de eerste evaluaties bleek dat we erin geslaagd zijn om een generiek, duurzaam en 
uitbreidbaar platform te ontwerpen en te ontwikkelen dat een snelle en flexibele ont-
wikkeling en uitlevering van een breed scala aan scenariogebaseerde serious games 
faciliteert.  
Het platform is inderdaad generiek. Een set van diverse componenten faciliteert het 
invoeren, spelen en monitoren van een grote verscheidenheid aan gamescenario’s, 
zoals blijkt uit 26 games die door verschillende online-universiteiten voor zes inhouds-
domeinen zijn ontwikkeld. Verschillende werkomgevingen integreren het ontwikkelen, 
uitleveren en spelen van games in één systeem. Daarnaast is het platform behalve voor 
onderwijs ook voor onderzoek te gebruiken. 
De duurzaamheid van het platform blijkt uit de volgende feiten: (i) het is jarenlang ge-
bruikt om tientallen games te ontwikkelen voor in totaal duizenden studenten; (ii) het 
aantal componenten is gestegen van aanvankelijk 12 naar 30 op dit moment; en (iii) de 
als eerste ontwikkelde games worden nog steeds gebruikt. 
De uitbreidbaarheid van het platform wordt gefaciliteerd door: i) het generieke compo-
nentontwerp dat dient als een sjabloon voor het definiëren van nieuwe componenten 
en hun structuur, eigenschappen, inhoud en onderlinge afhankelijkheden; ii) de platte 
structuur van de componenten, waarbij afhankelijkheden worden gedefinieerd door 
relaties in plaats van door een hiërarchie; en iii) de meerlagige platformarchitectuur, die 
verschillende verantwoordelijkheden en processen netjes scheidt. 
Het platform faciliteert snelle en flexibele game-ontwikkeling. Docenten gebruiken de 
auteursomgeving om game-inhoud in te voeren, kunnen reeds ontwikkelde componen-
ten en game-inhoud hergebruiken, en kunnen een game op elk gewenst moment pre-
viewen en testen. Dit heeft geresulteerd in efficiëntere game-ontwikkeling, zoals blijkt 
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uit een afname van de productietijd met een factor drie tot vier in vergelijking met 
eerder gevonden waarden (ongeveer 25 tot 30 uur ontwikkeltijd voor één uur studietijd 
in plaats van ongeveer 100 uur voorheen). De Script-component faciliteert het aanpas-
sen van de afspeelomgeving voor de individuele leerling en het aanpassen van zijn eigen 
werking door delen van gamescript te kunnen in- of uitschakelen. Daarnaast is het mo-
gelijk om reeds uitgeleverde games aan te passen waarbij de aanpassingen direct be-
schikbaar zijn voor studenten, bijvoorbeeld bij onvolkomenheden of een stapsgewijze 
uitrol van de game. 
Het platform faciliteert ook een snelle en flexibele game-uitlevering. Webgebaseerde 
uitlevering zorgt voor een snelle en eenvoudige uitlevering van games, en van updates 
van games en het platform zelf. De afspeelomgeving stelt docenten in staat om hun 
eigen uitdagende, authentieke en aanpasbare omgevingen aan te bieden aan studen-
ten. Ook kunnen docenten binnen de game terugkoppeling geven door een e-mail te 
verzenden namens een virtuele persoon, bijvoorbeeld bij tegenvallende of uitstekende 
prestaties van studenten. Beheerders kunnen game-runs van eenzelfde game verschil-
lend configureren, waardoor verschillende versies van een game aan verschillende 
doelgroepen kunnen worden uitgeleverd, bijvoorbeeld tijdens wetenschappelijke expe-
rimenten. Ook kunnen beheerders de voortgang van studenten aanpassen tijdens een 
game-run, waardoor studenten direct kunnen worden geholpen in geval van problemen 
of een groep studenten tegelijkertijd in een andere game-toestand kan worden gezet, 
bijvoorbeeld een volgend game-level. De eerste evaluaties toonden ook aan dat we erin 
geslaagd zijn om een intuïtieve en meeslepende afspeelomgeving te ontwerpen en te 
ontwikkelen, wat bleek uit het feit dat studenten tevreden tot zeer tevreden waren 
over de gebruikersinterface. 
De eerste aanvullende ontwerpvraag 
We zijn er niet volledig in geslaagd om een gebruiksvriendelijke auteursomgeving te 
ontwerpen en te ontwikkelen. Sommige docenten hadden moeite om de Script-
component zonder hulp te gebruiken en alle docenten vonden twee componenten, de 
Script- en Gesprekken-component, moeilijk te gebruiken. We vroegen ons af hoe de 
gebruiksvriendelijkheid van auteursomgevingen voor serious games in het algemeen 
verbeterd zou kunnen worden, wat leidde tot de eerste aanvullende ontwerpvraag die 
nader onderzocht is voor dit proefschrift: Hoe kan de gebruiksvriendelijkheid van au-
teursomgevingen voor serious games verbeterd worden? 
We hebben een diepgaande kwalitatieve studie naar de gebruiksvriendelijkheid van de 
EMERGO-auteursomgeving uitgevoerd door een aantal auteurs te interviewen.  
De gebruiksvriendelijkheid van de auteursomgeving bleek problematisch wat betreft 
begrijpelijkheid en leerbaarheid, wat in lijn is met bevindingen voor vergelijkbare omge-
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vingen die ook tekortkomingen vertoonden wat betreft deze aspecten. Operabiliteit 
bleek enigszins problematisch en functionaliteit en betrouwbaarheid werden positief 
gewaardeerd.  
De problematische gebruiksvriendelijkheid blijkt te worden veroorzaakt door een gebrek 
aan begeleiding en ondersteuning van auteurs, maar waarschijnlijk ook door de inhe-
rente complexiteit van de platformcomponenten, waarmee auteurs tijdens het invoe-
ren geconfronteerd worden. De complexiteit blijkt voor de meeste componenten laag 
te zijn, voor sommige gemiddeld en voor één, de Script-component, hoog. De gebruiks-
vriendelijkheid kan worden verbeterd door begeleiding en ondersteuning toe te voe-
gen, maar een verbeterde gebruiksvriendelijkheid zal weinig invloed hebben op de 
inherente complexiteit van de componenten. Daarnaast wordt de game-inhoud op een 
vrij gedetailleerd en laag niveau ingevoerd, waarbij het assembleren van gamescript 
dicht tegen programmeren aan ligt. Dit maakt de auteursomgeving aan de ene kant 
krachtig en flexibel, maar aan de andere kant waarschijnlijk moeilijker te begrijpen, wat 
een andere oorzaak kan zijn voor de gevonden problematische begrijpelijkheid en leer-
baarheid. 
Op basis van de opmerkingen van geïnterviewden hebben we richtlijnen opgesteld om 
de gebruiksvriendelijkheid van auteursomgevingen voor serious games te verbeteren, 
wat betreft hun begrijpelijkheid en leerbaarheid.  
Om de begrijpelijkheid te verbeteren bevelen we aan om: 
(i)  Het invoeren van game-inhoud te vereenvoudigen door een intuïtieve gebruik-
ersinterface aan te bieden, die per type gebruiker kan verschillen; 
(ii)  De complexiteit te verminderen door twee niveaus van invoer aan te bieden, sim-
pel voor beginners en geavanceerd voor gevorderden; 
(iii)  Voorbeelden te geven van scenario's, games en componenten en hun onderlinge 
relaties, zodat gebruikers beter begrijpen wat ze moeten doen; 
(iv)  Een preview-optie aan te bieden die het mogelijk maakt om op elk moment inge-
voerde game-inhoud te previewen, zodat auteurs beter begrijpen wat ze doen; en 
(v)  Duidelijke terminologie te gebruiken die aansluit bij de verwachtingen van de 
gebruikers.  
Om de leerbaarheid te verbeteren bevelen we aan om: 
(i)  Duidelijke instructies en wizards aan te bieden om gebruikers tijdens het invoeren 
te begeleiden; en 
(ii)  Informatie aan te bieden over de didactiek en het gebruik van de componenten, 
zodat beginnende gebruikers een snelle start kunnen maken. 
Deze richtlijnen lijken algemeen en (deels) toepasbaar te zijn op andere specifieke ty-
pen auteursomgevingen. 
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De tweede aanvullende ontwerpvraag 
De eerste evaluaties van de afspeelomgeving toonden aan dat studenten tevreden tot 
zeer tevreden waren over de gebruikersinterface. We hadden de gebruiksvriendelijk-
heid echter niet in detail geëvalueerd en waren benieuwd of studenten nog steeds 
tevreden waren en zo niet, hoe we de gebruiksvriendelijkheid zouden kunnen verbete-
ren. We vroegen ons af hoe de gebruiksvriendelijkheid van afspeelomgevingen voor 
serious games in het algemeen verbeterd zou kunnen worden, wat leidde tot de tweede 
aanvullende ontwerpvraag die nader onderzocht is voor dit proefschrift: Hoe kan de 
gebruiksvriendelijkheid van afspeelomgevingen voor serious games verbeterd worden? 
We hebben een gedetailleerde studie naar de gebruiksvriendelijkheid van de EMERGO-
afspeelomgeving uitgevoerd door zowel kwantitatieve als kwalitatieve onderzoeksme-
thoden toe te passen op een groep studenten. 
De gebruiksvriendelijkheid van de afspeelomgeving bleek vrij laag te zijn. Kwantitatieve 
analyse toonde aan dat de gebruiksvriendelijkheid tussen "ok" en "goed" was, wat lager 
is dan gevonden voor webapplicaties in het algemeen. De operabiliteit van de omgeving 
en de begrijpelijkheid van zijn verschillende componenten werden als "voldoende" be-
oordeeld. Kwalitatieve analyse toonde echter aan dat studenten overwegend positief 
waren over de operabiliteit van de omgeving, en relatief negatief over de begrijpelijk-
heid en de esthetiek van de gebruikersinterface (die zorgt voor een aangename en be-
vredigende interactie voor de gebruiker). Ze misten bedieningsinstructies en zouden 
graag willen opereren in een meer realistische en dynamische, en minder gestructu-
reerde omgeving waarin ze meer controle hebben. Daarnaast was de functionaliteit van 
de omgeving enigszins problematisch. De betrouwbaarheid werd overwegend positief 
gewaardeerd.  
De gevonden lage gebruiksvriendelijkheid kan worden veroorzaakt door de jonge leeftijd 
van de studenten, waardoor ze waarschijnlijk meer vertrouwd waren met het spelen 
van videogames die een dynamische omgeving bieden waarin ze meer controle hebben. 
De voor de evaluatie gebruikte games kunnen ook kinderziekten hebben gehad en kun-
nen te beperkend of niet uitdagend, plezierig of opwindend genoeg zijn geweest. Hoe-
wel het platform het creëren van realistische, dynamische en open omgevingen waarin 
studenten controle hebben faciliteert, kunnen game-ontwikkelaars hun redenen heb-
ben om dit potentieel niet te gebruiken. 
Op basis van de opmerkingen van respondenten hebben we richtlijnen opgesteld om de 
gebruiksvriendelijkheid van afspeelomgevingen voor serious games te verbeteren: 
(i)  Stem de interface van de omgeving zoveel mogelijk af op de verwachtingen van de 
beoogde gebruikers; 
(ii)  Biedt een tijdlijn om de voortgang van de gebruiker in tijd en leren te tonen; 
(iii)  Gebruik scores om de gebruiker te stimuleren om beter te presteren; 
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(iv)  Laat gebruikers hun eigen vragen formuleren door gebruik te maken van tekst- of 
spraakanalyse; 
(v)  Gebruik tekstanalyse van rapporten om inhoudelijke terugkoppeling te kunnen 
geven; 
(vi)  Presenteer bedieningsinstructies op het juiste moment; 
(vii)  Gebruik geluiden om de interactie tussen een gebruiker en de omgeving te onder-
steunen; en 
(viii)  Presenteer altijd duidelijke meldingen bij fouten of tijdrovende processen. 
Conclusies 
Het EMERGO-platform maakt een efficiëntere ontwikkeling van serious games mogelijk 
(algemene ontwerpvraag), waardoor het platform geschikt is voor kleinere doelgroepen 
die vaak in het hoger onderwijs te vinden zijn, bijvoorbeeld voor een specifieke cursus in 
een specifiek inhoudsdomein. De mogelijkheden om de games tijdens de ontwikkeling 
op elk gewenst moment te kunnen previewen en testen, en om gamescript te kunnen 
invoeren zonder te hoeven programmeren, faciliteren specifieke ontwikkelteamleden 
zoals docenten en domeinexperts. Adaptatie aan de individuele student, game-
evaluatie en -onderzoek naar leereffecten worden gefaciliteerd door uitgebreide opslag 
van de voortgang van studenten en data analyse met behulp van gamescript. 
Dankzij zijn onafhankelijkheid van besturingssystemen en het gebruik van opensource-
software zouden online-universiteiten in staat moeten zijn om het platform eenvoudig 
te installeren en te gebruiken. Het platform wordt echter niet op grote schaal gebruikt, 
hoewel dat oorspronkelijk wel de bedoeling was. Door de jaren heen is het platform 
langdurig gebruikt door drie andere instellingen voor online-onderwijs in Nederland. 
Diverse andere (inter)nationale onderwijsinstellingen hebben kennis genomen van het 
platform waarvan sommige het verkennend hebben gebruikt.  
Een breder gebruik van het platform en een bredere toepassing van serious games 
zouden kunnen worden bevorderd door toekomstige verbeteringen wat betreft ge-
bruiksvriendelijkheid (aanvullende ontwerpvragen) op basis van de gepresenteerde 
richtlijnen en mogelijke nieuwe uitbreidingen, zoals een scenario-editor om auteurs 
beter te ondersteunen bij het ontwerpen van games en om het invoeren te vereenvou-
digen, en een 'onderzoeker' rol om onderwijskundig onderzoek en game-evaluatie beter 
te ondersteunen. 
Het platform en zijn achterliggende ideeën, architectuur, evaluaties en toekomstige 
ontwikkeling, zoals gepresenteerd in dit proefschrift, zullen naar verwachting bijdragen 
aan nieuwe ontwikkelingen en onderzoek op het gebied van de ontwikkeling van se-
rious games, instructie-ontwerp en online onderwijs. 
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Graag bedank ik iedereen die een rol heeft gespeeld bij de totstandkoming van dit 
proefschrift. Vele helpende handen hebben de route naar de top mogelijk gemaakt. Ik 
verontschuldig mij bij voorbaat dat ik niet iedereen kan noemen. 
Allereerst wil ik mijn promotores Rob Koper en Hans Hummel bedanken. Zij hebben 
erop vertrouwd dat ik de top zou halen, ook als ik het zicht op de top even kwijt was. 
Rob heeft me de mogelijkheid geboden om dit proefschrift te schrijven en heeft vooral 
in het begin erg veel tijd en energie geïnvesteerd en dat waardeer ik zeer. Hans, mijn 
steun en toeverlaat, heeft altijd voor me klaar gestaan. Zijn veelvuldige en uitgebreide 
feedback wat betreft aanpak, opbouw, inhoud en Engels van de verschillende hoofd-
stukken, en wat betreft de statistische analyse was van onschatbare waarde en heeft 
me op het goede pad gehouden. 
Daarnaast dank ik Saskia Brand-Gruwel en Jos van den Broek voor het in mij gestelde 
vertrouwen en voor het bieden van de personele en financiële randvoorwaarden om dit 
proefschrift te kunnen schrijven.  
Dan wil ik mijn reisgenoot Hub Kurvers bedanken. Zonder zijn vele werk was dit proef-
schrift er niet geweest. Als mede-architect, -ontwikkelaar en -beheerder van het 
EMERGO-platform en zijn componenten, en niet te vergeten als klankbord, heeft hij 
zeer bijgedragen aan het bereiken van de top. Ook zijn steun tijdens het promotietra-
ject was onmisbaar. 
Ik wil tevens de vele anderen bedanken die ervoor hebben gezorgd dat het EMERGO-
platform kon worden ontwikkeld, gebruikt, doorontwikkeld of geëvalueerd. Zij vervul-
den vele verschillende rollen zoals: manager, lid van een stuurgroep, projectleider, 
didactisch ontwerper, scenarioschrijver, interactieontwerper, inhoudsdeskundige, au-
teur van game-inhoud, expert, acteur, regisseur, cameraman, video-editor, geïnter-
viewde, onderzoeker, ICT-beheerder, docent of student. 
Allereerst bedank ik mijn OUNL-collega’s die hebben bijgedragen aan vele projecten: 
Wim Westera, Hans Hummel, Rob Nadolski, Henk van den Brink, Jeroen Storm en Hub 
Kurvers. Veel dank voor jullie inbreng en voor de goede en fijne samenwerking. 
Specifiek voor hun bijdrage aan het EMERGO project bedank ik: collega’s van de OUNL, 
met name Colin Tattersall, Ruud Hoefakker en Ron Cörvers, en medewerkers van de 
Universiteit Utrecht, met name Carel Dieperink.  
Voor hun bijdrage aan het Skills Labs project bedank ik: collega’s van de OUNL, met 
name Ansje Löhr, Angelique Lansu, Daisy Tysmans en Mimi Crijns, en medewerkers van 
Hogeschool Zeeland en Kennis Netwerk Delta Water, met name Tony van der Hiele, 
Jasper van Houcke en Tjeerd Blauw. 
Voor hun bijdrage aan de game-ontwikkeling bij de OUNL-cursus Seksuologie bedank ik: 
collega’s van de OUNL, met name Henk van den Brink, Arjan Bos en Perry Pintar, en 
freelancer Mark Handels. 
Voor hun deelname aan de interviews bedank ik: Henk van den Brink en Hub Kurvers.  
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Voor hun bijdrage aan het SLEM-project bedank ik: collega’s van de OUNL, medewer-
kers van Stichting Praktijkleren, met name Ton Remeeus, Martin van Kollenburg en 
Mark Hector, en docenten en studenten van de vier deelnemende ROC’s: Aventus, 
Nova College, roc van Twente en Zadkine. 
Daarnaast dank ik iedereen die heeft bijgedragen aan een groot aantal niet in dit proef-
schrift beschreven projecten, die ofwel onderwijs ofwel onderzoek als oogmerk hadden. 
Meer specifiek bedank ik iedereen die heeft meegewerkt aan de productie van de vele 
uren video die hebben bijgedragen aan het succes van het platform. 
Ik dank ook mijn OUNL-collega’s die meer op de achtergrond het nodige werk hebben 
verricht. Bij het beheer van het platform was de bijdrage van medewerkers van GSO 
essentieel. Ook de bijdrage van medewerkers van de faculteit PenOW was essentieel. Zij 
hebben gefungeerd als inhoudsdeskundige, expert, acteur, of adviseur, of speelden een 
rol op administratief of secretarieel gebied. Meer specifiek bedank ik Mieke Haemers 
voor haar steun bij alle formaliteiten rondom de afronding van het promotietraject en 
de laatste correcties van het proefschrift, en Jeroen Berkhout voor de opmaak van de 
figuren in het proefschrift.  
In het bijzonder wil ik Hans Hummel, Rob Nadolski en Hub Kurvers bedanken. Jullie zijn 
van meet af aan nauw betrokken geweest bij de ontwikkeling van het EMERGO-
platform. Het is dan ook geen toeval dat Hans mijn dagelijks begeleider is geworden en 
Rob en Hub mijn paranimfen. Dank jullie, jongens, voor jullie inzet, steun en kameraad-
schap. Rob en Hans, deze laatste Tour zit erop, maar met jullie wil ik er nog wel de Giro 
of de Vuelta rijden. 
Ik wil ook mijn collega’s, familie, vrienden en kennissen bedanken voor de getoonde 
belangstelling, hun luisterend oor en hun goede raad. Een promotietraject vreet ener-
gie, maar gelukkig kon ik mijn accu altijd weer opladen bij de kookclub, muziekgroep 
Multivocaal, bij het meditatief zingen, bij de Djembe Folas en bij mijn tennismaten. 
Lieve mensen, dank hiervoor. 
En natuurlijk wil ik ook mijn gezin bedanken. Zij hebben mij tijdens het promotietraject 
met hun liefde, adviezen en aanwezigheid gesteund en waren getuige van mijn pieken 
en dalen, en van mijn verminderde aanwezigheid. Vanaf nu ben ik er weer voor 100%! 
 
Heerlen, juli 2018 
 
 
 
 
Het werk gepresenteerd in hoofdstuk 2 en 3 is medegefinancieerd door stichting SURF, 
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